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IN THE

SUPREME COURT
OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO
W S C U AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC., A

Vltashincjton Cowation
and

I

I

SUPPLY, INC., an Idaho Cowation, etat
Respwrdent

Hon. Bsn h. Harsting

and

D1strlc;t Judge

~ p ~ 3 a i fmm
e d the District (=ourtof the dixth
Judicial DimfFicf of fh.8 Stir* uf fdaho, in and for

-

I

I

Coumty.

Bannock

-

- -

- --

GIVENS PURSLEY LLP.
X

For Appsllant

X

IN THE DInRIGT COURT OF THE SIX'TH JUDICLAL DI-RIU

OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR .THE COUNW OF BANNOCK
WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, ING., a
Washington Corporation,

)

1
1

Petitioner-Appellant,

)

Supreme Court No. 35732

VS.

1
1

HOLLY ERNEST, individually; PAINT AND)
1
SPRAY SUPPLY, IMC., an Idaho
Corporation; AU'TOMOmVE PAINT
1.
WAREHOUSE, a Utah corporation; HUGH)
BARKDULL, individually; BMDY
BARKDULL, individually; and MIKE
1
COOK, individually,
1
Respondent,
1
CLERK'S RECORD

Appeal from the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock.
Before HONORABLE Don L. Harding, District Judge.
For Appellant:
Debora K. Kristensen
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
P. 0. BOX 2720
Boise, Idaho 163701-2720

For Respondent:
KENT L. HAWKXNS
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED
P. 0. BOX 991,
Pocatello, Idaho 83201
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SMlS

LINDA

Summons Issued

N. Randy Smith

LINDA

Filing: A1 - Civil Complaint, More Than $1000 No
Prior Appearance Paid by: Beard St. Clair
Gaffney Receipt number: 0032113 Dated:
9/8/2005 Amount: $82.00 (Check)
Interim Hearing Held, Crt GRANTED plntf a
Temorary restraining order: J Smith 9-12-05
Summons Returned, srvd on Holly Ernest on
9-14-05
Summons Returned, srvd on Automotive Paint
Wardhouse on 9-14-05
Summons Returne~ srvd on Travis Dayley on
9-1 0-05
Summons Returned, srvd on David Cristobal on
9-10-05
Summons Returned, srvd on Chantil Dobbs on
9-1 1-05
Summons Returned, srvd on Joel Johnston on
9-1 1-05
Summons Returned, srvd on Thomas Condey for
Ryan Nesmith on 9-11-05
Summons Returned, srvd on Jeffrey Peck on
9-12-05
Summons Returnel srvd on Hugh Barkdull on
9-12-05
Summons Returned, srvd on Tiffany Thomsen
on 9-12-05
Summons Returned, srvd on Curtis Stairs on
9- I2-05
Summons Returned, srvd on Jodee Reid on
9-12-05
Summons Returned, srvd on Michael Cook on
9-12-05
Summons Returned, srvd on Brady Barkdull on
9-12-05
Summons Returnez' srvd on Shelby Thomsen
on 9-12-05
Summons Returned, srvd on Kelly McClure on
9-12-05
Summons Returned, srvd on Jenny Hancock on
9-13-05
Plaintiff: Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. Attorney
Retained Michael D Gaffney
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late
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121/2005

NOTC

CAMILLE
CAM1LLE

MOTN
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MOTN
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ELLA

NOAP

PATTl

NOTC

PATTl
PATTl

12812005

NOTC

PATTI

12912005

NOTC

PATTI

011212005

NOTC

PATTI

011312005

NOTC

PATTI

Judge
Notice of attys Notice of party notification; aty
Michael Gaffney for plntf
Applicant ATtys Nol%:eof party notification; aty
Michael Gaffney for plntf
Motion for order allowing Depo; aty Michael
Gaffney for plntf
Motion to shorten time; aty Michael Gaffney for
plntf
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
09/26/2005 09:OO AM)
Filing: I I A - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than
$1000 No Prior Appearance Paid by: Merrill &
Merrill Receipt number: 0034097 Dated:
09/22/2005 Amount: $52.00 (Check)
Notice Of Appearatp (Stephen Dunn for dfdts)

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

Notice of serv (dfdts 1st set of interrogs & req for N. Randy Smith
prod of docum to pltf);
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
N. Randy Smith
09/26/2005 09:OO AM: Interim Hearing Held (crt
GRANTED motn to shorten time - vacated hrng to
determine whether the tro should continue - crt
set hrng for 12-9-05 at 8:30 a.m. - motn for
allowing depos was not argued ciue to recent
appearance of cnsl - tro outlined in crts 9-12-05
min entry & order is extended until the 12-9-05
hrng); J. Smith
N. Randy Smith
Notice of depos duces tecum of
Shelby Thompson;Kelly McClure;Jenny Hancock;
Tiffany Thornsen; C M s Stairs; Jodee Reid;
Michael Cook; Hugh Barkdull; Brady Barkdull;
David Cristobal; Joel Johnston; Chantil Dobbs;
Jeffrey Peck; Travis Dayley; Holly Ernest; Ryan
Nesmith;
Notc of depols duces teucm pursuant to rule
30(9)(6)
Amended notc of depos duces tecum (of Holley N. Randy Smith
Ernest;
Amended notc of depos decus tecum pursuant to
rule 30(B)(6);
N. Randy Smith
Notice of depos duces tecum (Tom Davis)
2nd amended notc of depos duces tecum (Holly
Ernest)
2nd amended notc i f depos duces tecum
pursuant to Rule 30fB)(6);
Amended notc of depos duces tecum (Tom Davis; N. Randy Smith
Third amended notc of depos duces tecum (Holly
Ernest)
Third amended notc of depos duces tecum
pursuant to Rule 30(B)(6)
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Case: CV-2005-0003527-OC Current Judge: Mitchell Brown

'age 3 of 17

Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. vs. Holly Ernest, etal.

)ate

Code

User

011312005

MOTN

PATTI

1/4/2005

NOTC

CAMILLE

111012005

NOTC

CAMILLE

1/23/2005

NOTC

CAMILLE

2/2/2005

MOTN

PATTI

2/6/2005

NOTC

CAMILLE

2/7/2005

INHD

PATTI

213012005

HRSC

PATTI

11012006

NOTC

PATTI

111112006

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

111312006

NOTC

PATTI

1/14/2006

MlSC

DCANO

3/22/2006

HRSC

BRANDY

HRSC

BRANDY

Judne
Motion for limited admission (Randy Smart to
associate with Stephen Dunn);
Order allowing limit?d admission; J. Smith
Notice of service - aty Michael Gamey for plntf

-

Notice of service Defs 1st set of req. for
Admissions and 2nd set of lnterrog and req for
production of documents to plntf and this notice of
service: aty Stephen Dunn for Defs.
Notice of service - plntfs resp to defs first req for
admission: aty Michael Gaffney for plntf
Motion to vacate hrng (Stephen Dunn for dfdt)
Notc of hrng (on 12-2-05 at 9:30 a.m.)
Notice of service - plntfs resp to defs 2nd set of
Interrog. aty Michael Gaffney for plntf
Interim Hearing Held (re: dfdts motn to vacate
pltf objected - crt G~'.ANTEDmotn - both parties
would be assissted with more time to prepare
matter set for preliminary injunction on February
10,2005 at 8:30 a.m.)
Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference
01/24/2006 10:30 AM)
Notice of depos of Roger Howe (Stephen Dunn
for dfdts);
Notice of depos of Craig Russum (Stephen Dunn
for dfdts)
Notice of depos duces teum (of James L. Smith)
Michael Gaffney for pltf
Letters of Rogatory (Michael Gaffney for pltf for
James Smith)
.
Letters of Rogatory :Michael Gaffney for pltf of
Dave Arness)
Notice of Depo of Martin Evans 1-19-06 at 10:OO
am: aty Michael Gaffney
Notice of Depo of Dave Arneson 2-7-06 at 10:OO
am
Amended notc of depos of Roger Howe duces
tecum (Stephen Dunn for dfdts);
Notc of depos duces tecum of Wesco Autobody
Supply Inc., pursuant to Rule 30(B)(6) (Stephen
Dunn for dfdts)
Amended notc of depos of Craig Russum duces
tecum (Stephen Dunn for dfdts)
AMENDED (Lodgea) Reply Memorandum in
Support of Defendants Motion for Summary
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 03/27/2007 0930
AM)
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
0311912007 11:00 AM)

-

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

Mitchell Brown
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

-

late: 1/2112009
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Case: CV-2005-0003627-0C Current Judge: Mitchell Brown
Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. vs. Holly Ernest, etal.

late

Code

User

;/29/2006

MOTN

LlNDA

AFFD

LlNDA

Judge
Defendant's Motion For summary Judgment; atty N. Randy Smith
Stephen Dunn
Affidavit of Stephen gunn; atty Stephen Dunn
N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's First Set of
Interrogatories and REquest For Production of
Documents
Affidavit of Curtis Stairs; atty Stephen Dunn

AFFD

LlNDA

Affidavit of Tiffany Thomsen

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

Affidavit of David Cristobal; atty Stephen Dunn

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

Affidavit of Chantil Dobbs; aaty Stephen Dunn

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

Affidavit of Travis Dayley; atty Stephen Dunn

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

Affidavit of Jeffrey Peck; atty Stephen Dunn

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

Affidavit of Joel Johnston; atty Stephen Dunn

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

; Stephen Dunn
Affidavit of Kelly ~ c c l u r eatty

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

Affidavit of Shelby Thompson; atty Stephen Dunn N. Randy Smith

AFFD

LlNDA

Affidavit of Jenny Hanwck

N. Randy Smith

LlNDA

Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion
for Summary Judgment; atty Stephen Dunn
Notice of Hearing 5/01/06 @ 9:OOa.m.; atty
Stephen Dunn
Motion for sum jdgt (Stephen Dunn for dfdts)

N. Randy Smith

LINDA

NOTC

LlNDA

MOTN

PATTI

AFFD

DCANO

AFFD

DCANO

Affidavit of Holly Ernest; Stephen S. Dunn, Atty
for Dfdts.
Affidavit of Brady Barkdull; Stephen S. Dunn, Atty
for Dfdts.
Affidavit of Hugh Barkdull; Stephen S. Dunn Atty
for Dfdts.
Affidavit of Michael Cook; Stephen S. Dunn, Atty
for Dfdts.
Affidavit of Jodee Reid; Stephen S. Dunn, Atty for
Dfdts.
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/01/2006 09:OO
AM) Motion for Summary Judgment
Motion to shorten time (Michael Gaffney for pltf)
Pltk motn for an extension of time to respond to
the dfdts motn for sum jdgt;
Affidavit of Mlchael 9. Gaffney in support of pltfs
motn for an extensicln of time to respond to the
dfdts motn for sum jdgt;
Order shortening time to respond to dfdts motn
for sum jdgt set for 4-10-06 at 9:30 a.m.); J.
Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
Mitchell Brown
Mitchell Brown

%

AFFD

DCANO

AFFD

DCANO

AFFD

DCANO

3/30/2006

HRSC

LlNDA

4/5/2006

MOTN

PATTI

AFFD

PATTI

ORDR

PATTI

Mitchell Brown
Mitchell Brown
Mitchell Brown
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
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Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc, vs. Holly Ernest, etal.

ate

Code

User

HRSC

PATTI

RESP

PATTI

Judge
N. Randy Smith

AFFD

CINDYBF

Notc of hrng (on pltfs motn for extension of time
to resopnd to dfdts motn for sum jdgt (Michael
Gaffney for pltf on 4-10-06 at 9:30 a.m.)
motn for an extension of
Dfdts repsonse to
time to respond to dfdts motn for sum jdgt
SupplementalAffidavit of Michael D. Gaffney in
Support of Plaintiff's Motion for an Extension of
Time to Respond to the Defendant's Motion for
Summary Judgment. (PA Gaffney)
Affidavit of Michael Cook (DA Dunn)

AFFD

CINDYBF

Affidavit of Jodee Reid (DA Dunn)

N. Randy Smith

CINDYBF

Defendant's Response to Plaintiff's Motion for an
Extension of Time to Respond to Defendant's
Motion for Summary Judgment (by DA Dunn)
Hearing result for Motion held on 05/01/2006
09:OO AM: Hearin$' Vacated Motion for
Summary Judgment
aty
Notice of service - plntfs 1st set of Interrog.
Michael Gaffney for plntf
Notice of Depo of Delane Anderson 6-8-06 at
11:OO am: aty Michael Gaffney for plntf
Notice of service - Def Automotive paint
warehouse, aty Kent Hawkins for def
Notice vacating Depo of Delane Anderson and
Doug Bowers;
Stipulation; aty Gaffney for plnff

N. Randy Smith

CINDYBF

HRVC

PATTI

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAM1LLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

STlP

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAM1LLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

notice of service; first set of lnterrog. aty Kent
Hawkins for defs
Notice of Depo of David Cristobal on 6-23-06

-

Notice of Depo of Chantil Dobbs on 6-23-06 at
2:OO :
Notice of Depo of Joel Johnston on 6-23-06 at
1:00 pm
Notice of Depo of Travis Dayley on 6-23-06 at
11:OO am:
Notice of Depo of Jeffrey Peck on 6-23-06 at
10:OO am:
Notice of Depo of Tom Davis on 6-26-06 at 11:00
am:
y
on 6-26-06 at 9:00
Notice of Depo of ~ j l l Ernest
am:
Notice of Depo of Brady Barkdull on 6-26-06 at
10:OO am:
Notice of service - plntfs 1st supplemental resp to
defs first set of admissions: aty MIGaffney
Notice of service - plntk 2nd req for production :

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
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Case: CV-2005-0003527-OC Current Judge: Mitchell Brown

age 6 of 17

Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. vs. Holly Ernest, etal.

ate

Code

User

NOTC

CAMILLE

MOTN

Judge

CAMILLE

Notice vacating depositions;; aty MlGaffney for
plntf
Plntfs Motion to Arn~ndComplaint;

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

CAMILLE

Affidavitof Craig Russurn;

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

CAMILLE

Affidavit of Shauntel Bell;

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

CAMILLE

Affidavit of Wes Goodwin;

N. Randy Smith

BRFS

PATTI

N. Randy Smith

AFFD

DCANO

MEMO

DCANO

NOTC

CAMILLE

Pltfs memo in opposition to motn for sum jdgt
(Michael Gaffney for pltf)
Affidavit of Jeffrey D. Brunson in Opposition to
Motion for Summary Judgment; Michael D.
Gaffney, Atty for Plntfs.
Plantiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Motion
for summary Judgment (Lodged); Michael D.
Gaffney , Atty for P1nt-k.
Notice of service - s:,y Kent Hawkins for def.

AFFD

CAMILLE

2nd Affdt of Brady Barkdull;

N. Randy Smith

CAMILLE

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

Mitchell Brown

Mitchell Brown

N. Randy Smith

MOTN

DCANO

NOTC

DCANO

INHD

PATTl

711212006

MOTN

PATTI

Reply Memorandum in support of Defs Motion for
Summary Judgment;
Motion to Strike Second Affidavit of Brady
Barkdull; Michael D. Garrney, Atty for Plntf.
Notice of Hearing; Michael D. Garrney, Atty for
Plntfs.
Interim Hearing Held (re: dfdts motn for sum jdgt pltfs motn to amend compl, motn to shorten time motn to strike 2nd affdvt of Brady Barkdull - pltfs
motn to compel is GRANTED - crt GRANTED
both parties for addk'i time to supply depos
transcripts - motn to shorten time GRANTED &
pltk motn to strike DENIED);
Motion to shorten time (Michael Gaffney for pltf)

711412006

AFFD

PATTI

Affidavit of Kent L. Hawkins;

N. Randy Smith

BRFS

PATTI

N. Randy Smith

MlSC

DCANO

Amended reply memo in support of dfdts motn for
sum jdgt including twin falls depos cites (Kent
Hawkins for dfdts)
Amended(Lodged) Reply Memorandum in
Support of Defendants Motion for summary
Judgment Including Twin Falls Deposition Cites.;
Kent L. Hawkins, Atty for Dfdts.,
Supplemental Affd of Jeffrey Burnson in
Opposition to Defs i>lotionfor Summary
Judgment; aty MlGaffney for plntf
Order (Court grants and denies the motns re:
sum jdgt); J. Smith 9-6-06(Duplicate of below
entry)
Decision re: sum jdgt (crt GRANTS and DENIES
motn for sum jdgt); J. Smith 9-6-06

CAMILLE

ORDR

PATTl

ORDR

PATTl

Mitchell Brown
Mitchell Brown
N. Randy Smith

Mitchell Brown

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

late: 1/21/2009
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late

Code

User

1/22/2006

MOTN

CAMILLE

MEMO

CAMILLE

01512006

NOTC

CAMILLE

011012006

HRSC

CAMILLE

1011612006

MEMO

CAMILLE

1012312006

INHD

PATTI

BRFS

CAMILLE

NOTC

SHAREE

WDSC

PATTI

MOTN

PATTl

HRSC

PATTl

BRFS

PATTl

HRSC

PATTl
PATTl
DCANO

NOTC

DCANO

DCANO

DCANO
HRSC

DCANO

Judge
Motion to reconsider; aty Michael Gaffney for
plntf
plntfs Memorandum in support of motion to
reconsider; aty MlC'3afTney
Notice of service - plntfs 1st set of Interrog. aty
Jef Brunson for plntf
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 1012312006 09:OO
AM)
Memorandum in Opposition to plntfs motion to
reconsider; aty Kent Hawkins for Def.
Hearing result for Motion held on 1012312006
09:OO AM: Interim Hearing Held (crt DENIES
motn to reconsider its decision as to the dismissal
of P&S in Cnts 1 & 2 - crt also DENIES motn to
reconsider its decision as to the dism of Brady for
"looking for potentia! store locations" for P&S
while employed by bltfs) J. Smith 11-28-06
plntfs reply Brief in support of motion to
reconsider; aty MlGaffney
Notice of Service - Defendant Paint & Spray
Responses to: Plaintiffs First Set of
Interrogatories, Request for Production, and
Request for Admission
Pltfs designation of experts & lay witnesses
(Michael Gaffney for pltf)
Motion to compel (Michael Gaffney for pltf)

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

Hearing Scheduled (on 12-18-06 at 9:00 a.m. on N. Randy Smith
pltfs motn to compel)
Memo in support of jltfs motn to compel (Michael N. Randy Smith
Gaffney for pltfs);
N. Randy Smith
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
01/22/2007 09:OO AM) pltfs motn to compel
Dfdts disclosure of expert & other witnesses (Kent N. Randy Smith
Hawkins for dfdts);
Dfdts. Supplemental Disclosure of Expert
N. Randy Smith
Witnesses; Kent L. Hawkins, Atty for Dfdts
Notice of Service; mailed on 1-12-07 to Michael N. Randy Smith
D. Gaffney, Atty for Plntfs. Dfdts. 2rd
interrogatories and 2nd Request for Productions
of Documents to Plntfs; Kent L. Hawkins, Atty for
Dfdts.
Paint & Spray Supply's Memorandum Opposition N. Randy Smith
to Plntfs. Motn to Compel; Kent L. Hawkins, Atty
for Dfdts.
Second Amended Notice of Hearing; Michael D. N. Randy Smith
Gaffney
N. Randy Smith
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
01/22/2007 09:30 AM) Plntfs. Motion to Compel
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Case: CV-2005-0003527-OC Current Judge: Mitchell Brown

age 8 of 17

Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. vs. Holly Ernest, etal.

late

Code

User
PATTI

MOTN

PATTl

NOTC

PATTl
DCANO

DCANO
MlSC

PATTl

NOTC

LINDA

STlP

DCANO

ORDR

DCANO

AMCO

PATTl
DCANO

MlSC

PATTl
DCANO

211412007

NOTC

1/27/2007

3/5/2007

DCANO
LINDA

NOTC

LINDA

NOTC

LINDA

Judne
N. Randy Smith
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
01/22/2007 09:30 AM: Interim Hearing Held
Plntfs. Motion to Compel (crt ruled from the bench
re: motn to compel} J. Smith 1-23-07
Dfdts motn in limine re: Wesco's proposed expert N. Randy Smith
witnesses, DAvid Smith (Economist) and West
Goodwin (Computer Forensic) Kent Hawki8ns for
dfdtsf;
Notice of depos duces tecum (of Martin M.
N. Randy Smith
Evans);
Amended Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum (
N. Randy Smith
Martin M. Evans); Michael D. Gaffney, Atty for
Plntfs.
N. Randy Smith
Amended Subpoena Duces Tecum (Martin M.
Evans); Michael D. Gaffney, Atty for Plntfs.
Pltfs list of customep as requested by the court at N. Randy Smith
the 1-22-07 hrng (Mtchael Gaffney for pltf)
N. Randy Smith
Notice of Service of Defendant's Fourth Set of
Discovery to Plaintiff and Notice of Service; atty
Kent Hawkins
Stipulation for Protective Order; Kent L, Hawkins, Mitchell Brown
Atty for Dfdts.
Mitchell Brown
Protective Order; s/J. Smith on 1-31-07
1st Amended Compl & Demand for jury trial
(Michael Gaffney for pltf);
Second Amended Notice of Deposition Duces
Tecum (Martin M. Evans); Michael D. Gaffney,
Atty for Plntfs.
letters rogatory (~i<;iaelGaffney for pltf);
Notice of Service; mailed on 2-12-07 a copy of
Plntfs. Response to Dfdts. 3rd Interrogatories and
2nd Request for Production of Documents to
Plntfs. to Kent Hawkins Atty for Dfdts.
Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of Wes
Goodwin; Kent L. Hawkins, Atty for Dfdts.
Third Amended Notice of Deposition Duces
Tecum (Martin M. Evans) on 3/06/07 @ 1:00 p.m.
at M & M Court Reporting 421 Franklin Street,
Boise, ID; atty Michael Gaffney
Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum (James L.
Smith) on 3/13/07 @ 1.00 p.m. of James L.
Smith: atty Michael 2affney
Notike of Service: of Defendant's second
Supplemental REsponses to Discovery,
Defendant's Third Supplemental REsponses to
Discovery and Notice of Sercice; atty Kent
Hawkins

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
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Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. vs. Holly Ernest, etal.

ate

Code

Judge

User
DCANO

DCANO
NOTC

DCANO

NOTC

DCANO

ST1P

DCANO

MOTN

PATTl

WDSC

PATTI

HRSC

PATTI

ORDR

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

BRANDY

HRSC

BRANDY

HRSC

BRANDY

MOTN

CAMILLE

ORDR

CAMILLE

ORDR

CAMILLE

DlSQ

CAMILLE

MOTN

CAMILLE

Fourth Amended Subpoena Duces Tecum (
Martin WI. Evans) Michael D. Gaffney, Atty for
Plntfs.
Fourth Amended n o k e of Deposition Ouces
Tecum ( Martin M. Evans)
Notice of Service; Plntfs. Response to Dfdts. 4th
Set of discovery mailed on 3-5-07 to Kent
Hawkins
Notice of Service: Faxed a copy of Dfdts. Fourth
Supplemental Responses to Discovery on 3-6-07
to Michael D. Gaffney; Kent L. Hawkins, Atty for
Dfdts.
Stipulation Regarding PreTrial Filings and
Discovery; Michael D. Gaffney, Atty for Plntfs.
Motion to vacate trial setting (Michael Gaffney for
Motn to shorten timg (Michael Gaffney for ptlf)
Pltfs preliminary witnesses list (Michael Gaffney
for ptlf):
Pltfs preliminary exhibit list;
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 0311912007 11:00
AM) motn to vacate trial setting
Order shortening Time; plntfs motion to vacate
trial setting be shortened to 3-19-07: J Smith
3-15-07
Notice of service -plntfs supplemental disccovery
resp regarding expert witnesses : aty Michael
Gaffney for plntf
Hearing result for Wetion held on 0311912007
11:00 AM: Interim Hearing Held motn to vacate
trial setting; Minute entry and order; trial vacated
and reset; J Woodland 3-21-07
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 0611112007 02:30
PM)
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
06/04/2007 11:00 AM)
Defendants Motion to Disqualify Judge Wooland;
aty Kent Hawkins for Def.
Order Granting motion for DQ; J Woodland
3-26-07
Administrative Order of Reference; this matter is
referred to J Bush f i r further proceedings: J
Mcdermott 4-3-07
Disqualification Of Judge - Cause
Plntfs Motion for Disqualification; Jeffrey
Brunson for pltnf

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith

N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith
N. Randy Smith

Ronald E Bush
Ronald E Bush

late: 112112009
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Code

Judge

User

-

DlSA

ORDR

CAMILLE

DlSQ

CAMILLE

HRSC

BRANDY

NOTC

CAMILLE

ill612007

INHD

BRANDY

il2512007

HRSC

BRANDY

HRSC

BRANDY

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

CAMILLE
MOTN

CAMILLE

MEMO

CAMILLE

AFFD

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

HRSC

CAMILLE

MEMO

CAMILLE

AFFD

CAMILLE

Disqualification Of Judge Automatic; Order of
Ronald E Bush
Reference Is J Bush 04111/07; Matter referred to
Judge McDermott for reassignment;
Administrative Orde:; this matter is referred to J Ronald E Bush
Harding for further proceedings: J Mcdermott
4-16-07
Disqualification Of Judge Cause
Don L. Harding

-

Order for scheduling conf J Warding; Hearing
Scheduled (Scheduling Conference 0511612007
02:30 PM)
Notice of service - Defs fifth supplemental resp to
discovery; and this notice: aty Kent Hawkins for
def
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference held on
05/16/2007 02:30 PM: Interim Hearing Held
Hearing Scheduled $(JuryTrial 0311012008 09:30
AM)
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
02108/2008 09:30 AM)
Notice of service - plntfs second set of discovery
to Jenny Hancock and plntfs second set of
discovery to Michael Cook ; aty Micahel Gaffney
for plntf
Notice of service - Def Michael Cooks Answers to
plntfs Req for Admission, Def Jenny Hzrncocks
Answers to Plntfs Req for Admissions; aty Kent
Hawkins for Def.
Notice of service - Def Jenny Hancocks Answers
and Resp to Plntfs 2?d set of Discovery Def
Michael cooks Answers and Resp to Plntfs 2nd
set d Discovery; aty Kent Hawkins for Def.
plaintiffs second designation of expert and Lay
witnesses; aty Michael Gaffney for plntf
Plntfs 2nd motion to reconsider;; aty Michael
Gaffney for plntf
Memorandum in support of second motion to
reconsider; aty Michael Gaffney for plntf
Affidavit of Michael Gaffney in support of plntfs
second motion to reconsider; aty MI Gaffney
Notice of hearing; aty Michael Gaffney for plntf

Don L, Harding

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding
Hearing Scheduled I (Motion 1011212007 10:OO
AM)
Defs Memorandum Opposing plntfs second
Don L. Harding
motion to reconsider summary judgment; aty
Kent Hawkins for def.
Affidavit of Corey Hansen; aty Kent Hawkins for Don L. Harding
def.
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late

Code

User

011012007

BRFS

C M ILLE
BRANDY

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

NOTC

CAMILLE

111512008

STIP

CAMILLE

111812008

NOTC

CAMILLE

1I2312008

ORDR

CAMILLE

1912008

112812008

113012008

DEOP

BRANDY

BRANDY

2/7/2008

Plntfs Reply Brief in support of second Motion to
Reconsider; aty Michael Gaffney for plntf
Wearing result for Motion held on 1011212007
10:OO AM: Interim yiearing Held
Notiw of Depo of LLoyd White on 1-22-08 at
11:00 am: aty Kent Hawkins for respondent
Notice of Depo of David Smith on 1-18-08 at
10:OO am: aty Kent Hawkins for respondent
Notice of Depo of Corey Hansen on 1-14-08 at
3:00 pm: aty Kent Hawkins for respondent
Stipulation for Dismissal with prej; aty Jeffrey
Brunson for plntf
Amended notice of taking Depo of LLoyd White
on 2-13-08 at 10:OO am: aty Kent Hawkins for
resp
Order for dismissal srith prej; ( ag Jeffrey Peck ,
Travis Dayley ; Joel Johnston, Chantil Dobbs,
David Cristobal, Ryan Nesmith, Jodee Reid,
Curtis Stairs, Tiffany Thomsen; Shelby
Thompson, Jenny Hancock and Kelly R McClure:
) J Harding 1-23-08
Notice of Service- Dfdts Sixth Supplemental
Resonses to Discovery mailed to PA Gaffney.
(Hawkins)
Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion to
Reconsider; pltfs motion for reconsideration is
DENIED; J Harding 1-9-08
Plaintiffs exhibit list; Michael Gaffney aty for pltf

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

NOTC

BRANDY

MEMO
BRFS

BRANDY

Don L. Harding
Plaintiffs third desig7ation of expert and lay
witnesses; Gaffney for pltf
Don L. Harding
Notice of service; pltf3 Second Supp Resp to
Dfdts second set of interogs and request for
production; Gaffney aty
Joint Pretrial Memorandum; Kent Hawkins for dfdt Don L. Harding

BRANDY

Plaintiffs Trial Brief; Michael Gaffney aty for pltf

Don L. Harding

BRANDY

Plaintiffs proposed jury instructions; Gaffney aty

Don L. Harding

BRANDY

Defendant's Trial Brief; Kent Hawkins aty for dfdt Don L. Harding

BRANDY

Don L. Harding
Defendants exhibit list and deposition list; Kent
Hawkins aty for dfdt
Don L. Harding
Motion to exclude tc.&timony related to those
counts, issues and dfdts dismissed in the Court's
Partieal Summary Judgment and Memorandum in
Support; Kent Hawkins aty
Motion to exclude testimony of pltfs experts:Wes Don L. Harding
Goodwin, David Smith, Lloyd White, and Roger
Howe; Hawkins aty

BRANDY

2/8/2008

Judge

BRFS

MOTN

BRANDY

MOTN

BRANDY
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1/8/2008

MEMO

BRANDY

MEMO

BRANDY

BRANDY

!/I 112008

Memorandum in Support of motion to exclude
testimony of Wes Goodwin; dfdt aty
Memorandum in Support of motion to exclude or
limit testimony of Llcv$dWhite and Roger Howe;
dfdt aty
Defendants proposedjury instructions

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding

BRANDY

Affidavit of Kent Hawkins with documents in
support of motions in limine; aty for dfdt
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on
02/08/2008 09:30 AM: Interim Hearing Held
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/29/2008 09:30
AM)
Plaintiffs motion in limine to exclude or limit
testimony by Daniel Hooper; Michael Gaffney aty
for pltf
Plaintiffs motion in Ii"nine to exclude Tyler Bowles;
aty for pltf
Affidavit of John M Avondet; pltf aty

Don L. Harding

BRANDY

(proposed) Special Verdict Form

Don L. Harding

Notice of service - plntfs 3rd supplemental resp to Don L. Harding
defs 2nd set of interrog. & req for production;
aty Jeffrey Brunson for plntf
2nd Affidavit of Kent Hawkins with Additional
Don L. Harding
documents for motions in limine; aty Kent
Hawkins for def
Motion to limit testimony and argument regarding Don L. Harding
Brady Barkdull; aty Kent Hawkins for Defs.
Don L. Harding
Motion to exclude alrd limit testimony oof
argument concerning name confusion; aty Kent
Hawkins for Def.
Don L. Harding
Motion to strike late disclosed witnesses; aty
Kent Hawkins for Defs.
Don L. Harding
Motion in limine regarding accusations that
employees were going to quit; aty Kent Hawkins
for Defs.
Defs Memorandum in Opposition to plntfs Motion Don L. Harding
to exclude or limit testimony of Daniel Hooper;
aty Kent Hawkins for def.
Defs Memorandum in Opposition to plntfs motion Don L. Harding
to exclude Tyler Bowles; aty Kent Hawkins;
Don L. Harding
Memorandum in sGport of motion to exclude
testimony of David Smith (Business Loss Expert):
aty Kent Hawkins for defs
Don L. Harding
Plntfs Memorandum opposing Defs Motion to
exclude Testimony of wes Goodwin; aty Michael
Gaffney for plntf

AFFD

BRANDY

INHD

BRANDY

HRSC

BRANDY

MOTN

BRANDY

MOTN

BRANDY

AFFD

?/I
312008

NOTC

CAMILLE

>/19/2008

AFFD

CAMILLE

MOTN

CAMILLE

MOTN

CAMILLE

MOTN

CAMILLE

MOTN

CAMILLE

CAMILLE

CAMILLE

2/22/2008

Judge

MEMO

CAMILLE

MEMO

CAMILLE

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

-
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212212008

MEMO

CAMILLE

AFFD

CAMILLE

212512008
212612008

212712008

212912008

CAMILLE
AFFD

CAMILLE

MEMO

BRANDY

MEMO

BRANDY

MEMO

BRANDY

AFFD

BRANDY

INHD

BRANDY
BRANDY
BRANDY

3/5/2008

MOTN

BRANDY

NOTC

BRANDY

MOTN

BRANDY

ORDR

BRANDY

ORDR

BRANDY

BRANDY

Plntfs Memorandum in Response to motions in
limine re: Late Disclosure of witnesses, name
confusion, Brady Barkdull, Accusations that
ernployess were gobg to quit, issues remaining
after partial summary judgment, and Lloyd White
and Roger Howe; aty Michael Gaffney for plntf
Affidavit of John M. Avondet; aty Michael
Gaffney for plntf
Plntfs Amended Exhibit List; aty Michael Gaffney
for plntfs
Affidavit of John M Avondet in support of plntfs
Memorandum Opposing the Defs Motion to
exclude Testimony of David Smith; aty Michael
Gaffney for plntf
Pltfs Reply Memorandum in support of its motion
in limine to exclude Daniel Hooper; Gaffney aty
Pltfs memorandum :,pposing the Dfdts motion to
exclude testimony of David Smith; aty Gaffney
Plaintiff's reply memorandum in support of its
motion in limine to exclude Tyler Bowles; Michael
Gaffney aty
Affidavit of John M Avondet in support of pltfs
reply memorandum in support of its motion in
limine to exclude Tyler Bowles; aty Gaffney
Hearing result for Motion held on 02/29/2008
09:30 AM: Interim Hearing Held
Plaintiffs fourth designation of expert and lay
witnesses; Michael Gaffney aty for pltf
Defendants final disglosure of witnesses to be
read to jury panel; Kent Hawkins aty for dfdt
Motion to shorten time; Michael Gaffney aty for
pltf
Notice of telephonic hearing; 3-5-08 at 10:OO am
Pltfs Motion for Certificate of final judgment; pltf
aty
Order to shorten time; J Harding 3-5-08

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding

Order regarding motions in limine; mtn to exclude Don L. Harding
David Smith GRANTED; exclude Wes Goodwin
DENIED; Lloyd White and Roger Howe
GRANTED in part; motion to limit argument in
regards to Summa? Judgment issues
GRANTED; Motion ,o limit Brady Barldull
GRANTED; Motion to exclude about name
confusion DENIED; Motion in Limine regarding
employees quitting GRANTED; Motion to exclude
Tyler Bowles DENIED; J Harding 3-5-08
Don L. Harding
Supplemental report; Disclosure of Expert
W ~ t w Supplemental
s
Opinion
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3/5/2008

HRVC

BRANDY

ORDR

BRANDY

NOTC

CAMILLE

DCANO

MOTN

CAMILLE

MEMO

CAMILLE

AFFD

CAMILLE

HRSC

CAMILLE

MOTN

BRANDY

AFFD

BRANDY

MEMO

BRANDY

MEMO

CAMILLE

AFFD

CAMILLE

AFFD

CAMILLE

MEMO

BRANDY

MOTN

BRANDY

MEMO

BRANDY

MOTN

BRANDY

Judge
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 03/10/2008 Don L. Harding
09:30 AM: Hearing Vacated
Don L. Harding
Minute entry and orfer; trial vacated; rule 54 b
certification motion GRANTED; dfdt request to file
new Summary Judgment motion GRANTED; J
Harding 3-5-08
Notice of service - plntfs 4th supplemental resp to Don L. Harding
efs second set of interog and req for production of
documents; aty Michael Gaffney for plnff
Don L. Harding
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT LODGED WITH
DIANE FOR Motions Hearing 2-29-08. The File
has not been Appeal yet but is forthcoming. Diane
(hold Transcripts)
Renewed motion for summary judgment, aty Kent Don L. Harding
Hawkins for def.
Memorandum in support of renewed motion for Don L. Harding
summary judgment, aty Kent Hawkins for def
Don L. Harding
third Affidavit of Kent Hawkins with Additional
Documents for motions in limine; aty Ken
Hawkins for defs
Don L. Harding
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 0511512008 10:30 AM)
Motion to exclude David Smiths opinions in his his Don L. Harding
supplemental report; Kent Hawkins aty
Fourth Affidavit of Kent Hawkins with Additional Don L. Harding
documents for motion to exclude David Smiths
opinions in his supplemental report;
Don L. Harding
Memorandum in support of motion to exclude
David Smiths opinic43s in his supplemental report;
Don L. Harding
Plntfs Memorandum in opposition to the defs
renewed motion for summary judgment, aty
Jeffrey Brunson for plntf
Don L. Harding
Affidavit of ocunsel in support of plntfs
memorandum in opposition to the defs renewed
motion for summary judgment, aty Jef Brunson
for plntf
Affidavit of David Smith ; aty Jeffrey Brunson for Don L. Harding
plntf
Don L. Harding
Defendant's Reply Memorandum in Support of
Renewed motion for Summary Judgment; Kent
Hawkins aty for dfdt
Don L. Harding
Platfs Motion to strite Dfdts Motion to exclude
David Smiths opinions in his supplemental report;
Gaffney aty for pltf
Plaintiffs Memorandum in opposition to the Dfdts Don L. Harding
motion to exclude David Smiths opinions in his
supplemental report; aty Gaffney
Don L. Harding
Motion to shorten time; Gaffney aty for pltf
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Date
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NOTC

BRANDY

Notice of hearing; on Motion to Strike

Don L. Warding

ORDR

BRANDY

Order to shorten time; J Warding 5-12-08

Don L. Harding

HRVC

BRANDY

Don L. Harding

NOTC

CAMILLE

HRSC

BRANDY

MOTN

CAMILLE

ORDR

CAMILLE

Hearing result for M:'tion for Summary Judgment
held on 0511512008 10:30 AM: Hearing Vacated
Amended notice of hearing; aty Kent Hawkins for
defs
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 0611312008 01:00
PM)
Motion to shorten time; aty Michael Gaffney for
plntf
Order for shorten time; J Harding 6-3-08

NOTC

CAMILLE

Amended notice of hearing; aaty MGaffney

Don L. Harding

DCHH

BRANDY

Don L. Harding

ORDR

BRANDY

Hearing result for Motion held on 0611312008
01:OO PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Dolvthy Snarr
Number of Transcribt Pages for this hearing
estimated: more than 100
Memorandum Decision and Order Denying
Renewed Motion for Summary Judgment; J
Harding 8-13-08
Rule 54(b) Certification; appeal may be filed; J
Harding 8-21-08
Notice of attorney Lien; aty Michael Gaffney for
plntf
Appealed To The Supreme Court

BRANDY
NOTC

CAMILLE

APSC

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

CSTS

BRANDY
DCANO

DCANO

NOTC

CAMILLE

MlSC

DCANO

Judge

NOTICE OF APPEAL: Debora K. Kristensen, Atty
for Plntf.
Case Status Changed: inactive; pending
supreme court appeal
Filing: T - Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court
($86.00 for the Supreme Court to be receipted via
Misc. Payments. The $15.00 County District
Court fee to be inserted here.) Paid by: Givens
Pursr'ey LLP Receipt number: 0036756 Dated:
101212008 Amount: $15.00 (Check) For: Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc. (plaintiff)
Miscellaneous Payment: Supreme Court Appeal
Fee (Please insert case #) Paid by: Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc. Receipt number: 0036757
Dated: 101212008 Amount: $86.00 (Check)
Notice of substitutioi of counsel; aty Michael
Gaffney for plntf
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL; signed
and Mailed to SC and Counsel, Debora K.
Kristensen, Givens Pursley, Atty for Plntfs. and
Kent L. Hawkins, Atty for Dfdts. on 10-03-08.

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding

Don L. Harding
Don L. Harding
Mitchell Brown
Mitchell Brown
Mitchell Brown
Mitchell Brown

Mitchell Brown

Mitchell Brown
Mitchell Brown
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101912008

MlSC

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

1011112008

MlSC

DCANO

1011412008

MlSC

DCANO

1011512008

MlSC

DCANO

1012 112008

DCANO

DCANO

1012412008

11/5/2008

MlSC

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

ATTR

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

MlSC

DCANO

Judge
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Notice of Appeal
Mitchell Brown
received in Supreme Court on 10-6-08. DOCKET
# SHALL BE 35732. Clerk's Record and
Reporter's Transcrijl: must be filed in Sc before
1-14-09. (5 weeks prior 12-10-08)
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Filing of Clerk's
Mitchell Brown
Certificate in SC on 10-6-08.
Mitchell Brown
IDAHO SURPEME COURT; Notice of Appeal
received in SC on 10-6-08. Docket # 357323.
Clerk's Record and Reporter's Transcript must be
filed in Sc by 1-14-09. (5 weeks prior 12-10-08)
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Clerk's record and Mitchell Brown
Transcript Due Date Reset to SC on 1-16-09. (5
Weeks prior 12-12-08.)
CLERK'S REOCRD AND TRANSCRIPT DUE
Mitchell Brown
DATE RESET TO; 1-16-09.
Mitchell Brown
AMENDED N O T I C ~OF APPEAL; Debora K.
Kristensen Atty for Appellant.
Mitchell Brown
Filing: T - Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court
($86.00 for the Supreme Court to be receipted via
Misc. Payments. The $15.00 County District
Court fee to be inserted here.) Paid by: Merrill &
Merrill Receipt number: 0039281 Dated:
1012112008 Amount: $15.00 (Check) For:
Barkdull, Brady Jay (defendant)
Miscellaneous Payment: Supreme Court Appeal Mitchell Brown
Fee (Please insert case #) Paid by: Merrill &
Merrill, Chartered Receipt number: 0039284
Dated: 1012112008 Amount: $86.00 (Check)
NOTICE OF CROSf; -APPEAL; Kent L. Hawkins, Mitchell Brown
Atty for DMts. /Respondents. Kent L. Hawkins
paid $86.00 for SC Fee and $15.00.
Mitchell Brown
AMENDED CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF
APPEAL; signed on 10-24-085. Mailed to Counsel
and Supreme Court on 10-24-08.
Mitchell Brown
GIVENS PURSLEY PAID $100.00 TOWARDS
CLERK'S RECORD ON 10-7-08.
Mitchell Brown
Plaintiff: Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. Attorney
Retained Debora K Kristensen
Mitchell Brown
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Notice of
Cross-Appeal filed in SC on 10-27-08
Mitchell Brown
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; 2nd Amended
Clerk's Certificate filed in SC on 10-27-08.
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Amended Notice of Mitchell Brown
Appeal received in SC on 10-27-08
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Amended Clerk's
Mitchell Brown
Certificate Filed in SC on 10-27-08.
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1 1/6/2008

MISC

DCANO

REPORTER'S TWItNSCRlPT received in Court
Records for Motion hearing held 3-5-08 and
Motion hearing held 10-12-07.

Mitchell Brown

1121/ZOO9

MISC

DCANO

CLERK'S RECORD'RECEIVEB on 1-21-09

Mitchell Brown

2001 JAN 2ai/qk 1: 46
9

1a

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
Register No.CV-2005-0003527-0C
WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC., a
Washington corporation,
Plaintiff,
VS

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

.

HOLLY ERNEST individually, THOMAS DAVIS
individually, PAINT AND SPRAY SUPPLY,
INC., an Idaho corporation, AUTOMOTIVE
PAINT WAREHOUSE, a Utah corporation
d/b/a Paint Spray and Supply or d/b/a
Mid Mountain Supply, JEFFREY PECK
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
individually, TRAVIS DAYLEY individually,)
JOEL JOHNSTON individually, CHANTIL DOBBS)
)
individually, DAVID CRISTOBAL
individually, RYAN NESMITH individually, )
JODEE REID individually, CURTIS STAIRS
)
individually, TIFFANY THOMSEN
)
individually, HUGH BARKDULL individually,)
BRADY BARKDULL individually, MICHAEL COOK)
)
individually, SHELBY THOMPSON
individually, JENNY HANCOCK individually,)
KELLY R. MCCLURE individually, JOHN DOES )
I THROUGH X I MARY DOES I THROUGH XI BLACK)
)
CORPORATIONS I THROUGH X I GREEN
GREEN PARTNERSHIPS I THROUGH X AND RED
)
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES I THROUGH X I )
Defendants.
B a n n o c k C o u n t y C a s e No.
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
P a g e No. 1

CV-2005-0003527-OC

)
)

The Plaintiff's Motion to Compel came before the Court on
January 22, 2007, pursuant to notice.

Appearing at the hearing

for the Plaintiff was Jeffrey D. Brunson of Beard St. Clair P.A.
Appearing for the Defendants was Kent L .

Hawkins of Merrill

&

Merrill, Chartered.
Prior to the hearing, the Court had received and reviewed the
Motion, the Memorandum in Support of the Plaintiff's Motion to
Compel, the Affidavit of Jeffrey D. Brunson, and the Paint

&

Spray

Supply's Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Compel.
At the hearing, the Court heard the respective arguments of
counsel.

During argument, Mr. Brunson outlined (by issue) which

discovery responses that the Plaintiff specifically wanted to be
compelled.

Mr. Brunson also withdrew the Motion as to Requests

for Production No 5.

The Court then R m D as follows:

1.
The Court DENIED
the Motion to Compel as to
Interrogatories Nos. 2, 8, and 9 and Requests for Production
Nos. 9 and 10. The Defendants informed the Court that they have
completely answered this requested discovery.
All documents,
data compilations, and tangible things that the Defendants
intend to use to support their claims and/or defenses have been
produced to the Plaintiff;

2.
The Court DENIED and GRANTED the Motion to Compel as
to Interrogatories Nos. 12 and 13 and Requests for Production
Counsel for the parties will meet and
Nos. 1, 2, 4, and 6.
prepare a stipulated Protective Order by January 26, 2007, under
which basis the parties will exchange information in this case.
The Plaintiff will provide the Defendants by January 26, 2007 a
list of the clients/customers that it believes the Defendants
have taken from the Plaintiffs.
The Defendants will then
provide to the Plaintiff by February 9, 2007 Paint and Spray
supply's monthly gross revenues and the monthly net income for
Bannock County Case No. CV-2005-0003527-OC
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
Page No. 2

the Idaho Falls, Twin Falls, and Pocatello store locations
derived from business with these customers from August 1, 2005
to December 31, 2006;
The Defendants will also provide to the Court by
February 9, 2007 Paint and Spray Supply's monthly gross revenues
and monthly net income for the Idaho Falls, Twin Falls, and
Pocatello store locations derived from all customers from August
1, 2005 to December 31, 2006;
Otherwise, the Motion is denied as to this requested
discovery;
3.
The Court DENIED the Motion to Compel
Interrogatory No. 5 and Request for Production No 3;

as

to

4.
The Court GRANTED and DENIED the Plaintiff's Motion to
Compel as to Interrogatory No. 11 and Request for Production No.
4.
By February 9, 2007, the Defendant will identify each
person/entity to which the August 16, 2005 letter was delivered
or distributed. For each person identified, the Defendants will
provide the Plaintiff his/her/its name, address, relationship
with you prior to August 19, 2005, relationship with you after
August 19, 2005, and through which medium such correspondence
was delivered to such person/entity. Otherwise, the motion is
denied;
5.
Given the Court's rulings in this matter, the Court
finds that an award of expense to either party would be unjust.
The opposition to the Motion was substantially justified in
part, and the making of the Motion was substantially justified
in part.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED January 23, 2007.

District Judge

e/

Copies to:
Michael D. Gaffney
Kent L. Hawkins
Randall R. Smart (5295 Commerce Dr., Suite 200, Murray, Utah
84107)
Bannock County Case No. CV-2005-0003527-OC
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
Page No. 3

>

Michael D. Caffney, ISB#3558
Jefijrey D. Brunson, ISB#6996
BEARD ST. CLAIR P.A.
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495
Telephone: (208) 523-5 17 1
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732

x

Attorney for Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BANNOCK COUNTY IDAHO
Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc., a
Washington corporation,

I Case No.: CV-05-3527 OC

Plaintiff,

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
JURY DEMAND

VS.

Holly Ernest individually, Thomas Davis,
individually, Paint and Spray Supply, Inc.
an Idaho corporation, Automotive Paint
Warehouse, a Utah corporation d/b/a Paint
Spray and Supply or d/b/a Mid Mountain
Supply, Jeffrey Peck individually, Travis
Dayley individually, Joel Johnston
individually, Chantil Dobbs individually,
David Cristobal individually, Jodee Reid
individually, Curtis Stairs indivdually,
Tiffany Thomsen individually, Hugh
Barkdull, individually, Brady Barkdull
individually, Michael Cook individually,
Shelby Thompson individually, Jenny
Hancock individually, Kelly R.McClure
individually, John Does I through X, Mary
Does I through X, Black Corporations I
through X, Green Partnerships I through X,
and Red Limited Liability Companies I
through X,

First Amended Complaint and Jury Demand Page 1
779

1

Plaintiff, through counsel, Beard St. Clair Caffney McNamara Calder, P.A.,
complains against Defendants, as follows:

PARTIES
1. PlaintiRWesco Autobody Supply Inc. (Wesco) is a Washington corporation
organized and existing under the laws of Washington with its principal place of business
in the state of Washington.
2. Defendant Holly Ernest (l:rnest) is an individual and resident of Salt Lake City,
Utah. Ernest is the owner of Paint and Spray Supply, Inc. and Automotive Paint
Warehouse.

3. Defendant Thomas Davis (Davis) is an individual and resident of Salt Lake City,
Utah. Davis is the owner of Paint and Spray Supply, Inc. and Automotive Paint
Warehouse.
4. Defendant Paint and Spray Supply, Inc. (P & S) is an Idaho corporation organized

and existing under the laws of Idaho.
5. Defmdant Automotive Paint Warehouse (Automotive) is a Utah corporation

organized and existing under the laws of Utah. Automotive's principle place of business
is in Salt Lake City, Utah.
6. Defendant Jefiey Pcck (Peck) is an individual and resident of Burley, Idaho.

Pcck is a former employee of Wesco and current employee of Automotive.
7. Defendant Travis Dayley (Dayley) is an individual and resident of Twin Falls,
Idaho. Dayley is a former employee of Wesco and current employee of Automotive.

First Amended Complaint and Jury Demand Page 2
7On

8. Defendant Joel Johnston (Johston) is an individual and resident of Twin Falls,
Idaho. Johnston is a former employee of' Wesco and current employee of Automotive.

9, Defendant Chantil Dobbs (Dobbs) is an individual and resident of Twin Falls,
Idaho. Dobbs is a former employee of Wesco and current employee of Automotive.
10. Defmdant David Cristobd (Cristobal) is an individual and rcsident of Filer,

Idaho. Cristobal is a formcr employee of Wesco and current employee of Automotive.
1 1. Defendant Jodce Reid (Reid) is an individual and rcsident of Pocatello, Idaho.

Reid is a former employee of Wesco and current employee of Automotive,
12. Defendant Curtis Stairs (Stairs) is an individual and resident of Chubbuck, Idaho.

Stairs is a former employee of Wesco and current employee of Automotive.
13. Defendant Tiffany Thomsen (Thomsen) is an individual and rcsident of Pocatello,

Idaho. Thomsen is a formcr employee of Wesco and current employee of Automotive.
14. Defendant Hugh Barkdull is an individual and resident of Pocatello, Idaho. Hugh

Barkdull is a former employee of Wesco and current employee of Automotive.
15. Defendant Brady Barkdull is an individual and resident of Pocatello, Idaho.

Brady Barkdull is a former employec of Wesco and current employee of Automotive.
16. Defendant Michael Cook (Cook) is an individual and resident of Pocatello, Idaho.
Cook is a former employee of Wesco and current employee of Automotive.
17. Defendant Shelby Thompson (Thompson) is an individual and resident of

Rexburg, Idaho. Thompson is a former employee of Wesco and current employee of
Automotive.

18. Defendant Jenny Hancock (Hancock) is an individual and resident of Pocatello,
Idaho. Hancock is a former emplayec of Wesco and current employee of Automotive.
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19. Defendant Kelly R. McClure (McClure) is an individual and resident of Idaho
Falls, Idaho. McGlure is a former employee of Wesco and current employee of
Automotive.
20. The individual Defendants listed in fl6- 19 shall collectively be referred to as
"Employees".
21. Defendants John Does I through X, Mary Does I through X, Black Corporations I
through X, Green Partnerships I through X,and Red Limited Liability Companies I
through X designate individuals and entities who may be responsible for all or part of
Plaintiffs damages but whose true names currently are unknown. Plaintiff will promptly
substitute their true names when they are discovered.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

22. Pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-5 14, this Court has jurisdiction over the Defendants.
23. Pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-404, Bannock County is a proper venue for this
action.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

24. Wesco and Automotive are companies competing in the automotive paint supply
industry.
25. Paint & Equipment Supply-Idaho, Inc. (Paint & Equipment) was an Idaho
corporation in the paint supply industry with stores in Idaho Falls, Pocatello, and Twin
Falls (Idaho Stores).
26. Both Wesco and ErnestlAutomotive sought to purchase the Idaho Stores.
27. Ernest/Automotive told Paint & Equipment that if they didn't sell to him he
would take their employees and take the business.
28. Paint & Equipment chose to ignore Ernest7s/Automotive7sthreat.
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29. On A u s s t 1,2005, for approximately $2.2 million, Wesco purchased the Idaho
Stores including their goodwill, customer files, and economic expectation.
30. On August 8 and 9,2005, Wesco regional manager Brady Barkdull was in Seattle
Washingon for a marketing and sales infomation orientation.

3 1. On August 17,2005, Roger Howe and Mark Mo&ensen, Wesco employees, met
in Pocatello, Idaho, to discuss nunors that employees would be Ieaving en masse and
starting work for a competitor. Hugh Barkdull, Brady Barkdull, and Michael Cook
participated in the meeting. Those three assured the Wesco employees that there was no
substance to the rumors. At that time, the Barkdulls were questioned regarding rumors of
employees Ieaving and going out on their own. Hugh Barkdull stated that since he was
58 years old and his wife had ms, he was not going to attempt a new business. Brady
Barkdull laughed and said you've got to be kidding at my age.
32. On August 19,2005 at approximately 5:00 pm, Wesco received resignations from
the Employees. All of the resignations, with the exception of McClure's, were effective
August 19,2005. McClure7sresignation was effective August 23,2005.
33. The resignation letters contain similar and in some cases identical language. The
resignations were coordinated and planned in advance.
34. The Employees took customer and employee lists.
35. The Employees all went to work for Automotive.
36. Defendants have opened stores in Pocatello, and Twin Falls and are in the process
of opening a store in Idaho Falls. The stores are within blocks of the Idaho Stores.
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37. Prior to resiming, the Employees faxed from the Idaho Stores information about

their new businesses and their locations. This information was faxed to Wesco's existing
customers being served by the Idaho Stores.
38. On August 19,2005, on the same day as their resignation, the Employees entered
confidentiality agreements with Ernest and Automotive not to disclose to Wesco any
information about their resignation or the new business.
39. As late as August 25,2005, some of the Employees' mobile phones still give an

introduction with the Paint and Equipment name.
40. The Employees continued to wear shirts saying Paint and Equipment at the new
stores.
41. Automotive is not authorized to distribute BASF automotive paint from these
Idaho locations. Without authorization, it is obtaining products under a Utah based
supplier pricing discount, shipping the products through their location in Boise, Idaho
with the ability to sell the products at prices below Idaho distributor costs. It is doing this
for purposes of driving Wesco from the Twin Falls, Idaho Falls, and Pocatello markets.
COUNT ONE: INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIW ECONOMIC
ADVANTAGE (ALL DEFENDANTS)

42. Wesco realleges and incorporates the previous paragraphs by reference.
43. Wesco had a valid economic expectancy in their relationshp with their employees
and customers in the Idaho Stores.
44. Defendants had knowledge of Wesco's expectancy.
45. Defendants intentionally interfered with the Wesco's customer relationships.
46. Defendants intentionally interfered with the Wesco employee relationships.
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47. 'The Dekndants interfiered with the purpose of stealing Wesco" customers and to

put the Idaho Stores out of business.
48. The Defendants interfered with the purpose of coercing Wesco's employees to

leave Wcsco's employ and work for ErnestlDavis/Automotive/P&S and put the Idaho
Stores out of business.
49. As a result of the Defendants' conduct Wesco has been damaged in an amount to
be proven at trial.
50. Wesco has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney
McNamara Calder, P.A. in order to protect its rights.
5 1. Pursuant to Idaho Code $ 12-120 and $ 12-121 and any other applicable statute or
provision, Wesco is entitled to an award of attorney fees and costs incurred prosecuting
this action.

COUNT TWO: BREACH OF CONTRACTBREACH OF DUTIES
(EMPLOYEES)
52. Wesco realleges and incorporates the previous paragraphs by reference.
53. The Employees had an employment contract with Wesco.
54. Implied in every contract to the duty to act with good faith.
55. As employees of Wesco, the Employees owed a duty of fidelity, confidentiality,
and loyalty to Wesco.
56. By taking confidential customer information, by soliciting customers for their
new business while still employed by Wesco, and by recruiting their fellow employees to
work for P&S and Automotive, the Employees have materially breached their duties
toward Wesco.
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57. As a direct and proximate result of the Employees' material breach, Wesco has
suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial.
58. Wesco has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gafhey
McNamara Calder, P.A. in order to protect its rights.
59. Pursuant to Idaho Code $ 12-120 and $ 12-12 1 and any other applicable statute or
provision, Wesco is entitled to an award of attorney fees and costs incurred prosecuting
this action.

COUNT THRIEE: INTERFERIENCE WITH CONTRACT (ERNEST, DAVIS, P &
S AND AUTOMOTIVE)
60. Wesco realleges and incorporates the previous paragraphs by reference.
6 1. Wesco had an employment contract with the Employees.
62. Ernest, Davis, P & S and Automotive had knowledge of Wesco's contract with
the Employees.
63. Ernest, Davis, P & S and Automotive intentionally interfered with Wesco's
contract with the Employees.
64. Ernest, Davis, P & S and Automotive's intentional interference caused a breach of
the contract and injury to Wesco.
65. As a direct and proximate result of Ernest, Davis, P & S and Automotive's
interference, Wesco suffered damage in an amount to be proven at trial.
66. Wesco has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gafhey
McNamara Calder, P.A. in order to protect its rights.
67. Pursuant to Idaho Code $ 12-120 and $ 12-121, and any other applicable statute
or provision, Wesco is entitled to an award of attorney fees and costs incurred
prosecuting this action.
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COUNT FOUR: INTEWERIENCE WITH CONTRACT (ALL DEFENDANTS)
68. Wesco realleges and incorporates the previous paragaphs by reference.
69. Wesco had contracts with its customers in the Idaho Stores
70. Defendants had knowledge of Wesco's contracts with its customers.
7 1. Defendants intentionally interfered with Wesco's relationships with its customers.
72. Defendants' intentional interference caused a breach of the relationships and

injury to Wesco.
73. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' interference, Wesco suffered

damage in an amount to be proven at trial.

74. Wesco has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney
McNamara Calder, P.A. in order to protect its rights.
75. Pursuant to Idaho Code $ 12-120 and $ 12-121, and any other applicable statute
or provision, Wesco is entitled to an award of attorney fees and costs incurred
prosecuting this action.

COUNT FIVE: UNFAIR COMPETITION (ALL DEFENDANTS)
76. Wesco realleges and incorporates the previous paragraphs by reference.

77. Defendants, through their joint and several efforts, have purposehlly engaged in
unfair competition specifically designed to reduce Wesco's ability to compete against the
Defendants in the automotive paint supply industry and to drive Wesco out of business.
78. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' conduct, Wesco suffered and will

continue to suffer damages in an amount to be proven at trial.
79. Wesco has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney
McNamara Calder, P.A. in order to protect its rights.
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80. Pursumt to Idaho Code $ 12-120 and Ej 12-12 1, and any other applicable statute
or provision, Wesco is entitled to an award of attorney fees and costs incurred
prosecuting this action.

COUNT SIX: IDAHO COMPETITION ACT (ALL DEFENDANTS)
8 1. Wesco realleges and incorporates the previous paragraphs by reference.

82. Ernest and Automotive conspired or combined with the Employees to

unreasonably restrain Idaho commerce by attempting to steal Wesco's customers and
employees and to put the Idaho Stores out of business.
83. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' conduct, Wesco suffered damage
in an amount to be proven at trial.
84. Wesco has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney
McNamara Calder, P.A. in order to protect its rights.
85. Pursuant to Idaho Code $ 12-120, $ 12-121, $48-113, and any other applicable
statute or provision, Wesco is entitled to an award of attorney fees and costs incurred
prosecuting this action.

COUNT SEVEN: 18 U.SC. 9 1030 (EMPLOYEES)
86. Wesco realleges and incorporates the previous paragraphs by reference.
87. The Idaho Stores maintain computers containing confidential customer
information.
88. The Employees intentionally accessed the computers without authorization from
Wesco for purposes of obtaining, transmitting, and utilizing the confidential customer
information for their own gain.
89. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' conduct, Wesco suffered damage
in an amount to be proven at trial, but not less than $5,000.00.
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90. Wesco has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney
McNmara Galder, P.A. in order to protect its rights.
91. Pursuant to Idaho Code $ 12-120 and $ 12-121, and any other applicable statute

or provision, Wesco is entitled to an award of attorney fees and costs incuned
prosecuting this action.

COUNT EIGHT: IDAHO TRADE SECRETS ACT (ALL DEmNDANTS)
92. Wesm realleges and incorporates the previous paragraphs by reference.
93. Wesco maintained confidential customer information at its Idaho Stores
including customer names, customer buying preferences, and customer history.
94. This customer information derives independent economic value and is not readily
ascertainable by proper means.
95. Wesco reasonably attempted to maintain the secrecy of the customer information.
96. The customer information constitutes a "trade secret" as it is defined by Idaho
Code $48-801(5).
97. Defendants acting jointly and severally acquired, disclosed, or used Wesco's
customer information at the Iddio Stores using improper means.
98. Defendants misappropriated Wesco's trade secrets pursuant to Idaho Code $48801(2).
99. As a result of Defendants' conduct Wesco has suffered and will continue to suffer
damages in an amount to be proven at trial.
100. Wesco has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney
McNamara Calder, P.A. in order to protect its rights.
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101. Pursuant to Idaho Code $ 12-120, Cj 12-121, and any other applicable statute or
provision, Wesco is entitled to an award of attorney fees and costs incurred prosecuting
this action.
COUNT NINE: CIVIL CONSPIRACY (ALL DEFENDANTS)

102. Wesco realleges and incorporates the previous paragraphs by reference.
103. Defendants are associated together and constitute an association of two or more
persons or entities.
104. Defendants associated together for the unlawhl objective of putting the Idaho
Stores out of business, stealing Wesco's customers, and unlawhlly restricting Wesco's
lawful competition against Defendants.
105. Defendants combined and conspired to reach an agreement with respect to the
Employees resignation from Wesco, the Employees' solicitation of customers while still
employed for Wesco, and to drive the Idaho Stores out of business.
106. Defendants employed unlawhl means against Wesco for purposes of stealing
its customers and putting the Idaho Stores out of business.
107. As a result of Defendants' conduct Wesco has suffered and will continue to
suffer damages in an amount to be proven at trial.
108. Wesco has been required to retain the services of Beard St. Clair Gaffney
McNamara Calder, P.A. in order to protect its rights.
109. Pursuant to Idaho Code $ 12-120 and $ 12-121, and any other applicable statute
or provision, Wesco is entitled to an award of attorney fees and costs incurred
prosecuting this action.
COUNT TEN: CONVERSION (ALL DEFENDANTS)

110. Wesco realleges and incorporates the previous paragraphs by reference.
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11 I . Defendants wrongfully took and converted property belonpng to Wesco.
112. As a result of Defendants' conversion, Wesco suffered damages in an amount to
be proven at trial.
1 13. Pursuant to Idaho Code $ 12-120 and $ 12-121, and any other applicable statute

or provision, Wesco is entitled to an award of attorney fees and costs incurred
prosecuting this action.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
Wesco prays for relief from this Court as follows:
1. Entering judgment for Wesco and against Defendants in an amount to be proven
at trial;
2. Pursuant to Idaho Code $ 12-120, $ 12-12 1, $ 48- 113, and any other applicable
statute or provision, awarding Wesco reasonable costs and attorney fees; and
3. Granting any other relief that this Court deems just and equitable under the
circumstances.

PURSUANT TO RULE 38 OF THE IDAHO RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE,
PLAINTIFF DEMANDS TRIAL BY JURY

Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB#6996
OF Beard St. Clair P.A.
Attorney for Plaintiff
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J E E M Y EDWAmS
J E W Y PYNE
JMK WPAIR
JOEL THOMSEN
JOHN JOHANSrn
JOHN TRXPP
JOSH WELLARD
JOSHUA ROPER
K C CUSTOMER K-PAGE
U M A N INDUSTRIAL TECmOLOGIES

mn u m r c

K_ENNETH L CALL **CASH AGGT*"
U N T C O , INC.
m W O R T H SALES - POCATELLO F
K I W A M S AUTO
KZRmAMS AUTO PARTS
KLASSEN REPAIR
KNUDSEN IRRIGATION
KOGER EXCAVATION
K R O W FARMS
LAMAR BROWN
LANCE FUNK FARMS
LINDA JACOBSON **CASH ACCT*"
LITHIA BODY SHOP (TAXABLE)
LITHIA BODY SHOP (NON-TAXABLE)
LOREN ANDERSON
LOST RIVER AUTO BODY-CASH ACCT
LUCERO'S -CASH ACCT.
LYLE BOSEN AUTO BODY
M&M PRODUCTS - CASH ACCT,
MAD MIKES
MAGIC TOUCH
MARSH VALLEY SCHOOL DIST. #21
MATT SAMMONS
MCNABB GRAIN INC
MICHAEL C. COOK
MIKE FOX - CASH ACCT
M I m FULLMER
MIXES AUTO COLLISION
TH
MILLER & TAFUZSH COLLIS**CASH**
MODERN MACHINERY
MODERN ROOFING & INSULATION
MONROC, INC*"BNKRPTCY 03/02**
MONSANTO CO.
NAPA AUTO PARTS
NITRO GREEN
NUSSBAUM AUTO BODY
Plaintiff's List of Customers as Requested by the Court at the January 22,2007 Hearing
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OLD FAITHFUL BEVERAGE 630.
OLSONS REPAIR
P & R AUTO SALES
PACIFIC WCVCLMG
PAINT & SPRAY SUPPLY
PARK-A WAY COACHES
PAUL'S GLASS & AUTO**CLOSED**
PAULS GLASS & AUTOBODY-INSTALL
PETE'S P A N T & REPAIR TH
PHIL NEADOR TOYOTA
PHILLIPS NDUSTRIES
POCATELLO AV CENTER
POCATELLO CYCLE CASH ACCT
POCATELLO READY MIX
POCATELLO SOD
POLATIS BROS FARMS
POWELL'S
TH
POWELL'S TOWING
POWER COUNTY H W
POWER TRANSMISSION
PRECISION GLASS & ALUMINUM,INC
PREMIER COLLISION CENTER
PREMIER TECHNOLOGY, INC.
PRESTIGE ANNEX
PRESTIGE BODY SHOP
PROLI[NE AUTOBODY **CASH ACCTe*
QUALITY AUTO BODY
RANDY SMART CASH ACCT
RAYS AUTO & TRUCK SALES
RELLASLETT
RIVERSIDE **CASH ACCT**
RIVERSIDE AUTO **CLOSED**
ROBERT ALLEN AUTO GROUP
ROBERT L. ANGLE & ASSOCIATES
ROCKY MOUNTAIN COLLISION CNTR
ROD WESLING **CASH ACCT*"
ROD'S TWISTED METAL AUTO BODY
RONDA EGKMAN **CASH ACCT**
RONS AUTOlTRUCK REPAIR*CSH ACT
RONS CAR & SPORT
ROYSTER'S WELDING SERVICE
RUSS BUTLER
RUSTY JACKMAN
SAM THE BODY MAN**COLL 4110102
SAVAGE'S AIR SERVICE
SCHOOL DIST 25
SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES
Pfaintiff's List of Customers as Requested by the Court at the J'muary 22, 2007 Hearing
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SHUAN P A W E
SIMPLOT
SNYDS GLASS
SOUND SOURCE
STAGEY'S CUSTN PNT *"GASH ACGT
STACY'S PLACE
STEVE DEWIMG
STEVE NELSON
STORAGE PLUS
STOMGE PLUS
S W W S S mTEWRISES
SUPREME MUFFLER
TEAM H AUTOBODY (CASH ACCT)
TERRY LEWIS
TETON MOTORS
THE BUZZ SHOP INC
THOMPSON DETAIL
TOM THOMAS
TRUCK AUTO ELECTRIC & SUPPLY
UNION PACIFIC MILROAD
WIQUEL'V YOURS
UNIWRSAL JOINT AUTO PARTS
VALLEY AUTOBODY
VALLEY FABRICATING**CASH ACCT*
VALLEY SALES
VIC LUCERO
VINTAGE JAG WORKS**CASH ACCT*"
WADA FARMS
WADE POVEY FARMS
WARD FARMS - CASH ACCT
WISENBURCER & SONS
WEST MOTORS
WEST RIVER
WESTERN STATES EQUIPmNT
WESTERN WHOLESALE SUPPLY
WILD THZNGS
WILLmMS CO CASH ACCT
WINDSHIELD DOCTOR INC
TWIN FALLS

A & T AUTO
ACTION AUTOBODY
ADDISON COLLIS REPAIR -LIQUID
ADDISON COLLISION REPAIR-DRY
AIRPOWER UNLIMITED
Plaintiff'sList of Customers as Requested by the Court at the Jcmuary22, 2007 Hearing
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SUBJECT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER

ALL TRADE CONSTRUCTION
ALMAT, INC
AMEN'S AUTO BODY
AMERICAN AUTO BODY"*CASH ACCT*
AMERO'S PINSTRIPE & PANT
ARNOLD MACHINERY
ASHLEY I. HAUSER
AUDIO CREATIONS
AUTO TECH
**CASH ACCT*"
AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY
AUTOPRIDE INC
BARCLAY MECHANICAL
BARCLAY TRUCK
BENCHMARK MILL
BIG WOOD BODY & PAINT -INSTALL
BIGWOOD BODY & PAINT
BOB CAPPS
BOB WAGNER
BODY WORKS COLLISI0N"CASH ACCT
BOISE CASCADE C O W
BONANZA MOTORS
BONANZA MTRS - CLOSED
BOWMAN'S
BRAD McCLURE
BUDD L MADSEN **CASH ACCT**
BUHL AUTOBODY
BUHL COLLIS REPAIR**CASH ACCT*
C S C FARMS
CAL PHILLIPS
CARQUEST **CASH ACCT**
Cash Customer
CASH CUSTOMER - NEVADEA
CASH CUSTOMER POCATELLO
CASH CUSTOMER TWIN FALLS
CASH CUSTOMER TWIN FALLS BSP
CHARMAC TRAILERS
CHARMAC TRAILERS SEE T630
CHEVROLET OF TWIN FALLS-NONTAX
CHEVROLET OF TWIN FALLS-TAX
CIRCLE A CONSTRUCTION
CITY OF TWIN FALLS
CLASSIC TRUCK & AUTO
COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN IDAHO
CRAWFORD BODY SHOP
CROZIER COACHWORKS INC
CRUMRINE'S AUTOMOTIVE RESTOR.
CTR AUTOBODY
Plaintiff's List of Customers as Requested by the Court at the January 22, 2007 Hearing
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D BUS COMPANY
DAN WILLS
N HALL CONSTRUCTION
DAVID BECK
DAVID SWEET
DAWS MOBILE LUBE - GAS91 ACCT
DEMON SEED CUSTOM MOV**CASN*
DON ANDERSON CONSTRUCTION
DON STAU'S METAL ART
DUANE DURBIN
W A N E WAY
EMPLOYEE A C C O m T
EMPLOYEE ACCOWT TWIN FALLS
ERIC KOBER **CASH ACCT""
E-Z MONEY P A W & AUTO
FERNAU AUTO BODY
FIRST CLASS ESTYLING**CASH**
FLIGHT DOCTOR
G&D ENTERPRISES
GALE F MOTT
GARY AMOTH TRUCKING
GARY BLICK TRUCKING, INC -CF
GARY'S FREEWAY RV
GAYLONS AUTO BODY
GILTNER TRUCKING
GOODE MOTOR
GRANDVIEW AUTO WERKS
GREG STEPHENS
GRILLE ART
HAILEY AUTO BODY INC
HAMPTONS CLASSICS - CASH ACCT.
HANDY TRUCK
HIGHWAY 30 GARAGE
HIGLEY AUTO BODY
HOBBY HORSE RANCH
I.T.D. DIVISION OF HIGHWAY F
IDAHO COLLISION REPAIR
IDAHO COLLISION REPR
IDAHO ELECTRIC
IDAHO FARM EQUIPMENT SALES
IDAHO POWER
INDEPENDENT MEAT
RVTERMOUNTAIN FABRICATION
INTERSTATE MANUFACTURING
INTERSTATE TOWING
JACK HARNER - INSTALLMENT
JACK'S AUTO BODY

-
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J A E D BAILES
JEFF'S GRAPHICS
JEROME AUTOBODY INC
JESUS A CHAGON
JIM MOTT
JODY GRIGGS
JOHN DOHERTY
JULES HARRISON FORD BODY SHOP

KEN MENCK JR - INSTALL
KEN-SPRAY LLC
KEVIN PARKS **CASH ACCT*"
KIM HANSEN
UMBERLY SCHOOL DISTRICT #4 14
KIRKHAMS AUTO PARTS
KODIAK
KODIAK NORTHWEST, INC.
L & L CLASSIC AUTO
LAHSIDE INDUSTRIES
LANGAN CONSTRUCTION
LARRIN SANT AYTOBODY*
LARRY CHRIS AUTO BODY
LATHAM MOTORS
LES SCHWAB TIRE CENTER
LlTHlA BODY SHOP WON-TAXABLE)
LITHIA BODY SHOP (TAXABLE)
LYNNS AUTO
LYTLE SIGNS
MAGIC VALLEY ABRASIVES INC
MAGIC VALLEY AUTO BODY **CASH*
MAGIC VALLEY DISTRIBUTING
MARK MAY
MARKY'S
TH
MARKY'S AUTOBODY & PAINT 11
MASTER UPHOLSTERY
MCCULLY'S TRAILER RESTORATION
McKEAN MOTORSPORTS
MIDDLEKAUF FORD
MIDDLEKAUFF HONDA
MIDWAY FIBERGLASS **CASH ACCT*
MIKEY'S GRAPHICS, INC
MILLER BROTHERS
MIRACLE AUTO SALES
MITCH & CYDNEE CLARK INC
MFCHS REPAIR
MOUNTAm MEADOW SALES
MR. D. & SONS MUSTANG RESTOR'N
MURTAUGH HIGHWAY DISTRICT
Plc&ntiffsList of Customers as Requested by the Court at the January 22, 2007 Hearing
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NAPA AUTO PARTS
NO LIMIT **CASH ACGT*"
NORTHSTAR ENTEWRISES
NORTHWEST EQWPMENT SALES ING
NYSTROM INTL CORP
ODELL CITTWS
OVEMEAD DOOR CO
PACIFIC STATES EQUIP-CASH ACCT
PAUL CHEMICAL & FERTILIZER
PAUL'S GLASS AND AUTO
P A W & CONSIGNMENT
P N T W E : SPORTS
PIONEER BODY & PAINT*CASH ACCT
POLISHmG BY HAND
POVERTY FLATTS CLASSICS
POWER PLANT LLC
PREMIER COLLISION REPAIR
PRO IMAGE BODY & PAINT
PRO MARBLE
PROLINE! AUTOBODY **CASH AGCT**
R & J SALES
RANDY EBNIS **CASH ACCT**
RANDY ROWE T R U C m G INC
RANGEN INC
MEDER FLYING SERVICE
RICKS AUTO SALES
RIVER RUN AUTO PARTS
ROADWAY COMPANY
ROB GREEN NISSAN HYUNDAI
ROCKET SCIENCE ENGINEERmC
ROGERS BODY SHOP INC
ROGERSON AUTO BODY
RON A. BEARD
ROSE TRAILER INTENORS
RYAN LOVELAND
S & B AUTO BODY & PAINT - CASH
SAINTS TOTAL CUSTOM AUTO*CASH*
SCOTT HYMAS
SILVER THORN SALES
SIMPLOT
SNAKE HARLEY-DAVIDSON
SNAKE! RIVER AIRCRAFT MAINT.
SNAKE RIVER AUTO BODY**CASH**
SNAKE RIVER POLYCOAT*COLLECTN
SOUTHERN IDAHO RV & MARINE LLC
SPECIALTY AUTO
STANLEY R. BINGHAM
Plaintiffs List of Customers as Requested by the Court. at the January 22,2007Hearing
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STEAM S T O W MAGIC VAL
SUBURBAN AUTO ***CASH AGCT*"
SUN VALLEY AUTOBODY
T
SUN VALLEY BRONZE
SUN VALLEY CO
S U N D O W RV SALES **CASH ACCT**
SUPERIOR AUTO BODY
SUTTON & SONS AUTO CENTER
TATE DOGDTADER
TERRY DOBBS - INSTALLMENT
THE BUZZ SHOP INC
THE WHOLESALER **CASH ACCT**
TIM PIERCE
TIME MACHINES COLLECTABLE AUTO
T I M S WEST
TOP COAT (KRIS HANSEN)
TREBAR - 53832
TREVOR BAILEY **CASH ACCT*"
TRIPLE C CONCRETE
TRUCK ACCESSORY CTR*CASH ACCT*
TWIN FALLS CNTY ADULT DETENT
TWIN FALLS SIGN CO
TWIN FALLS TRACTOR & IMPLEM
TWIN FALLS TRUCK
UNLIMITED AIR
VALLEY AUTO BODY
VCOM KUSTOMS*
VON EDWARDS
WALL AUTO **CASH ACCT**
WENDELL SCHOOL DIST #232
WEST VALLEY BUS CO
WHITEHEAD ENTERPRISES
WILD THINGS
WILSON'S LUBE **CASH ACCT**

Plainriff s List of Customers as Requested by the Court at the January 22, 2007 Hearing
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I certify that I am a licensed attorney in the state of Idaho, having my office
located in Idaho Falls, Idaho and on January 26,2007,I served a true and correct copy of
the PLAIINTIFFS LIST OF CUSTOMERS AS REQUESTED BY THE COURT AT

THE JANUARY 22,2007 WEARING on the following individuals by the method of
delivery designated below:
Kent Hawkins
Nerrill & Menill
109 North Arthur, 5'h Ffoor
PO Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204
FAX: 232-2499

aU.S. Mail aHand-delivered

d
/

Facsimile

aU.S.Mail aHand-ddivered

Plaintiff's List of Customers as Requested by the Court at the January 22, 2007 Hearing
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FILED
BANMOCK COONrY
Ct.EPK PF Tf^z'F IfQhJRT

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH LTUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B W O C K
Register No.GV-2005-0003527-OC
WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC., a
Washington corporation,

)
)

1
Plaintiff,
VS

)
)
)

.

)

HOLLY ERNEST individually, THOMAS DAVIS )
individually, PAINT AND SPRAY SUPPLY,
)
INC., an Idaho corporation, AUTOMOTIVE
)
PAINT WAREHOUSE, a Utah corporation
)
d/b/a Paint Spray and Supply or d/b/a
)
Mid Mountain Supply, JEFFREY PECK
)
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
individually, TRAVIS DAYLEY individually,)
JOEL JOHNSTON individually, CHAMTIL DOBBS)
1
individually, DAVID CRISTOBAL
individually, RYAN NESMITH individually, )
JODEE REID individually, CURTIS STAIRS
)
individually, TIFFANY THOMSEN
)
individually, HUGH BARKDULL individually,)
BRADY BARKDULL individually, MICHAEL COOK)
)
individually, SHELBY THOMPSON
individually, JENNY HANCOCK individually,)
KELLY R. MCCLURE individually, JOHN DOES )
I THROUGH X, MARY DOES I THROUGH X, BLACK)
)
CORPORATIONS I THROUGH X, GREEN
GREEN PARTNERSHIPS I THROUGH X AN'D RED
)
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPAN'IES I THROUGH X, )
Defendants.

)
)
)

The Pretrial Conference and Plaintiff's Motion to Continue
Trial came before the Court on March
Bannock County Case No. CV-2005-0003527-OC
MINUTE ENTRY ANE ORDER
Page No. 1

19, 2007, pursuant

to

notice.

Appearing at the hearing for the Plaintiff was Michael

Gaffney of Beard St. Clair P.A.
was Kent L. Hawkins of Merrill

&

Appearing for the Defendants

Merrill, Chartered.

Court and counsel met in chambers with all parties waiving
recording of this hearing. At the outset, the Court discussed with
the

parties

the

possibility

of

having

this

case

mediated.

Defendant attorney, Kent Hawkins, had no objection to the Motion
to Continue Trial and the Court GRANTED the continuance. With
concurrence of counsel, the Court set the trial to begin Monday,
June 11, 2007 at 2 :30 p.m. for jury selection.
shall begin Tuesday, June

12, 2007 at

Witness testimony

9:00 a.m. A

Pretrial

Conference shall be held in this matter on Monday, June 4, 2007 at
11:OO a.m.
The parties agreed that discovery shall continue without any
further deadlines being set.

Motions in Limine and any other

Pretrial Motions shall be heard by June 4, 2007.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED March 21, 2007.

District Judge
Copies to:
Michael D. Gaffney
Kent L. Hawkins
Bannock C o u n t y C a s e No.
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
P a g e NO. 2

CV-2005-0003527-OC

Kent L. Hawkins (ISB J.53791)

ME

104 Norlh Arthur - 5th Floor
P.O. Box 991
PoeatelIo, ID 83204-099 I
(208) 232-2286
(208j 232-2499 Telefax

Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, PN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC., a
Washington corporation,
Plaintiffs,

)

1
)
)

Case No. CV-05-3527 OC

1
)

PAINT & SPRAY, SUPPLY, INC.,
JEFFREY PECK individually, TRAVIS
DAYLEY individually, JOEL
JOHNSTON individually, CHANTIL
DOBBS individually, DAVID
CNSTOBAL individually, RYAN
WSMITH individually, JODEE REID
individually, CURTIS STAIRS
individually, TIFFANY THOMSEN
individually, HUGH BARKDULL,
individually, BRADY BARKDULL
individually, MICHAEL COOK
individually, SHELBY THOMPSON
individually, JENNY HANCOCK
individually, KELLY R. MCCLURE
individually, JOHN DOES I THROUGH
X, MARY DOES I THROUGH X,
BLACK CORPORATIONS I
THROUGH X, GREEN
PARTNERSHIPS I THROUGH X AND
RED LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANIES I THROUGH X,

)
)

Order Granting Defendant's Motion
to Disqualify

)

without Cause)

1

)

Rule 40(E)

Defendants.

Page 1

Defendant Paint and Spray Supply Inc.'s Motion requesting that Judge Woodland be
disqualified from this case pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 40(E) is hereby GRANTED.
NOW TI-ZEEFOEIT IS O R D E E D that this case be submined to the administrativejudge
and reassigned to a different judge as set forth in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and that notice

of the new judge be sent to each party by the administrative judge.
DATED this

day of

,2007.

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
of this Order Granting
007, served upon the

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify th
Defendant's Motion to Disqualify was this
following in the manner indicated below:
fl

Kent L. Hawkins
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-099 1

[&.S. Mail
[J Hand Delivery
[J Overnight Delivery

Michael D. Gaffney
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY
MCNAMARA CALDER PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-5 171

[ N . S . Mail
[J Hand Delivery
[-I Overnight Delivery
[J Telefax
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IN THE DISTFUCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK
WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC.,
A Washington Corporation

1
)
)

CASE NO. CV2005-3527-OC

1

Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

vs.
PAINT & SPRGY, SUPPLY, INC.,
Et a1
Defendant.

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER
OF REFERENCE

2
The Honorable William H. Woodland having been disqualified by Defendant Paint &
Spray, Supply, Inc. pursuant to Rule 40(d)(l);
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREWITH ORDERED that the above entitled matter be
and the same is hereby REFERRED to Honorable Ronald E. Bush , District Judge for full, final
and complete determination in this matter.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this 3rdday of April, 2007.
PETER D. McDERMOTT
Administrative District Judge
Copies to:
Honorable Ronald E. Bush, District Judge
Honorable William H. Woodland
Kent L. Hawkins
Michael D. Gaffney
Suzanne Johnson, Trial Court Administrator

1 1 1

t

b

l
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH SUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

Register No.GV-2005-0003527-0C
WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC., a
Washington corporahon,
Plaintiff,

1
1
1

VS.

)

1
HOLLY ERNEST individually, THOMAS DAVIS )
individually, PAINT AND SPRAY SUPPLY,
)
NC., an Idaho corporation, AUTOMOTIVE
)
PAINT WAREHOUSE, a Utah corporation
)
d/b/a Paint Spray and Supply or d/b/a
)
Mid Mountain Supply, JEFFREY PECK
)
individually, TRAVIS DAYLEY individually,
JOEL JOHNSTON individually, G W T I L DOBBS )
individually, DAVID CRISTOBAL
1
individually, RYAN NESMTH individually,
1
JODEE R E D individually, CURTIS STAIRS
1
individually, TIFFANY THOMSEN
)
individually, HUGH BARKDULL individually,
)
BRADY BARKDULL individually, MICHAEL
)
COOK individually, SHELBY THOMPSON
1
individually, JENNY HANCOCK individually,
1
KELLY R. MCCLURE individually, JOHN DOES )
I THROUGH X, MARY DOES I THROUGH X,
)
BLACKCORPORATIONS I THROUGH X,
)
GREEN PARTNERSHIPS I THROUGH X AND )
RED LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANES I
)

Case No.CV-2005-03527-OC
ORDER OF REFERENCE
Page 1

ORDER OF FWFEFWNCE

* '
-

*

(

.J

'

THROUGH X,
Defendants.

1
1
1

The PIaktiEhaving moved pursuant to I.C.R.P. Rule 40 to disqualify Judge Ronald E. Bush
h r n presiding over this case, and the Court having determined that the Motion is proper and timely

made under the rule, therefore;
This Court herewith DISQUALIFIES itself from presiding over this matter;
NOW, THEWFORE, IT IS HEREWITH ORDERED that this matter is REFERRED to the
Honorable Peter D. McDermott, Administrative District Judge for reassignment to another district
judge.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED April 11,2007.

RONALD E. BUSH
District Judge

Case No.CV-2005-03527-OC
ORDER OF REFERENCE
Page 2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE:
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
sewed a true and correct copy of the fore
in the m m e r indicated.

>

Honorable Peter D. McDermott
Administrative District Judge

( U.S. Mail
( ) Overnight Delivery
( { ~ m dDeliver
( ) Facsimile

Kent Hawkins
Merrill & Merrill
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204

U.S. Mail
( ) O v e ~ g hDelivery
t
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

Michael D. Gaffney
Beard St. Clair
2105 Coronado St
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

( ~ u . s .Mail
( ) Overnight Delivery
( ) Hand Deliver
( ) Facsimile

Case No.CV-2005-03527-OC
ORDER OF REFERENCE
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IN THE: DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK
WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC.,
Plaintiff,
VS.

)
)
)
)
)

1

CASE NO. CV2005-3527-OC

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER
OF REFERENCE

HOLLY EIRNEST, individually, ET AL, )
Defendant.

1
)

The Honorable, Ronald E. Bush, District Judge, having disqualified himself pursuant to
I.C.R.P. Rule 40;
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREWITH ORDERED that the above entitled is hereby
REFERRED to Honorable Don L. Harding, District Judge for complete resolution.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this 16th day of April, 2007.
Administrative District Judge
Copies to:
Honorable Don L. Harding, District Judge
Honorable Ronald E. Bush, District Judge
Honorable William H. Woodland, District Judge
Kent Hawkins
Michael D. Gaffney
Suzanne Johnson, Trial Court Administrator

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH SUDTCIAB
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF

)

WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, WC.,

j

Case No. CV-2005-3527-OC

1
Plaintiff,

)

1
)

-VS-

1
HOLLY ERNEST, ETAL,
Defendant.

ORDER FOR SCHEDULING
CONFEEMCE

)
)

1

It appearing that the above entitled matter is at issue or is ready for further proceedings,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that a SCHEDULING CONFEWNCE is hereby set in this
matter WEDNESDAY, MAY 16, 2007 AT THE HOUR OF 2:30 P.M., Courtroom #108,
Bannock County Courthouse, before the undersigned District Judge.
Counsel shall be authorized and prepared to discuss the following matters:
(1) Service upon unserved parties.

(2) Status of the case.

(3) Amendments to the pleadings.
(4) Pending or anticipated pre-trial motions.
(5) Status of discovery.
(6) Time required for trial preparations.

(7) Time required for trial.
(8) Cut-off dates for discovery & pre-trial motions.

(9) Settlement.
(10) Other matters conducive to determination of the action.
Case No. CV-2005-3527-OC
ORDER FOR SCHEDULMG CONFERENCE
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COWSEL. SHOULD THIS BE THE CHOICE OF COUNSEL, A NOTICE SHOULD BE
SENT TO THE COURT STATMG WHO WILL BE IMITIATING THE CALL.

SUCH

CONFEENGE CALLS SHOULD BE PLACED AT THE TIME AND ON THE DATE

HEWIN SET. IT IS THE SPECIFIC E Q U E S T OF THE COURT THAT LOCAL COUNSEL
APPEAR D-4 PERSON, IF POSSIBLE
DATED this 2oTn day of Apri

d-

DON L. HAmING
District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certif)l that a full, true and correct copy of the foregoing document was delivered
by first-class mail, facsimile or designated box this 2oT" day of April, 2007, to the following:

KENT HAVKINS
PO BOX 991
POCATELLO, ID 83204
MICHAEL GAFFNEY
20 15 COROMADO STREET
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83404-7495
RK OF THE COURT

Case No. CV-2005-3527-OC
ORDER FOR SCHEDULING CONFERENCE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC.,

)

Case No. CV-2005-3527-OC

1
Plaintiff,

)
)

-VS-

I

HOLLY ERNST, ETAL,

)
)

Defendants.

MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
SElTING JURY TRIAL

)
)

The above-entitled matter came before this Court on the 1 6 day
~ ~of May,
2007, for a telephonic scheduling conference.

Plaintiff appeared by and through

counsel, Jeff Brunson. Defendant appeared by and through counsel, Kent Hawkins.
At the outset, after hearing oral arguments from respective counsel,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above matter is set for Jury Trial as follows:
( I ) JURY TRIAL will commence Monday, MARCH 10, 2008, AT THE HOUR OF

(2) FORMAL PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE, pursuant t o Rule 16, I.R.C.P. will be
held Friday, FEBRUARY 8, 2008 AT THE HOUR OF 9:30 A,M.
(3) Trial counsel for the parties are ordered t o meet in person within Bannock
County for the purpose of preparing a joint Pre-Trial Memorandum, which shall be
submitted t o the Court at least one (1) week prior t o the time of the Pre-Trial
Conference. The joint Pre-Trial Memorandum shall contain the following:

Case No. CV-2005-3527-OC
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
PAGE NO. 1

(a) An index of all exhibits. The index shall indicate: I)by
whom the exhibit is being offered, 2) a brief description of
the exhibit, 3) whether the parties have stipulated to
admissibility, and i f not, 4) the legal grounds for objection.
(b) An indication of whether depositions, admissions,
interrogatory respotqses, or other discovery responses are
to be used in lieu of live testimony, the manner in which
such evidence will be presented, and the legal grounds for
any objection to such excerpts.
(c) Summary of the documentary evidence supporting the
damages sought by the plaintiff shall be appended to the
joint Pre-Trial Memorandum. The Memorandum shall
include a statement as to whether the parties have
stipulated to the admission of the summary under Rule
1006, I.R.E. in lieu of the underlying documents.
(d) A l i s t of the names and addresses of all witnesses
which such party may call to testify at trial, including
anticipated rebuttal or impeachment witnesses. Expert
witnesses shall be identified as such.
(e) A brief non-argumentative summary of the factual
nature of the case. The purpose of the summary i s to
provide an overview of the case for the jury and shall be
included in pre-proof instructions to the jury.
(f) A statement that counsel have, in good faith, discussed
settlement unsuccessfully.
(g) A statement that all answers or supplemental answers
to interrogatories under Rule 33 reflect facts known to the
date of the Memorandum.
(h) A statement of all claims.
(i) Any admissions or stipulations of the parties which can
be agreed upon by the parties.
(j) Any amendments to the pleadings and any issues of law
abandoned by any of the parties.
Case No. CV-2005-3527-OC
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
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(k) A statement of the issues of fact and law which remain
to be litigated at the trial.

(I) A listing of all anticipated motions in limine and any
orders which wilt expedite the trial.
(rn) A statement as to whether counsel requires more than
30 minutes per side for voir dire or opening statement.
A t the time of the Pre-Trial Conference, all parties shall be prepared to assist
in the formulation of a Pre-Trial Order in the form described in Rule 16(d) I.R.C.P.

(4) At the time of counsel's meeting ordered above, counsel shall complete an
Exhibit List. The Exhibit List will be submitted to the Court at the time of the PreTrial Conference.

(5) DISCOVERY CUTOFF will be JANUARY 10, 2008. Counsel are advised
that this cutoff means that ALL discovery will be COMPLETE by that deadline.
(6) Counsel shall disclose &
L
J witnesses to be used at the time of trial,
including anticipated rebuttal or impeachment witnesses, and experts. Plaintiff shall
have sixty (60) days from this order to disclose these. Defendant will then have an
additional sixty (60) days after to complete disclosure. Witnesses not disclosed will be
subject to exclusion at trial.

(7)

MOTION CUTOFF will be FEBRUARY 8, 2008. This includes all motions

concerning any objections to the testimony of experts at trial. This does not include
other Motions in Limine the parties may wish to file.

(8) TRIAL BRIEFS AND JURY INSTRUCTIONS shall be filed with the Court at the
time of the Pre-Trial Conference.

(9) All meetings and/or hearings with the Court in this matter shall be
scheduled in advance with the Court's Clerk.

The Court appreciates time to

adequately consider each issue before it, prior to a hearing and/or meeting.

Case No. CV-2005-3527-OC
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER
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(10)

Counsel shall schedule mediation within the next thirty (30) days.

Counsel shall notify the Judge in Soda Springs when mediation has been set.
Mediation shall be completed with in the next one hundred eishty (180) days.

DATED May 25, 2007.

District Judge

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a full, true and correct copy of the foregoing document

was delivered by first-class mail, facsimile or designated box this 25th day of May,
2007, to the following:
JEFF BRUNSON
2105 CORONADO ST
IDAHO FALLS, 83404-7495
KENT HAWKINS
P.O. BOX 991
Pocatello, ID 83204
OF THE COURT

DEPUTY CLERK

Case No. CV-2005-3527-OC
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Michael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558
Jeffrey D. B m s o n , ISB No. 6996
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495
Tel: (208) 523-51 71
Fax: (208) 529-9732
gaffney@beardstclair.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BANNOCK COUNTY IDAHO
Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc., a
Washington corporation,
Case No.: CV-05-3527 OC

Plaintiffs,
VS.

PLAINTIFF'S SECOND MOTION TO
RECONSIDER

Holly Ernest individually, Thomas Davis,
individually, Paint and Spray Supply, Inc.,
an Idaho corporation, Automotive Paint
Warehouse, a Utah corporation d/b/a Paint
Spray and Supply or d/b/a Mid Mountain
Supply, JefEey Peck individually, Travis
Dayley individually, Joel Johnston
individually, Chantil Dobbs individually,
David Cristobal individually, Ryan
Nesmith individually, Jodee Reid
individually, Curtis Stairs indivdually,
Tiffany Thomsen individually, Hugh
Barkdull, individually, Brady Barkdull
individually, Michael Cook individually,
Shelby Thompson individually, Jenny
Hancock individually, Kelly R.McClure
individually, John Does I through X, Mary
Does I through X, Black Corporations I
through X, Green Partnerships I through X,
and Red Limited Liability Companies I
through X,
Defendants.

I
Plaintiffs Second Motion to Reconsider 1
81 7

The pIaintiR, through its attorneys of record and pursuant to Idaho Rules of GiviI
Procedure 11, respecthlly moves this Court for an order reconsidering its decision
regarding summary judgment. Tl~ismotion is supported by the memorandum and
asdavit of counsel filed contemporaneouslyherewith and previously submilted filings.

Oral argument is requested.

/4

o f ~ e h St.
d Clair GafFney PA
~ t t o h e for
~ sthe Plaintiff

Plaintiffs Second Motion to Reconsider 2
818

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING OR HAND DELIVEW
I certify I am a licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, I have my office in Idaho
Falls, Idaho, and on September 5,2007, I served a true and correct copy of the Plaintiffs
Second Motion to Reconsider upon the following by the methHof delivery designated:
Kent Watvkins
Menill& Merrill
PO Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991
Fax: (208) 232-2499

aU.S. Mail

Honorable Don Harding
Caribou County Chambers
159 S. Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276
Fax: (208) 547-4759

K

Hand-delivered

Facsimile

1

Bannock County Courthouse
624 E. Center
Pocatello, ID 83201 .
Fax: (208) 2 3 6 - 7 d

Plaintiffs Second Motion to Reconsider 3
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Michael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558
Jeffrey D. Brunson, ISB No. 6996
B E A m ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495
Tel: (208) 523-5171
Fax: (208) 529-9732
Ernail: gaffktey@beardstclair.com
jeff@beardstclair.com
Attorneys for the Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BANNOCK COUNTY IDAHO
Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc., a
Washington corporation,
Case No.: CV-05-3527 OC

Plaintiffs,
VS.

Holly Ernest individually, Thomas Davis,
individually, Paint and Spray Supply, Inc.,
an Idaho corporation, Automotive Paint
Warehouse, a Utah corporation d/b/a Paint
Spray and Supply or d/b/a Mid Mountain
Supply, Jeffrey Peck individually, Travis
Dayley individually, Joel Johnston
individually, Chantil Dobbs individually,
David Cristobal individually, Ryan
Nesmith individually, Jodee Reid
individually, Curtis Stairs indivdually,
Tiffany Thomsen individually, Hugh
Barkdull, individually, Brady Barkdull
individually, Michael Cook individually,
Shelby Thompson individually, Jenny
Hancock individually, Kelly R.McClure
individually, John Does I through X, Mary
Does I through X, Black Corporations I
through X, Green Partnerships I through X,
and Red Limited Liability Companies I
through X,

PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF SECOND MOTION TO
RECONSIDER

Defendants.
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Second Motion to Reconsider 1
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The plainti%, through its attomeys of record, respectfully submits the following
memorandum in support of its second motion to reconsider.
lNTRODUCT1ON

This case involves one of the most egregious examples of unfair competition in
Idaho history. Unfortunately, the case has been tainted with politics &om its initiation.
The political landscape of a state should not have any eEfect on a judge's interpretation of
the substantive law; however, the district court, instead of following compelling Idaho
precedent and construing the facts in favor of the non-moving party, elected to make its
decision based on its perceived notions of the political leanings of the Idaho Supreme
Court. The facts in this case are clear and this Court should reconsider the previously
entered decision regarding summary judgment. At a hearing held January 22, 2007, the
Court explained its reasoning behind its summary judgment decision when it stated,
"[alnd I believe [the Idaho] Suprenm Court has suggested where I went is where I'm
supposed to go, even though others in bluer states would go further." Tr. January 22,
2007 Hr'g 49:2 1-25 (emphasis added).

'

The decision is also profoundly antithetical to years ofAmerican and English
jurisprudence. There is no mistake, America has always been driven by a capitalist
economy; however, this fact has been tempered by controlled markets. Recently, and
unfortunately, America has been assaulted by a profound and inaccurate perversion by a
perceived "red state-blue state" dichotomy that misleads the public on the underpinnings

' This is not to impugn Judge Smith, who is one of our finest judges.

However, these comments were
clearly gratuitous and gave the impression that he was taking the issue as one of politics rather than one
of jurisprudence. Maybe this author is naive-they may be one in the same.

Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Second Motion to Reconsider 2
821

of unfair competition to which Judge Smith referred. The "red state" mentality has made
a myopic and conscious effort to obfuscate what American capitalist competition is truly.
""Fee market economy" (whatever that vogue political slogan may mean, with its
Dickensonian underpinnings), has replaced the true notion of capitalism with its
implications of lack of regulation, destruction of labor markets, devaluing of American
workers and a driving downward of the American economy to a virtual fiee-for-all, with
~
absurd suggestions that there are literally no rules governing our economic b e b a ~ i o r .In
fact, American economic competition has and always will be highly regulated by state
and federal governments in order to prevent exactly the type of predatory practices which
the District Court has allowed the defendants to exercise with impunity. In 1933 and
1934, the federal government paqsed the Sherman Antitrust laws addressing both the
issues of predatory economic practices and labor exploitation. This case presents both
issues in bold relief.
This is serious business. This case cannot be ignored because of the profound and
far reaching consequences of a judicial evisceration of the concept of fair competition in
the name of partisan politics.
PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
On September 8,2005 Wesco filed a verified complaint, jury demand, and

* In fact, Adam Smith, in the An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of

the Wealth ofl\ations, much touted
by "red state" republicans, libertarians and certain elements of our current U.S. Supreme Court (which
has been unduly influenced by the deliberately misleading antitrust theories of Robert Bork and others),
explicitly eschewed the unfettered market notion and published immediately after his famous "invisible
hand of the market" the observation that all markets are controlled as creatures of the state, in terns of
the set currency under which they operate and the legal structures under which rights, duties and wrongs
are redressed. It is this portion of Smith's thesis that "red state" zealots have conveniently dropped for
political reasons and has been incessantly misquoted. In fact, in a later work, The Theory of Moral
Sentiments, Smith unequivocaily condemned corporations and joint stock companies as one of the most
destructive forces within macroeconomics which self-servingly act contrary to the benefit of society at
large.

Plaintiffs Memoiandum in Support of Second Motion to Reconsider 3
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petition for temporary restraining order, preliminary injunction, and pcmanent
injunction. On September 12,2005 a hearing was heId and the Court granted Wesco
relief as follows:
1. The Defendants and each one of them will not wear and/or cause to be worn
any Paint & Equipment Supply-Idaho, Inc. uniforms while this action is pending.
2. The Defendants and each one of them will not use the cellular telephones any
of them were using (even though owned by the Defendants andfor each of them)
while employed by Paint & Equipment Supply-Idaho, Inc., until such telephones
have a different operating cellular telephone number, not used by the Defendants
and each one of them while they were working for Paint & Equipment SupplyIdaho, Inc.;
3. The Defendants and each one of them will not hold
himselfiitselflherself7themselvesout as representatives of Paint & Equipment
Supply-Idaho, Inc. while this action is pending.

Minute Entry and Order dated September 12,2005.
On March 29,2006 the defendants filed a motion for summary judgment along
with at least 15 supporting affidavits. On June 26,2006 Wesco moved to amend the
complaint. On June 28,2006 Wesco filed a memorandum in opposition to summary
judgment along with four supporting

affidavit^.^

On July 10, 2006 the Court heard oral

argument as to the summary judgment and motion to amend. The Court granted the
motion to amend the complaint during oral argument. On September 7, 2006 the Court
granted in part and denied in part the defendants' motion for summary judgment (First
Decision). The Counts that survived are as follows:
Count One - Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage as to Dayley,
Johnston, Brady Barkdull, Cook, and Hancock;
Count Two - Breach of duty of loyalty as to Dayley, Johnston, Brady Barkdull,
Most of the deposition and affidavit citations in this brief were previously filed as part of the summary
judgment proceedings. The only additional affidavit is the affidavit of counsel containing additional
citations.

Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Second Motion to Reconsider 4
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Cook, and Hzzncock;
Count Five - Unfair Competition as to employee defendants and P&S;
Count Seven - Computer Fraud Abuse Act as to Cook;
Count Eight - Idaho Trade Secrets Act as to Cook;
Count Ten - Conversion as to all

defendant^.^

On September 2 1,2006 Wesco filed a motion to reconsider. On October 23,2006
the Court heard oral armment. On November 29,2006 the Court denied Wesco's motion
to reconsider (Second Decision).
FACTS

1. Wesco is a Washington corporation in the paint supply industry with stores in

;'

Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. Verified Compl. 'l/ 1 Howe D g . 7:8-11:9.

2. Paint & Equipment Supply-Idaho, Inc. (Paint & Equipment) was an Idaho
corporation in the paint supply industry with stores in Idaho Falls, Pocatello, and Twin
Falls owned by the Guissi family. Verified Compl. 24.
3. David Guissi entertained the thought of selling Paint & Equipment for years.

Howe Dep. 12:ll-14:7.
4. Holly Ernest and Tom Davis are owners of APW and Paint & Spray, Supply
Inc. (P&S). Wesco and Ernest, Davis, APW/P&S~
sought to purchase the Idaho Stores.

While there is some dictum in the Court's summary judgment decision suggesting that there are only
issues of fact as to Cook, Johnston, and Cristobal, the defendants never moved for summary judgment as
to the rest of the defendants.
A verified complaint will be accorded the probative effect of an asdavit for purposes of summary
judgment. Camp v.Jiminez, 107 Idaho 878,882,693 P.2d 1080,1084 (Ct. App. 1984).

APW and P&S are essentially one in the same. The defendants claim that APW had nothing to do with
this case, but Holly Ernest himself testified from APW's perspective that losing Paint & Equipment sales
to Wesco would have caused them to down-size. Ernest 30(b)(6) Dep. 74:lO-22. Ernest also testified
that he was worlung for APW when the decision was made to start up the P&S stores in Idaho Falls,
Pocatello, and Twin Falls. Ernest Dep. 4: 17-5:24 c j Ernest Aff. fj 3 which contradicts this statement. In
addition, the individual defendants repeatedly use APW interchangeably with P&S and Ernest
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Verified Compl. 7 25; Howe Dep. 14:19-17: 19. At that time, APW/P&S did not have
stores in Idaho Falls, Pocatello, or Twin Falls. See id.

5. Ernest, Davis, and APW/P&S indicated to Roger Howe, one of the owners of
Wesco, that they knew the Guissi's employees really well, and that they had a better
relationship with the employees than Guissi did, and if they could not work something
out they would go take it from him. Howe Dep. 15:14-17: 19; see also Davis Dep. 16:312; Ernest 30(b)(6) Dep. 58:4-14.

6. On July 28,2005, for approximately $2.2 million, Wesco purchased Paint &
Equipment's stores in Idaho Falls, Pocatello, and Twin Falls including their assets,
goodwill, customer files, and economic expectation. Verified Compl. 7 28; Howe Dep.
27:20-28:8. Of this price $996,000 was allocated for goodwill of Paint & Equipment.
Brunson Aff. Ex. S.
7. Travis Dayley, Joel Johnston, Chantil Dobbs, David Cristobal, Ryan Nesmith,
Jodee Reid, Curtis Stairs, Tiffany fhomsen, Hugh Barkdull, Brady Barkdull, Michael
Cook, Shelby Thompson, Jenny Hancock, and Kelly McClure (Employee Defendants)
were all employed by Paint & Equipment at that time.
8. Brady Barkdull was the regional manager over the Idaho Stores. Brady
Barkdull Dep. Ex. I .
9. Brady Barkdull has worked in the auto body supply industry for
approximately 30 years during which time he has had a business relationship with Ernest.
Ernest 30(b)(6) Dep. 42:4-18.
10. Brady Barkdull contacted Ernest when he found out that Paint & Equipment
individually. The shirts that many of the defendants wore during their deposition contain both the P&S
and APW names. The facts establish that Ernest and Davis acted individually and in their corporate
capacities.
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had been sold to Wesco. Brady Barkdull Dep. 73:22-74: 1
11. As part of his duties as regonal manager Brady Barkdull had responsibility
over the Idaho Falls, Twin Falls, and Po~atellostores, with the managers of those stores
reporting to him. Brady Barkdull Dep. 3 1:14-21.
12. Brady's brother Hugh Barkdull was over outside sales for the Idaho Stores at
the time Wesco purchased Paint & Equipment. His job duties consisted of making shop
and sales calls to all of the body shops in the area. Hugh Barkdull Dep. 10:23-14:10.
13. Mike Cook was the manager of the Pocatello store at the time of the Wesco
transition. Cook Dep. 10:8-11:3; Ex. 1.
14. Jenny Hancock was the manager of the Idaho Falls store at the time of the
Wesco transition. Hancock Dep. 5:17-7:9; Ex. 1.
15. Travis Dayley was the manager of the Twin Falls store at the time of the
Wesco transition. Dayley Dep. 45:21-24. Dayley also handled some outside sales.
Dayley Dep. 44:4- 10.
16. Jeff Peck was over outside sales in the Twin Falls area at the time of the
Wesco transition. Peck Dep. 22: 12-23:12.
17. All of the other defendants were employees of Wesco at the time of the
transition. Verf. Compl. 'I['I[ 4-20. The auto body supply industry is a technical industry.
Russum Aff. 7 6; Dayley Dep. 54: 10-55:7. It requires that a sales person not only be
knowledgeable in the product but also the equipment. Russum Aff. 'I[ 6; Dayley Dep.
54: 10-5517.
18. The auto body supply industry is also a highly competitive industry. Russum
Aff. 'I[ 6; Dayley Dep. 54:lO-55:7. It takes familiarity with the area and relationships with
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customers to be successful in selling auto body supplies. Russum A#.

7 6; Dayley Dep.

54: 10-55:7.

19. On August 8 and 9,2005, Brady Barkdull traveled to Seattle Washington for a
Wesco marketing and sales information orientation meeting. Verified Compl. fT 29; Brady
Barkdull Dep. 65: 1-72:7.
20. At that meeting Brady Barkdull learned that Wesco did not need to use APW
as a supplier for the Idaho Stores. Brady Barkdull Dep. 72:4-7; Howe Dep. 25: 19-26:10.
2 1. On August 10th or 11th, 2005, Brady Barkdull met with Ernest, Davis and
APW/P&S in Tremonton, Utah. Ernest Dep. 13:23-19: 10; Brady Barkdull Dep. 87: 1789: 12; Davis Dep. 17:4-19:24. Ernest, Davis and APWIPaint & Spray offered Brady
Barkdull a job at that meeting and told them of their intention to set up three stores in
Idaho Falls, Pocatello, and Twin Falls (one in each city).7 Id.
22. Also during the meeting, Barkdull advised Ernest, Davis and APW/P&S that
Wesco was not intending on utilizing APW as a supplier. Ernest Dep. 13:23- 19:10; Davis
Dep. 17:4- 19:24.*

7

Ernest claims that they did not offer him a job during that initial meeting. Not only is this an issue of fact,
but also Wesco gets the more favorable version at the summary judgment stage. Thus, the job was
offered on the eleventh.
Ernest testified as follows, "He informed us that in fact he had a trip to Seattle and met with the
principals of Wesco and that in fact there would be -- they had no desire of buying product from
Automotive Paint Warehouse." Ernest Dep. 14:10-14. Davis' testimony was as follows:

Q. Okay. From your perspective do you recall having any kind of meetings with either Roger
Howe or anybody else from Wesco telling you that Automotive Paint Warehouse's account related
to the BASF supply was going to stop once Wesco made the transition?
A. No.

Q. Did you find -- I assume you found that out from somebody?
A. Yes, I did.

Q. How did you find that out?
A. From Brady Barkdull after a meeting when he went to Washington.
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23. In the next few days, Ernest, Davis, and APW/P&S hmulated a plan and
agreed to take as many of Wesco? employees in the Idaho Falls, Pocatello, and Twin
Falls stores as possible and advised Brady Barkdull of their plan. Davis D q . 20: 18-22:7.
24. On A u e s t 13,2005, Brady Barkdull met with Ernest to look at potential store
sites. Ernest Dep. 20:3-25:22. Brady Barkdull made it clear to Ernest that if he solicited
W s c o employees he would work for Ernest, Davis, and APW/P&S. Id.
25. On August 17,2005, Ernest met with Mike Cook and offered him a job to
work for P&S in the same managerial capacity he had with Wesco. Cook Dep. 50:2352:2 1.
26. On August 17,2005, Ernest and Brady Barkdull met with Jenny Hancock to
offer her a job working for P&S in the same managerial capacity she was then working
for Wesco. Hancock Dep. 23:5-25.
27. On August 17,2005, Howe and Mark Mortensen, a Wesco employee, met in
Pocatello, Idaho, to discuss rumors that the Employee Defendants would be leaving en
masse and starting work for a competitor. Verified Compl. fT 30; Howe Dep. 42: 17-44:8.
Hugh Barkdull, Brady Barkdull, and Cook participated in the meeting. Id. Those three
misrepresented to Howe and Mortensen (their bosses) that there was no substance to the
rumors. id. At that time, the Barkdulls were questioned regarding rumors of employees
leaving and going out on their own. Id. Hugh Barkdull stated that since he was 58 years
old and his wife had MS, he was not going to attempt a new business. Id. Brady
Barkdull laughed and said "you've got to be kidding at my age." Id. Cook agreed and
stated that there is absolutely no way and "that you're crazy." Id.
Davis Dep. 17:10-15. Cf:Brady Barkdull Dep. 73: 14-18 where he specifically denies ever discussing
this information with Ernest.
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28. On August 18,2005, Ernest met with W s c o Twin Falls store employees
Travis Dayley, David Cristobal, JeRPeck and Joel Johnston. Ernest Dep. 34:3-35:5;
Brady Barkdull Dep. 80: 10-81:2 1. The Twin Falls employees accepted a job with P&S.

Id. Brady Barkdull discussed with Jeff Peck and Travis Dayley their resignations. Brady
Barkdull Dep. 78:20-80:24. Brady Barkdull talked to Dayley on August 18,2005 and
Dayley told him he had decided to go.9 Id.
29. On August 18,2005, Jenny Hancock recruited Shelby Thompson and Kelly
McClure h m the Wesco Idaho Falls store to work for P&S. Hancock Dep. 22:14-23:25;
McClure Dep. 6: 17-7:12; Thompson Dep. 6:2 1-7:4.
30. On August 18,2005, Joel Johnston recruited Chantil Dobbs fiom the Wesco
Twin Falls store to work for P&S. Johnston Dep. 30:21-3 1:25; Dobbs Dep. 12:7-24.
3 1. On August 19,2005 prior to 5.00 p.m. Cook recruited Jodee Reid, Curtis
Stairs, and Shelby Thomsen fiom the Wesco Pocatello store to work for P&S. Reid Dep.
6: 19-9:22; Stairs Dep. 6: 16-7:18; Thomsen Dep. 7: 19-9:8.
32. Brady Barkdull gave the instruction to all employees to walk out on Friday at
5:00 p.m. Hancock Dep. 39: 15-40:7; See also Dobbs Dep. 18:2-17. Dobbs testified that
Johnston told her that they were leaving at 5:00 pm on August 19,2005.
33. On August 19,2005 just after 5:00 pm MST, all of Wesco's managers and
sales force and every Wesco employee in the Idaho Falls, Pocatello, and Twin Falls
(except for two lower level employees fiom Idaho Falls) faxed resignation letters
effective immediately to Wesco. Verified Compl. 1' 1 3 1; Brady Barkdull Dep. Ex. 1;
Hancock Dep. Ex. 1; Hugh Barkdull Dep. Ex. 1; Cook Dep. Ex. 1; McClure Dep. Ex. 1;
9

CJ Dayley Dep. 39:3-41:3 where Dayley claimed to not remember talking to Brady Barkdull and that he
did not make a decision until August 19, 2005.
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Russurn Aff. Ex. B; Dobbs Dep. Ex. 1; Cristobal Dep. Ex. 1; Peck Dep. Ex. 4; Johnston
Dep. Ex, 1; Dayley Dep. Ex. 2. All of the resignations, with the exception of McClure's,
were eRective August 19, 2005. McClure's resisalion was effective August 23, 2005.
34. The resignation letters contain similar and in most cases identical language.
Verified Compl. fi 32; Brady Barkdull Dep. Ex. 1; Wancock Dep. Ex. 1; Hugh Barkdull
Dep. Ex. 1 ; Cook Dep. Ex. 1; McClure Dep. Ex. 1; Russum Aff. Ex. B; Dobbs Dep. Ex.
1; Cristobal Dep. Ex. 1; Peck Dep. Ex. 4; Johnston Dep. Ex. 1; Dayley Dep. Ex. 2. The
resignations were coordinated and planned in advance right down to the verbiage used in
the resignation letters. Verified Comp. 7 32; Hancock Dep. 205-21 :3; 39: 15-40:7, Cook
Dep. 18:7-21:8; Hugh Barkdull Dep. 8:3-21; Brady Barkdull Dep. 75:20-78.6.
35. Hancock prepared the letter for the Idaho Falls employees and Hugh and
Brady Barkdull had Cook prepare their letters in the Pocatello office.'0 Id. During his
deposition, Cook testified that he did not write letters for any of the other employees at
any other stores. Cook Dep. 2 1.2 -4. Travis Dayley subsequently testified that he phoned
Cook who told him where to find a template for the letter on the internet. Dayley Dep.
32:25-33:25. Dayley testified he provided the resignation letter to all the Twin Falls
employees. Dayley Dep. 35:22-36:4. Johnston testified that the Twin Falls resignation
letter came in on the fax machine and that he thought Cook had prepared it." Johnston
Dep. 32:25-36:13.
10

The letters from the Twin Falls employees are virtually identical to the letter prepared by Cook. See
Russum Aff. Ex. B; Dobbs Dep. Ex. 1; Cristobal Dep. Ex. 1; Peck Dep. Ex. 4; Johnston Dep. Ex. 1;
Dayley Dep. Ex. 2.

"

The Twin Falls letters are all dated August 18, 2005 just as the Pocatello letters are. However, Dayley
claimed that he did not quit until August 19,2005. Dayley Dep. 39:3-41:3. If Dayley really generated
the letter himself it is not plausible that he would have backdated it coincidentally on the same date as
Cook's letter. These factual discrepancies are significant as they demonstrate that the defendants are not
being entirely truthful and that they were worlung together to effectuate a plan to all leave at the same
date on the same time.
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36, Cook later admitted that he in fact did provide the resigation letters to
Hancoek and Dayley. Aedavit of Counsel Ex. B, Cook's Response to Request for
Admission No. 9.
37. VVesco's former employees and managers, Hugh Barkdull, Cook, Jodee Reid,
Cudis Stairs, and Brady Barkdull have a listed hire date with Paint & Spray of 7:00 p.m.
on August 1 9,2005. Ernest Dep. Ex. 1. Wesco's former employee Tiffany Thornsen had
a hire date of August 20,2005. Id. Wesco's former employees and managers, Travis
Dayley, Jeff Peck, David Cristobal, Joel Johnston, Chantil Dobbs, and Kelly McClure all
have a listed hire date of August 22,2005. Id. Wesco's former employee Shelby
Thompson has a listed hire date August 29,2005. Id.
38. Prior to their departure Wesco's former employees stole Wesco proprietary
customer information, computers, paint chip books, and rolodexes. Verified Compl. 7 33;
Russum Dep. 92:23-111:3; Howe Dep. 67:6-14,94:1-100:3. Cristobal and Johnston
admitted to taking Wesco interior paint books with them. Cristobal Dep. 28:7-2 1;
Johnston Dep. 42:24-45:19. Johnston further admitted that he took business cards that he
had received from Wesco walk-in customers over the course of his employment.
Johnston Dep. 46: 1-20. In addition, Cook's Pocatello computer had numerous customer
files that had been first copied and then deleted. Wes Goodwin Aff. 7 14,20. Cook
admitted that he deleted customcr information on his office computer. Cook Dep.21:928: 14.
39. On August 20,2005 the defendants opened stores in Pocatello, Twin Falls, and

in Idaho Falls. The stores are within blocks of the Wesco Idaho Stores. Verified Compl.

fi 35; Peck Dep. 35:12-17 (as to Twin Falls location).
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40. Prior to resigning, the Defendant Employees faxed from the Idaho Stores
infomation about their new busir,exses and their locations. I-iowe Dep. Ex. 2; Russum
Aff. Ex. A; Bmnson Aff. Ex. R. This infomation was f s e d to Wesco's existing
customers being served by the Idaho Stores. Id. One of the letters provides that, "this
was not a decision we took lightly. We ultimately felt this was the only decision that was
right if we were going to keep giving you, our valued customers the level of service that
they had come to expect from us . . . any of us can be contacted by our cell phones for
any of your [sic] needs." Brunson Aff. Ex. R (emphasis in the original).
4 1. The defendant Employees continued to use their Wesco cell phones and cell
numbers and as late as August 25,2005, some of the defendant Employees' mobile
phones still gave an introduction with the Paint & Equipment name. Verified Compl. 7
38.12
42. The defendant Employees continued to wear shrts displaying the Paint and
Equipment logo at the new stores. Verified Compl. 7 39.
43. Ernest and Brady Barkdull solicited work for P&S from Wes Harris of Hams
Collision, while Barkdull was still employed by Wesco. Harris Dep. 15:11- 19:8.
44. Brady Barkdull discussed going into business with Ernest, in the event Paint
& Equipment was sold, with Hugh Barkdull and Jenny Hancock during the spring of

2005. Hancock Dep. 3 1:19-33:11.
45. A-fter the litigation commenced, Peck and Dayley have told customers about
the lawsuit. Peck Dep. 66:22-67:20; Dayley Dep. 57:4-58:7. Peck showed one of his
larger customers, Marky's Auto Body, Wesco's employee handbook and told them that

'' One of the issues heard during Wesco's request for a TKO was that the defendants be immediately
enjoined from using telephone numbers and cell phones provided or paid for by Wesco.
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'Wesco owed him money. Peck Dep. 27:8-30:21. Marky's Auto Body provided
approximately $S,OOO/month in business to Wesco Paint & Equipment prior to the
employees leaving. Id. Marky's Auto Body now provides approximately $S,OOO/month
in business to A P W & S . Id.
46. Brady Barkdull vigorously recruited his fellow Defendant Employees by
calling them after hours. Brady Barkdull worked for P&S to find real estate for the new
P&S stores in Idaho Falls, Pocatello, and Twin Falls even making calls to realtors, title
companies, and planning and zoning offices. Bell Aff. Ex. A ; ' ~Brunson Aff. Ex. P.
Brady Barkdull admits that on August 17th and 19th he placed calls to High Desert
Realty to assist APW/P&S in locating a retail location in Pocatello, Twin Falls, or Idaho
Falls. Brunson Aff. Ex. P. Brady Barkdull admits that he contacted various Planning &
Building departments for the purpose of obtaining a business license. Brunson Aff. Ex. P.
Brady Barkdull was acting on behalf of P&S before he resigned on August 19,2005.
47. A letter Brady Barkdull and Ernest personally delivered to a Weseo customer
prior to resigning, lists him as an employee of P&S on August 16,2005. Brady Barkdull
Dep. 8 1 :22-82: 17, Ex. I ; Harris Pcp. 15: 11-19:8, Ex. 3.
48. Between August 10,2005 and August 19,2005 at 5:00 p.m., Brady Barkdull
and Ernest had 64 telephone calls to each other's cell phone.'4 Bell Aff. Ex. A. By
comparison, during the same time fiame Brady Barkdull placed two calls to his boss,
Roger Howe. Id.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

l3Counsel

for defendant promised to produce phone records for the other managers pursuant to their
subpoenas and to date has failed to do so.

l4

This number does not include face to face visits or calls made from other phones.
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In Idaho, motions to reconsider are authorized by Rule 11(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure. IDAHOR. CIV. P. 11(a)(2)(B) (2007). The Rule provides that
"a motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made
at any time before the entry of final judgment but not later than fourteen (14) days after
the entry of the final judgment." Id. The Idaho Supreme Court has repeatedly held that
Rule 1 1(a)(2)(B) provides a District Court with authority to reconsider and vacate
interlocutory orders so long as a final judgment has not been entered. Telford v. Neibaur,
130 Idaho 932,950 P.2d 1271 (1998). The case law applying Rule 1 1(a)(2)(B) permits a

party to present new evidence when a motion is brought under that rule, but does not
require that the motion be accompanied by new evidence. Johnson v. Lambros, 147 P.3d
100, 104 (Idaho 2006). It is entirely permissible for a trial court to reconsider its own
interlocutory orders for facial errors or errors of law. Id. The burden is on the moving
party to "draw to the court's attention any new evidence that the movant may be relying
upon." Id. "Indeed, the chief virtue of a reconsideration is to obtain a full and complete
presentation of all available facts, so that the truth may be ascertained, and justice done,
as nearly as may be." Coeur d 'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat 'I Bank ofN Idaho, 1 18
Idaho 812,823, 800 P.2d 1026,1037 (1990).
Additionally, a judge who replaces another judge has the authority to reconsider,
review, and vacate rulings made by the previous judge. See Farmers Nat 'I Bank v.
Shirey, 126 Idaho 63, 878 P.2d 762 (1994).
ARGUMENT
While discussion of blue and red states may be appropriate when analyzing a
presidential race, it is not appropriate when making a substantive determination of the
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common law. The District Court's statement that, "[alnd I believe [the Idaho Supreme
Court] has suggested where I went is where I'm supposed to go, even though others in
bluer states would go further," Tr. January 22,2007 Hr'g 49:21-25, is an assertion not
supported by Idaho case law.
In a case analogous to this one, the Idaho Supreme Court found conduct
constituting a violation of the Idaho Competition Act gave rise to the tort of interference
with prospective economic advantage. Twin Falls Farm B City Distrib., Inc, v. D $ 3
SzippEy Co., IEC.,96 Idaho 351,359,528 P.2d 1286, 1294 (1974). That case involved a
farm supply and equipment company with stores in Twin Falls, Pocatello, and Burley. Id.
at 352, 528 P.2d at 1287. All of its corporate officers and directors were located outside
Idaho. Id. The company's general manager was given complete management over the
operations of the three Idaho stores. Id.
There was only one suitable location for a farm supply and equipment company in
Twin Falls at that time. Id. The company had a lease on a month-to-month basis. Id.
The general manager, while still employed by the company and without the company's
knowledge, began negotiations with the lessor for himself Id. The general manager
planned to open a business similar to the company's existing business. Id. at 352-53, 528
P.2d at 1287-88. When he was unable to do so he began negotiations with a competitor.
Id. at 353, 528 P.2d at 1288. The lessor indicated to the competitor that the lease would

go to the employer of the general manager. Id. While the general manager was still
employed by the farm equipment company the competitor signed a proposed lease
agreement with the competitor. Id. Shortly thereafter, the general manager of the farm
equipment company informed three of four employees that he was leaving to become the
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manager of the competitor which was going to open in Twin Falls and that there would
jobs available for them at that store. Id. One of the employees typed the general
manager's letter of resignation. Id. at 356, 528 P.2d at 1291.
The general manager left the f a m equipment company and immediately began
work for the competitor. Id. at 353, 528 P.2d at 1288. Two days later, in the middle of
the work day three employees of the f a m equipment company left work and went to
work for the competitor. Id. 'I'he general manager was actually on the competitor's
payroll five days before he left the farm equipment company. Id. Shortly after the
general manager's departure, the competitor opened up its store in the previous location
of the farm equipment company. Id. The farm equipment company was forced to move
to a less desirable location. Id. 'I'he farm equipment company placed a sign in an
adjacent building next to its former location to inform its customers of the new location.
Id. The sign was removed by the general manager. Id.

In reversing a decision of a trial court afier a bench trial, the Idaho Supreme Court
found that the general manager had the entire fortunes of the farm equipment company's
Idaho 6usiness in his hands as the manager and as such was in a fiduciary relationship
with the company. Id. at 355, 528 P.2d at 1290. The Court continued, "[flor him to be
surreptitiously attempting to obtain the leasehold interest of his employer in the premises
was a gross breach of the fiduciary relationship which he owed to his employer." Id.
Whether the competitor and its principals were implicated was an issue remanded to the
trial court. Id. at 357, 528 P.2d at 1292.
The Court found that for the general manager "to negotiate with the employees of
[the farm equipment company's] store for the purpose of hiring them away to a
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competitor for which he had arranged or was arranging his own employment as manager,
constituted, as a mafter oflaw, another breach of the fiduciary duty which be owed to
[the farm equipment company] ." Id. at 358, 528 P.2d at 1293 (emphasis added). The
issue was remanded to the trial court to enter new findings of fact and conclusions of law
to determine whether the competitor and its principal were implicated. Id.
The Court further found that the general manager, by removing the sign,
committed the tort of interference with prospective economic advantage. Id. at 359, 528
P.2d at 1294. The Court held that in addition to being tortious the conduct was also a
violation of the Idaho Competition Act as a matter of law for which both the general
manager and the competitor were responsible since he was engaged in the competitor's
business at the time of the act. Id.
The Twin Falls Farm & City Distributing, Inc. case was not referred to or cited in
the First or Second Decision. For that reason it is discussed at length below as it applies
to the separate claims. In addition to Twin Falls Farm & City Distributing, Inc., the
quantum of law in other jurisdictions plainly establishes that the First and Second
Decisions are erroneous. l 5
I. The defendants are Liable for Interference with Prospective Economic
Advantage.
The defendants tortiously interfered with Wesco's prospective economic
advantage. The Court dismissed P&S as to this count at the summary judgment stage.
Wesco moved to reconsider on the basis that P&S/APW was directly liable or vicariously
liable for interference with prospective economic advantage. The Court denied the
motion.
15

The plaintiff refers this court to the previously submitted memorandum in opposition to summary
judgment and memorandum in suppca*i of its motion to reconsider for discussion and citation to the law.
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A. P&S/APW and the employee defendants interfered with a valid econornic
expectancy by a measure beyond the fact of the interference itself.

I . The law ofthe case establishes that P&S/APW and the employee
defendant;r acted wrondu lly.
The facts and the District Court's previous mlings indicate P&S/APW and the
employee defendants acted wrongfully. 'I'he elements of the tort of interference with
prospective economic advantage are:
(I) The existence of a valid economic expectancy; (2) knowledge of the
expectancy on the part of the interferer; (3) intentional interfes,ence
inducing termination of the expectancy; (4) the interference was wrongful
by some measure beyond the fact of the intederence itself (i.e. that the
defendant interfered for an improper purpose or improper means) and (5)
resulting damage to the plaintiff whose expectancy has been disrupted.

Highland Enters., Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330,338,986 P.2d 996, 1004 (1999).
While the facts here establish each of the elements, the only element challenged
by the defendants on summary judgment was whether the interference was
wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of the interference itself. See Mem. in
Supp. of Defs.' Mot. for Summ. J. at 9 (filed March 29,2006). Thus, for purposes
of this motion and the previous motion for s m m a r y judgment, elements 1-3 and
5 must be presumed to be viable.
The First Decision correctly recognizes that wrongful conduct would be conduct
in violation of a statute or other regulation or a recognized mle of common law. First
Decision at 15-16 (citing Idaho first Nat 'I Bk. v. Bliss Yalley Foods, 121 Idaho 266,286,
824 P.2d 841, 861 (1991). The First Decision then went on to find that since some of the
defendants (Dayley, Johnston, Brady Barkdull, Cook, and Hancock) may have violated
their duty of loyalty to P&E and that such violation would be wrongful conduct beyond
some measure (improper means) above the interference itself. The First Decision
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dismisses all other defendants including Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW as to this count.

The Second Decision upholds the First Decision in finding that there was no issue of fact
as to whether P&S interfered with P&E's valid economic expectancy beyond the fact of
interference itself.
The same logic the District Court used to keep the claim open against Dayley,
Johnston, Brady Barkdull, Cook, and Hancock applies to P&S and the other employee
defendants. The Court refused to dismiss this claim against Dayley, Johnston, Brady
Barkdull, Cook, and Hancock because there were facts indicating that they breached their
duty of loyalty. In other words, a breach of the duty of loyalty constitutes a violation of a
recognized rule of the common law. See Idaho First Nitt 'I Bk. v. Bliss Yalley Foods, 121
Idaho 266,286, 824 P.2d 841, 861 (1 991).
Just as a breach of the duty of loyalty constitutes a violation of a recognized rule
of the common law so to does unfair competition. The unfair competition claim against
P&S and all of the employee defendants was expressly held open by the Court. First
Decision at 20. Unfair competition is precisely the type of wrongful conduct the tort of
intentional interference with prospective economic advantage was designed to protect.
Thus, this Court should reconsider the previously rulings and find that P&S and the other
employee defendants are subject to interference with prospective economic advantage
claim.

2. P&S/APW is liable based on the condzict of its agent Brady Barkdull.
The plaintiff must prove that the defendant had an improper purpose or objective
to harm the plaintiffi or the defendant used a wrongful means to cause injury to the
prospective business relationship by violating a statute, regulation, or an established
standard of a trade or profession, rule of common law, such as violence, threats of other
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intimidation, deceit or misrepresentation. Id. at 286,900 P.2d at 194 (emphasis added);
Idaho first Nat 'lBank v. Bliss Valley Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho 266,286, 824 P.2d 841, 861

(1 99 1). Idaho First National Bank expressly adopts the Oregon case Top Sewice Body
Shop, Inc. v. Allstate Insurance. Co., 582 P.2d 1365, 1375 (Or. 1978), for the definition

' Bank at 265-66, 824 P.2d at
as to what constitutes wronghl conduct. Idaho First Nat 1
860-6 1.
In an Oregon case expressly applying the wrongful means test articulated in irap
Service Body Shop, the United States district court for the district of Oregon held that a
claim for tortious interference with business relationships could be maintained where
former employees had solicited their fellow employees to leave employment with the
former employer and start work for a competitor. Alexander &Alexander Benefits
Sews., Inc. v. BeneJit Brokers and Consultants, Inc., 756 F. Supp. 1408, 1414- 15 (D. Or.
1991). In that case four key employees out of five employed in an office, none of whom
had signed a covenant not to compete, terminated their employment within four days of
each other effective immediately. Id. at 1410. The Court also found that the competitor
could be held liable for the conduct of its new employees. The Court explained that if a
company knowingly participated in, encouraged, and accepted the benefits of the acts of
unfair competition of a new employee it was liable for the acts committed by its new
employee. Id. at 14 12.
Wesco raised vicarious liability as an issue in its motion to reconsider. In
rejecting this argument the District Court found that '"tlhere is no evidence that Brady
was an employee of P&S (while also employed by P&E) except for one letter (dated
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August 16,2005) written by P&S (not ~rad~)."'"econd

Decision at 5. The District

Court stated:
The letter was found during the discovery process in possession of a customer of
P&E. However, the customer states that he does not know when he received the
letter. %ere is no evidence in this record that the customer received it before
Brady resigned from P&E August 19,2005. There is no evidence that Brady
contacted the customer (on behalf ofP&S) before he resigned from P&E, except
this letter.
Second Decision at 5-6. The District Court then engaged in a convoluted discussion of
the postmark presumption. The statement by the District Court is flawed and completely
misstates the record.
As a preliminary matter, it is important to note when the customer received the
letter is not determinative as to when Brady Barkdull was acting on behalf of P&S/APW.
The letter itself is dated August 16, 2005, and expressly holds Brady Barkdull out as an
employee. It contradicts repeated assertions made by P&S/APW that Brady Barkdull did
not start employment for P&S until after he had resigned from Wesco Paint &
Equipment. The letter is evidence of how Brady Barkdull was treated internally. At the
summary judgment stage in the litigation, the letter generates an issue of fact even if it
can be explained away at trial by the defendants. A letter on company letterhead that was
disseminated to numerous customers listing Brady Barkdull as an employee is more than
a scintilla of evidence as suggested by the District Court. Thus, the District Court erred
by finding that Brady Barkdull was not an employee of P&S on August 16, 2005.
Notwithstanding, the District Court's representation of the record was erroneous.
Wes Harris was the customer in possession of the letter in question. While he could not

fact that P&S and not Brady drafted the letter creates an even more compelling argument to put P&S
on the hook for Brady's conduct.

" The
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recall the exact date he received the letter he clearly testified that he met with Brady
Baskdull and Holly Ernest before they started up the Paint & Spray store. He testified as
follows:
A. The only thing I can remember them was telling me about their business that
they was opening.

Q. And did they mention who would be part of that new business that they were
opening?
A. I don't recall if they did.

Q. And was that the first time you had met Holly Ernest or had you met him in
the past?
A. I actually had met Holly. I went down to refinishing - I don't know what you
call it - certification class down at the warehouse in Salt Lake probably five to six
years ago, and I know I met him then, but other than that I don't remember seeing
him until Brady and Holly stopped.

Q. So was that the first time you became aware that Paint and Spray was going to
be starting up?
A. Yes.

Q. And again for the record, you don't remember when that was but you know it
must have been after August 16th because that was the date on the letter?
A. Correct.

Q. And then after that time period did Holly or Brady or anyone from Pain and
Spray stop by again?
A. Well, I'm sure they did, they stopped by every week.

Q. Okay. And do you recall them telling you, hey, we've started to up at this
point and we'd like you to continue to do business with us or A. I - don't remember.

Q. But it's at least your understanding that that first time they stopped by they
hadn't started up at that point?
A. Right.
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Harris Dep. 18:2-l9:8; E x . 3. As Wes Harris indicates, Brady Barkdull and Holly Ernest
hand-delivered the letter sometime before Paint & Spray opened up (August 20,2005).
The District Court ignored this testimony in reaching its conclusion that there is no
evidence the customer received the letter before Brady Barkdull resigned. Additionally,
the plain evidence of hand-delivery renders the District Court's analysis on the postage
presumption irrelevant. There is evidence that Brady Barkdull hmd-delivered the letter
before he resimed from Wesco Paint & Equipment. Thus, the District Court erred in
concluding that the there is no evidence that Brady Barkdull was an employee of P&S
while also an employee of P&E.
The District Court's conclusion that there is no other evidence other than the letter
that Brady Barkdull was employed by P&S while employed by P&E is also flawed.
Brady Barkdull readily admits that on August 17th and 19th he called High Desert Realty
to assist P&S in locating a retail location in Pocatello, Twin Falls, and Idaho Falls.
Brunson Aff. Ex. P. Brady Barkdull admits that he contacted various Planning &
Building departments for the purpose of obtaining a business license for P&S. Brunson
Aff. Ex. P. Between August 10,2005 and August 19,2005 at 5:00 p.m., Brady Barkdull
and Ernest had 64 telephone calls to each other's cell phone." Bell Aff. Ex. A. By
comparison, during the same time frame Brady Barkdull placed two calls to his Wesco
boss, Roger Howe. Id. The facts at the summary judgment stage of the litigation
establish that Brady Barkdull was working on behalf of P&S before his employment with
Wesco Paint & Equipment ended.
Even the District Court recognized that Brady Barkdull was acting as an agent for
l7

This number does not include face to face visits or calls made from other phones.
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P&S behre his m l p l o p e n t with Wesco Paint & Equipment ended. The District Court

indicated that Brady Barkdull was an agent of P&S when it looked for potential store
locations. See Second Decision at 8. The facts, especially when taken in a light
favorable to Wesco, establish that Brady Barkdull was acting on behalf of P&S before his
employment with Wesco Paint & Equipment ended.

Just like the general rnanager in Twin Falls firm & City Distributing, Inc., Brady
Barkdull was Wesco's eyes and ears in Idaho. Like the company in Twin Falls Farm &
City Distributing, Inc., Wcsco's corporate headquarters and all of its officers resided
outside of Idaho. Like the general manager who was acting on behalf of the competitor
while he was employed by another company in Evin Falls Farm & City Distributing,
Inc., Brady Barkdull was acting on behalf of P&S before his employment with Wesco
Paint & Equipment ended. Just as the competitor in Twin Falls Farm & City Distributing,
Inc., was liable for the conduct of the general manager, P&S is liable for the conduct of
Brady Barkdull. Thus, the claim for interference with prospective economic advantage
ought to be reinstated against P&S/APW.
Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW are liable for Interference with
B.
Prospective Economic Advantage.
The District Court ignored the conduct of Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW
individually. Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW are liable for interference with prospective
economic advantage. As indicated above, the only issue as to this claim is whether
Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW acted wrongfully.
As one North Carolina case with facts strikingly similar to the facts here points
out:
[Tjhe defendants' actions - which when taken alone or in isolation might not have
been outside the bounds of fair competition - when viewed collectively crossed
over the boundary. First is the use of then [former employer] managers to
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accomplish the raid on [former employer] employees. Second is the mamitude of
the raid. Third is the coordinated timing of the departures.

S~tnbeltRentals, Inc. v. &ad & Eizgquist Equip., L.L.C., 2003 NCBG 4,2003 NCBG

LEXIS 6 (N.C. Superior Ct.) at !/ 38" aflrmed by 620 S.E.2d 222 (N.C. Ct. App. 2005).
Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW's conduct demonstrate they had an improper
purpose to harm Wesco. Ernest, Davis, and APWIP&S's formulated a plan to take as
many of Wesco's employees in Idaho as possible. Davis Dep. 20: 18-23. Ernest, Davis,
and P&S/APW indicated to Roger Wowe months previous to the execution of their plan
that they knew the former owner of Paint & Equipment's employees and that they had a
better relationship with them then the former owner did. Howe Dep. 15:14-17: 19.
Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW knew that Wesco had just purchased Paint & Equipment
and that its presence in Idaho was brand new. See Brady Barkdull Dep. 73: 19-74:20.
Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW knew that it was going to be very difficult for Wesco to
open the Idaho Stores after all of their significant employees left en masse without prior
notice. Ernest Dep. 36:5-38: 15. Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW did not have any thoughts
about cutting Wesco off. Davis Dep. 25:6-16; 34:7-15. The admitted intent of Ernest,
Davis, and P&S/APW to poach all of Wesco's managers and sales staff in Idaho without
prior notice when Wesco was braici new to the market, demonstrates an improper
purpose or objective. In addition, a reasonable inference can be drawn that Ernest, Davis,
and P&S/APW sought to eliminate Wesco from Idaho. At a minimum, there is a genuine
issue of fact.
Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW also used wrongful means to cause injury to the
prospective business relationship of Wesco. By soliciting employees of its competitors to
A copy of the decision was attached to the memorandum in opposition to summary judgment.
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leave en masse without prior notice, Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW violated Idaho law
and acted deceitklly. Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW utilized Wesco's managers Brady
Barkdull, Mike Cook, Jenny Hancock, and Travis Dayley to coordinate the defection.
Brady Barkdull, while still employed by Wesco as general manger, along with
Ernest recruited Jenny Hancock to work for the Paint & Spray. Wancock Dep. 235-25;
Ernest Dep. 3 1:9-32:24. Brady Barkdull and Ernest then utilized Hancock to recruit the
other Idaho Falls employees, Hancock Dep. 22: 14-23:25; McClure Dep. 6: 17-7:12;
Thompson Dep. 6:21-7:4. Similarly, Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW utilized Mike Cook to
recruit the Pocatello employees. Reid Dep. 6: 19-9:22; Stairs Dep. 6: 16-7:7:18; Thomsen
Dep. 7: 19-9:8. Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW utilized the Idaho Stores management,
while they were still employed for Wesco, to obtain an entire workforce in Idaho.
Just as the principal and the competitor in Twin Falls Farm & City Distrib., Inc.
were potentially liable for assisting the general manager in recruitment of the company's
employees, Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW are potentially liable for assisting the Wesco
Idaho management staff in recruiting away employees. Like the issues in Twin Falls
Farm & City Distributing, Inc., it is an issue to be determined by the trier of fact. Thus,
the claim for interference with prospective economic advantage ought to be reinstated
against Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW.
11.

The employee defendants breached their employment contracts.
Just because the employees did not enter a written employment agreement for a

specific term does not mean there was no employment agreement. An employment
contract is presumed to be at-will unless the parties agree to a contract term limiting the
right of either to terminate the contract at will. Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141
Idaho 233, 240, 108 P.3d 380, 387 (2005). Idaho law recognizes a cause of action for
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breach of an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Id. at 242, 108 P.3d at 389.
Such a covenant is found in all employment agreements including employment at will
relationships. Id. at 242-43, 108 P.3d at 389-90. The covenant is an objective
determination of whether the parties have acted in good faith in terms of enforcing the
contractual provisions. Id. at 243, 108 P.3d at 390.
The District Court concluded that there was no evidence that the employment
agreements between the parties included: (1) any terms regarding confidential customer
information; (2) soliciting Wesco's customers for other entities after leaving Wesco
employment; or (3) talking to fellow employees about changing their employment. First
Decision at 11.
This statement by the Distrwt Court ignores the employee handbooks that were
signed by all the employee defendants upon commencing work for Wesco. Gaffney Aff.
Ex. A, B, C, D; Peck Dep. Ex. 2, 3. The handbook provides that, "[tlhere are certain
kinds of actions that cannot be permitted to occur because of their unfair impact on
customers, suppliers or co-workers." Examples of such actions include: unauthorized
release of company information; removal of company property without permission;
dishonesty; deliberate damage to company property; and participation in a business
directly competing with the company.
The employee handbooks establish that the agreements between the employees
and Wesco included: (1) confidential customer information (unauthorized release of
company information); (2) soliciting Wesco's customers for other entities (participation
in a business directly competing with the company); and (3) talking to fellow employees
about changing their employment (participation in a business directly competing with the
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company). The District Court's ruling was prmature in light of the employee handbooks
signed by all of the employee defendants. Thus, the breach of contract claim should
remain viable as against all employee defendants.
Further, the employee defendmts breached the employee a g e m e n t s by violating
other provisions of the employee handbook. These violations include unauthorized
release of company information (Cook), dishonesty (all employee defendants), d m a g e to
company properly (Cook), removal of company property (Cook, Johnston, Cristobal).
There are genuine issues of fact as to the breach of contract claim and it should be
revived as to all employee defendants.
Additionally, the District Court's conclusion that there was no term in the
employment arrangement prohibiting the employees from talking to fellow employees
about changing their employment, flies in the face of Idaho law. The relationship
between employer and employee is a fiduciary relationship. R Homes Corp. v. Herr, 123
P.3d 720,2005 Ida. App. LEXIS 104 (Ct. App. 2005). The law demands that the agent
shall work with an eye single to the interest of his principal. Id.at 724. For example, an
employee has a duty to not cause employees to end their employment with their
employer. See id.
In every employment arrangement, the employee has a duty to work with an eye
single to the interest of his employer. Thus, an implied term in every employment
arrangement is a duty not to cause employees to end their employment with their
employer. The facts establish that Hancock, Brady Barkdull, Dayley, Johnston, and Cook
all assisted Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW in recruiting their fellow employees for P&S
while still employed by Wesco. Thus, the breach of contract claim should remain viable,
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at a minimum, as against Hancock, Brady Barkdull, Dayley, Johnston, and Cook.
111.

Ernest, Davis, P&SIAPW interfered with the employees' contracts.
The District Court dismissed the interference with contract claim on two basis:

(1) the Wesco employees did not breach their employment agreements; and (2) the
employment agreements are terminable at will.
As established above, there are genuine issues of material fact whether the Wesco
employees breached their employment agreement. As to the second basis, Idaho law
provides:
One who intentionally causes a third person not to enter into a prospective
contractual relation with another who is his competitor or not to continue an
existing contract terminable at will does not interfere improperly with the other's
relation if
(a) the relation concerns a matter involved in the competition between the actor
and the other and
(b) the actor does not employ wrongful means and
(c) his action does not create or continue an unlawful restraint of trade and
(d) his purpose is at least in part to advance his interest in competing with the
other.
Frantz v. Parke, 111 Idaho t 005, 1012 729 P.2d 1068, 1075 (Ct. App. 1986) (Citing
OF TORTS$ 768 (1979)). In other words, a competitor will not
RESTATEMENT(SECOND)

get in trouble for interfering with a contract that is terminable at will unless he fails to
meet one of the criteria given.
Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW employed wrongful means. Just as the principal
and the competitor in %in Falls Farm & City Distributing, Inc. were potentially liable
for assisting the general manager in recruitment of the company's employees, Ernest,
Davis, and P&S/APW are potentially liable for assisting the Wesco Idaho management
staff in recruiting away employees. Like the issues in Twin Falls Farm & City
Distributing, Inc., it is an issue to be determined by the trier of fact..
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The law of other jurisdictions is consistent with Idaho law. A Virginia case with
facts similar to the one at bar found:
[TJheevidence was sufficient to support a jury finding that the planned
resignation en masse from [company] was a breach of the director and employee
defendants' fiduciary duties. The evidence was also suficient to show that the
conduct of [competitor] assisted the director and employee defendants in the
breach of their fiduciary duties. Applying the jury instruction to this evidence, we
find there was sufficient credible evidence for the jury to conclude that the
defendants' actions were without legal justification.
Feddeman & Co. v. Langan Assoc., 530 S.E.2d 668, 675 (Va. 2000). By assisting the
employee defendants in breaching their fiduciary duties Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW
acted without legal justification i.e., wrongfully. Thus, the interference of contract claim
as against Ernest, Davis, and P&S/APW warrants reinstatement.

All of Brady Barkdull's conduct should be considered when determining
IV.
whether he breached his fiduciary duty.
Brady Barkdull's conduct went beyond making arrangements to compete. The
District Court found that Brady Barkdull's conduct in looking for potential store locations
or speaking with P&S representatives about future work with P&S did not violate his
duty of loyalty. First Decision at 14. While the Restatement does acknowledge that an
agent can make arrangements to compete, it also provides that an agent cannot solicit
customers for such rival businesses before the end of his employment nor can the
employee do similar acts in direct competition with the employer's business.
RESTATEMENT
(SECOND)
OF AGENCY
jj 393 cmt. e (1958).
The case law in Idaho clearly establishes that Brady Barkdull's conduct was a
breach of his fiduciary duty to Wesco. The general manager in Twin Falls Farm & City
Distributing, Inc. acted similarly to Brady Barkdull. The Idaho Supreme Court held that,
"[flor [the general manager] to be surreptitiously attempting to obtain the leasehold
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interest of his employer in the premises was a gross bread of the fiduciary relationship
which he owed to his employer." I win Falls Farm &. City Distrib., Inc. v. D

(IZ. B

Supply

Co., Ine., 96 Idaho 351,355,528 P.2d 1286, 1290 (1974) (mphasis added).
Brady Barkdull was not merely making arrangements to compete; he competed on
behalf of P&S. The numerous phone calls to realtors, title companies, and planning and
zoning were to benefit his new employer, P&S. Brady Baskdull readily admits that on
August 17th and 19th he called High Desert Realty to assist P&S in locating a retail
location in Pocatello, Twin Falls, and Idaho Falls. Brunson Aff. Ex. P. Brady Barkdull
admits that he contacted various Planning & Building departments for the purpose of
obtaining a business license for P&S. Brunson Aff. Ex. P. These phone calls were made
after Brady Barkdull was being held out as an employee by P&S.
Despite Brady Barkdull's testimony that he had not accepted a position with P&S
prior to resigning from Wesco August 19,2005, a letter he and Ernest personally
delivered to a Wesco customer prior to resigning, lists him as an employee of P&S on
August 16,2005. Brady Barkdull Dep. 8 1:22-82: 17, Ex. 1; Harris Dep. 15:11-19:8, Ex.
3. Between August 10,2005 and August 19,2005 at 5:00 p.m., Brady Barkdull and
Ernest had 64 telephone calls to each other's cell phone.'9 Bell Aff. Ex. A. By
comparison, during the same time frame Brady Barkdull placed two calls to his Wesco
boss, Roger Howe. Id.
Not only did Brady Barkdull fail to disclose what the employees were up to, he
lied about it when confronted by Roger Howe. After lying to Roger Howe, he continued
to organize the mass defections and he shopped for retail space on behalf of P&S. It

''This number does not include face to face visits or calls made from other phones.
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cannot be fairly said at the summary judment stage in this litigation that Brady Barkdull
was merely making arrangements to compete. Me was an employee of P&S and he was
working on its behalf to directly compete with Wesco Paint & Equipment. Thus, all of
Brady Barkdull's conduct should be considered when determining whether he breached
his fiduciary duty.

V.

The defendants are liable for civil conspiracy.
In dismissing the civil conspiracy complaint, the District Court found that there

was no evidence of an agreement amongst the defendants in accomplishing the civil
wrongs surviving summary judgment. If there was ever a case where the facts
established an agreement amongst the defendants, this is the case.
Davis admitted that the plan to pilfer as many of Wesco's employees as possible
came from him and Ernest. Davis Dep. 20: 18-23. Barkdull met and conversed with
Ernest and Davis throughout the entire process. Barkdull advised Ernest and Davis of
Wesco's plans. Cook provided the resignation letter to all of the other managers. All of
the employees left the same day, at the same time, with nearly identical resignation
letters. To suggest there was no coordination or agreement behind this synchronization
defies logic and the plain facts of this case.
As one Court noted: "Without legal justification may include a breach of their
fiduciary duty or assisting someone to breach their fiduciary duty. Should corporate
officers or directors act in concert to breach their fiduciary duties and cause injury to the
corporation, they may be liable for conspiracy." Feddeman & Co. v. Langan Assoc., 530
S.E.2d 668, 674 (Va. 2000). The facts here establish an agreement to commit civil
wrongs including breaching fiduciary duties. Thus, the claim for civil conspiracy should
be reinstated.
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CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, the plaintiff respecthlly requests that its second motion

for reconsideration be granted.

Attorneys for the Plaintiff
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STATE OF IDAHO
ss
County of Bonneville

I, Michael D. Gafhey, having been duly sworn, depose and state as follows:
1. I am competent to testify and if called, I would do so from personal
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OFFICE
COPY

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I hereby acknowledge that I have been h i s h e d with the latest Employee
Handbook published by Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. I further understand and agree to
read and adhere to the policies and procedures in said handbook.

,

It is further understood that this booklet is not a contrapt, but is intended iolely to
give a short description of the working conditions at this place of employment. Any oral
or written statements to the' contrary are here6y disavowed and should not be relied upon
by any perspective or-existing employee.
*

If a polioy is amended, added or deleted, it will be posted on cdmpany bulletin
boards. It is the responsibility of the employee to maintain the handbook by inserting
new or revised pages antrdestroying the old pages.

.

The contents of this booklet are discretionary and subject to change by the
P~esidentof the company.

.

I, the undersigned, hereby, acknowledge' that my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., is employment-at-will under the laws of ihe ~ t k eof Idaho.
Idaha State recognizes the doctrine o f employment-at-will which means that either.party
to the relationship can terminate the employment with or without notice and with or
without cause by either party. I M e r acknowledge my employment 'with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., will remain employmentlat-will notwithstanding any other oral or
written statement made by the company prior to, at or following my date of employ men^.
Dated:

8-/

,20 ~

~

f

-

4

Dated:

pa/ 'a

7

Of

20-

Witness
This Publication supersedes all previous handbooks; and shall be only a guide to
the worlung conditions at this place of employment. and subject to change at the
discretion of the President of the company.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I hereby acknowledge that I have been h s h e d with the latest Employee
Handbook published by Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. I fiuther understand and agree to
read and adhere to the policies and procedures in said handbook.
It is further understood that this booklet is not a contract, but is intended s'olely to
give a short description of the working conditions at thls place of employment. Any oral
or written statements to thecontrary are hered') disavowed and should not be relied upon
by any perspective or-existing employee.
9

If a polioy is amended, added or deleted, it will be posted dn company bulletin
boards. It is the responsibility of the employee to maintain the handbook by inserting
new or revised pages and destroying the old pages.

.

-

The contents of this booklet are discretionary and subject to change by the
President of the company.

-

I, the undersigned, hereby. acknowledge' that my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., is employment-at-will under the laws of {he State of Idaho.
Idaha State recognizes the doctrine of employment-at-will which means that either.party
to the relationship can terminate the employment with or without notice and with or
without cause by either party. I $rther acknowledge my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., will remain employment'at-will notwithstanding any other oral or
writfen statement made by the company prio
Dated:

-3)

, 2 0 0 5
Employee Signature

Dated:

.

, 20

Witness
This Publication supersedes all previous handbooks; and shall be only a guide to
the worlung conditions at this place of employment.and subject to change at the
discretion of the President of the company.
,
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I hereby acknowledge that I have been &shed
with the latest Employee
Handbook published by Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. I further understand and agree to
read and adhere to the policies and procedures in said handbook.

.

It is further understood that this booklet is not a contra~t,but is intended iolely to
give a short description of the w o h n g conditions at t h s place of employment. Any oral
or written statements to the'contrary are h e r e 6 disavowed and should not be relied upon
by any perspective or-existing employee.
*

If a polioy is amended, added or deleted, it will be posted on company bulletin
boards. It is the responsibility of the employee to maintain the handbook by inserting
new or revised pages and destroying the old pages.

.

-

The contents of t h s booklet are discretionary and subject to change by the
President of the company.

.

I, the undersigned, hereby. acknowledg6 that my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., is employment-at-will under the laws of the ~ t k eof Idaho.
Idaha State recognizes the doctrine o f employmefit-at-will which means that either .party
to the relationship can terminate the employment with or without notice and with or
without cause by either party. I hrther acknowledge my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., will remain employmentfat-will notwithstanding any other oral or
written statement made by the company prior to, at or following my date of employment.
Dated:

2 0 a
4

This Publication supersedes all previous handbooks; and shall be only a guide to
the working conditions at this place of employment.and subject to change at the
discretion of the President of the company.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I hereby acknowledge that I have been h s h e d with the latest Employee
Handbook published by Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. I further understand and agree to
read and adhere to the policies and procedures in said handbook.

,

It is further understood that this booklet is not a contragt, but is intended iolely to
give a short description of the working conditions at this place of employment. Any oral
or written statements to the contrary are herely disavowed and should not be relied upon
by any perspective orVexistingemployee.
9

If a polioy is amended, added or deleted, it will be posted on cdmpmy bulletin
boards. It is the responsibility of the employee to maintain the handbook by inserting
new or revised pages and destroying the old pages.

.

The contents of this booklet are discretionary and subject to change by the
President of the company.

.

I, the undersigned, hereby. acknowledge' that my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., is employment-at-will under the laws of {he sfate of Idaho.
Idaha State recognizes the doctrine of employmerit-at-will which means that either .party
to the relationship can terminate the employment with or without notice and with or
without cause by either party. I further acknowledge my employment 'with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., will remain employmentfat-will notwithstanding any other oral or
written statement made by the company prior to, at or following my date of employment.
Dated:

Ad1.\&

2 - , 20

0

5

I

Dated:

w7
2oa

, This Publication supersedes all previous Kndbooks; and shall be only a guide to
the working conditions at this place of employment. and subject to change at the
discretion of the President of the company.
.
.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I hereby acknowledge that I have been h s h e d with the latest Employee
Handbook published by Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. I further understand and agree to
read and adhere to the policies acd pocedures in said handbook.

,

It is further understood that this booklet is not a contragt, but is intended solely to
give a short description of the working conditions at this place of employment. Any oral
or written statements to the'contrary are herebiy disavowed and should not be relied upon
by any perspective orvexisting employee.
*

If a polioy is amended, added or deleted, it will be posted on company bulletin
boards. It is the responsibility of the employee to maintain the handbook by inserting
new or revised pages and destroying the old pages.

.

-

The contents of t h s booklet are discretionary and subject to change by the
President of the company.

-

,

I, the undersigned, hereby acknowledge' that my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., is employment-at-will under the laws of ;he State of Idaho.
Idaha State recognizes the doctrine of employment-at-will whch means that either party
to the relationship can terminate the employment with or without notice and with or
without cause by either party. I hrther acknowledge my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., will remain employmentlat-will notwithstanding any other oral or
written statement made by the company prior to, _at orff

, 20

Dated:

Witness
This Publication supersedes all previous handbooks; and shall be only a guide to
the working conditions at this place of employment. and subject to change at the
discretion of the President of the company.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I hereby acknowledge that I have been furnished with the latest Employee
Handbook published by Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. I further understand and agree to
read and adhere to the policies and procedures in said handbook.

,

It is further understood that this booklet is not a contrap, but is intended iolely to
give a short description of the working conditions at this place of employment. Any oral
or written statements to the contrary are here& disavowed and should not be relied upon
by any perspective or-existing employee.
*

If a p o l i ~ yis amended, added or deleted, it will be posted on company bulletin
boards. It is the responsibility of the employee to maintain the handbook by inserting
new or revised pages and destroying the old pages.

.

The contents of t h s bocklet are discretionary and subject to change by the
President of the company.
"

I, the undersigned, hereby. acknowledge' that my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., is dmployment-at-wiil under the laws of i h i ~ t & eof Idaho.
Idaha State recognizes the doctrine o f employmelit-at-will which means that either .party
to the relationship can terminate the employment with or without notice and with or
without cause by either party. I Grther acknowledge my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., will remain employmentlat-will notwithstanding any other oral or
written statement made by the company prior to, at or following my date of employment.
Dated:

,A;+
/ ck

, 2 0 ~ f
4

Dated:

20 0
3
'

This Publication supersedes all prehous handbooks; and shall be only a guide to
the working conditions at this place of employment.and subject to change at the
discretion of the President of the company.

.~
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I hereby acknowledge that I have been fbrnished with the latest Employee
Handbook published by Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. I further understand and agree to
read and adhere to the policies and procedures in said handbook.

,

It is further understood that this booklet is not a contra$ but is intended iolely to
give a short description of the working conditions at this place of employment. Any oral
or written statements to the'contrary are heregy disavowed and should not be relied upon
by any perspective or-existing employee.
If a p o l i ~ yis amended, added or deleted, it will be posted on company bulletin
boards. It is the responsibility of the employee to maintain the handbook by inserting
new or revised pages and destroying the old pages.

.

-

The contents of t h s booklet are discretionary and subject to change by the
President of the company.
I, the undersigned, hereby. acknowledge' that my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., is employment-at-will under the laws of the state of Idaho.
Idaha State recognizes the doctrine o f employment-at-will which means that either.party
to the relationship can terminate the employment with or without notice and with or
without cause by either party. I fbrther acknowledge my employment 'with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., will remain employmentcat-will notwithstanding any other oral or
written statement made by the company prior to, at or _following my date of employment.
Dated:

OB,/ d /

,2 0 f i
4

Dated:

,2005-

0 ~ / 0 /

zd -

R

/

/

Mness

This Publication supersedes all previous handbooks; and shall be only a guide to
the working conditions at this place of employment-and subject to change at the
discretion of the President of the company.
,
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I hereby acknowledge that I have been furnished with the latest Employee
Handbook published by Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. I M h e r understand and agree to
read and adhere to the policies and procedures in said handbook.

,

It is further understood that this booklet is not a contract, but is intended iolely to
give a short description of the working conditions at this place of employment. Any oral
or written statements to theecontraryare h e r e 6 disavowed and should not be relied upon
by any perspective or-existing employee.
x.

If a polioy is amended, added or deleted, it will be posted on com6any bulletin
boards. It is the responsibility of the employee to maintain the handbook by inserting
new or revised pages and destroying the old pages.
-

*

The contents of this booklet are discretionary and subject to change by the
President of the company.

.

I, the undersigned, hereby. acknowledge' that my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., is employment-at-will under the laws of the' State of Idaho.
Idaha State recognizes the doctrine o f employment-at-will which means that either.party
to the relationship can terminate the employment with or without notice and with or
without cause by either party. I f y t h e r acknowledge my employment 'with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., will remain employmentrat-will notwithstanding any other oral or
written statement made by the company prior to, at or following my date of employment.
Dated:

<
-0
l
\r
,&
2oa?
4

This ~ublicationsupersedes all previous handbooks; and shall be only a guide to
the working conditions at this place of employment. and subject to change at the
discretion of the President of the company.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

I hereby acknowledge that I have been furnished with the latest Employee
Handbook published by Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. I further understand and agree to
read and adhere to the policies and procedures in said handbook.

,

It is hrther understood that this booklet is not a contract, but is intended iolely to
give a short description of the working conditions at this place of employment. Any oral
or written statements to thecontrary are here& disavowed and should not be relied upon
by any perspective or-existing employee.
x.

If a poliuy is amended, added or deleted, it will be posted on company bulletin
boards. It is the responsibility of the employee to maintain the handbook by inserting
new or revised pages and destroying the old pages.
*

-

The contents of this booklet are discretionary and subject to change by the
President of the company.
I, the undersigned, hereby. acknowledge' that my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., is employment-at-will under the laws of t'he State of Idaho.
Idaha State recognizes the doctrinb: of employment-at-will which means that either party
to the relationship can terminate the employment with or without notice and with or
without cause by either party. I further acknowledge my 'employment 'with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., will remain employment-"at-will notwithstanding any other oral or
written statement made by the company prior to, at or following my date of employment.
Dated:

2oL!5

1

Dated:

0% O\

,2 0 6

*

'L

. This Publication supersedes all previous andbooks; and shall be only a guide to
the working conditions at this place of employment- and subject to change at the
discretion of the President of the company.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I hereby acknowledge that I have been furnished with the latest Employee
Handbook published by Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. I further understand and agree to
read and adhere to the policies and procedures in said handbook.

,

It is further understood that this booklet is not a contract, but is intended solely to
give a short description of the working conditions at this place of employment. Any oral
or written statements to the' contrary are heregY disavowed and should not be relied upon
by any perspective or-existing employee.
I

If a policy is amended, added or deleted, it will be posted or; company bulletin
boards. It is the responsibility of the employee to maintain the handbook by inserting
new or revised pages and destroying the old pages.
*

-

The contents of this booklet are discretionary and subject to change by the
President of the company.
I, the undersigned, hereby. acknowledge. that my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., is employment-at-wiil under the laws of the state of Idaho.
Idaha State recognizes the doctrine of employment-at-will which means that either.party
to the relationship can terminate the employment with or without notice and with or
without cause by either party. I further acknowledge my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., will remain employmentrat-will notwithstanding any other oral or
written statement made by the company prior to,,at or following my date of employment.

, 20-

Dated:

Witness

. This Publication supersedes all previous handbooks; and shall be only a guide to
the working conditions at this place of employment. and subject to change at the
discretion of the President of the company.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I hereby acknowledge that I have been furnished with the latest Employee
Handbook published by Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. I further understand and agree to
read and adhere to the policies and procedures in said handbook.

,

It is further understood that this booklet is not a contract, but is intended iolely to
give a short description of the working conditions at this place of employment. Any oral
or written statements to the' contrary are heregy disavowed and should not be relied upon
by any perspective or-existing employee.
x.

If a polioy is amended, added or deleted, it will be posted on combany bulletin
boards. It is the responsibility of the employee to maintain the handbook by inserting
new or revised pages and destroying the old pages.
*

-

The contents of this booklet are discretionary and subject to change by the
President of the company.
I, the undersigned, hereby acknowledge' that my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., is employment-at-will under the laws of t'he State of Idaho.
Idaha State recognizes the doctrine of employment-at-will which means that either party
to the relationship can terminate the employment with or without notice and with or
without cause by either party. I further acknowledge my employment 'with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., will remain employment-"at-will notwithstanding any other oral or
written statement made by the company prio
ate of employment.
Dated:

s,~$/"&Y

, 20-

I

Dated: ,*

2 0 6

This Publication supersedes all previous handbooks; and shall be only a guide to
the working conditions at this place of employment- and subject to change at the
discretion of the President of the company.
,
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I hereby acknowledge that I have been furnished with the latest Employee
Handbook published by Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. I fUrther understand and agree to
read and adhere to the policies and procedures in said handbook.

,

It is further understood that this booklet is not a contrast, but is intended doIeIy to
give a short description of the working conditions at this place of employment. Any oral
or written statements to the'contrary are heregY disavowed and should not be relied upon
by any perspective or-existing employee.
I

If a polioy is amended, added or deleted, it will be posted on company bulletin
boards. It is the responsibility of the employee to maintain the handbook by inserting
new or revised pages and destroying the old pages.
D

The contents of this booklet are discretionary and subject to change by the
President of the company.

.

I, the undersigned, hereby. acknowledge' that my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., is employment-at-will under the laws of fhe State of Idaho.
Idaha State recognizes the doctrine of employment-at-will which means that either party
to the relationship can terminate the employment with or without notice and with or
without cause by either party. I fig-ther acknowledge my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., will remain employment-'at-will notwithstanding any other oral or
written statement made by the comDany prior to, at or following my date of employment.
Dated:

%- 1-0~5

, 20-

k

.

~ m @ ~ eSignature
e

4

, 20-

Dated:

Witness

. This Publication supersedes all previous handbooks; and shall be only a guide to
the workins conditions at this place of employment. and subject to change at the
discretion of the President of the company.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I hereby acknowledge that I have been furnished with the latest Employee
Handbook published by Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. I further understand and agree to
read and adhere to the policies and procedures in said handbook.

,

It is further understood that this booklet is not a contract, but is intended iolely to
give a short description of the working conditions at this place of employment. Any oral
or written statements to the contrary are heregy disavowed and should not be relied upon
by any perspective oreexistingemployee.
9

If a polioy is amended, added or deleted, it will be posted on company bulletin
boards. It is the responsibility of the employee to maintain the handbook by inserting
new or revised pages and destroying the old pages.
*

-

The contents of h s booklet are discretionary and subject to change by the
President of the company.
I, the undersigned, hereby. acknowledge' that my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., is employment-at-will under the laws of t'he State of Idaho.
Idaha State recognizes the doctrine of employment-at-will which means that either.party
to the relationship can terminate the employment with or without notice and with or
without cause by either party. I hrther acknowledge my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., will remain employment-"at-will
written statement made by the company prior to, at
Dated:

'7131

,20v5
4

Dated:

y

20 Witness

.

This Publication supersedes all previous handbooks; and shall be only a guide to
the working conditions at this place of employment-and subject to change at the
discretion of the President of the company.
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I hereby acknowledge that I have been f i n i s h e d with the latest Employee
Handbook published by Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. I further understand and agree to
read and adhere to the policies and procedures in said handbook.

,

It is further understood that this booklet is not a contract, but is intended iolely to
give a short description of the working conditions at this place of employment. Any oral
or written statements to the' contrary are here6y disavowed and should not be relied upon
by any perspective or-existing employee.
9

If a polioy is amended, added or deleted, it will be posted on company bulletin
boards. It is the responsibility of the employee to maintain the handbook by inserting
new or revised pages and destroying the old pages.
*

-

The contents of this booklet are discretionary and subject to change by the
President of the company.
I, the undersigned, hereby acknowledge' that my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., is emplyment-at-will under the laws of ihe State of Idaho.
Idaha State recognizes the doctrine o f employment-at-will which means that either party
to the relationship can terminate the employment with or without notice and with or
without cause by either party. I further acknowledge my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., will remain employmentfat-will notwithstanding any other oral or
written statement made by the company prior to, at or following
Dated:

5-1

, 2 0 g
4

Dated:

.

fmployee s i g d t u r e

I

8 - ( -03 , 20-

.

This Publication s~lpersedesall previous handbooks; and shall be only a guide to
the working conditions at this place of employment. and subject to change at the
.
discretion of the President of the company.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I hereby acknowledge that I have been furnished with the latest Employee
Handbook published by Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. I further understand and agree to
read and adhere to the policies and procedures in said handbook.

,

It is further understood that this booklet is not a contrap, but is intended iolely to
give a short description of the working conditions at this place of employment. Any oral
or written statements to the'contrary are herebiy disavowed and should not be relied upon
by any perspective or-existing empioyee.
9

If a p o l i ~ yis amended, added or deleted, it will be posted dn company bulletin
boards. It is the responsibility of the employee to maintain the handbook by inserting
new or revised pages and destroying the old pages.
*

The contents of this booklet are discretionary and subject to change by the
President of the company.
I, the undersigned, hereby. acknowledge' that my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., is employment-at-will under the laws of the state of Idaho.
Idaha State recognizes the doctrine of employment-at-will which means that either.party
to the relationship can terminate the employment with or without notice and with or
without cause by either party. I further acknowledge my employment 'with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc., will remain employment'at-will notwithstanding any other oral or
written statement made by the company prior to, at or following my date of employment.
, 20053-

Dated:
4

Dated:

, 20-

Witness

.

This Publication supersedes all previous handbooks; and shall be only a guide to
the working conditions at this place of employment- and subject to change at the
discretion of the President of the company.
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Kent L. Ha~vkins(ISB #3791)
L&rn
L, mIimmI)
109 North Arthur - 5th Floor
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991
(208) 232-2286
(208) 232-2499 Telefax
Attorneys for Defendants
IN TI3E DISTMCT COURT OF THE SETH JIJDICIAL DISTRICT"OF THE
STATE 01;IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C O W m OF BANNOCK
W S C O AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC ., a )

Washington corporation,
Plaintiff,

1

Case No. CV-05-3 527 OC

)

1

j
j
)
PAINT & SPRAY, SUPPLY, INC., et al. j

DEmmm m U L COOK'S
ANmmTOPL
'S
mQUJGSTS FOR DMSSION

vs.

Defendants.

)

1

COtdl3S NOW: the Defendant, Michael Cook. pwsuant to Rules 33 and 34 of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and makes the following answers and responses to Plaintiffs
Requests for Admission to Defendant Michael Cook as follows:
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS

REQUESTFORADMISSIONN0,l:Admit that on August 1. 2005 you
acknowledged being furnished with Wesco Autobody Supply, 1nc.b Employee Haxidbook.
m S m R : Admitted.
FOR mMSS1O)"vlNO. 2; Admit that Exhibit A is a copy of your
signed achowledpent.
MSmR Admitted.
WOmST FOR ADMSSION NO. 3: Admit that on August 17,2005 you met with
Roger Wowe and Mark Mortensen.
ANSWER. Admitted.
RIEOUESTFORmmSSlON NO. 4: Achit that during your meeting with Roger
Wowe and Mark Mortensen they raised concerns regarding rumors that their employees in
MICXlMGL CWK'S 1LY5mm TO PLALNTBF'S MQUESTS FOR AT)MSSION
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the Pocatelto, Idaho FaIls, and Twin Falls stores ~ ~ m be
1 dleatring en masse to start working
for a competitor.
A N S m E Denied. There was no discussion of anyone leaving "en nmae.'The
only issue discussed was whether Hugh Bslrkdull and Brady Bar-kduflwere going to start their
own company. The questions were not posed to me and X do not recalf anstve~ngany
questions. Both H u b and Brady indicated that they felt they were too old to ope11their own
store at this point in their lives.
W U m S T POR m m S S X O H NO. 5: Admit that you stated during the meeting
with Roger I-Iowe and Mark M0rt:ensen that there was absolutely no tvay that you were
leaving or words to that effect.
ANSVlfER: Denied. I do not recall seeing that. I do not recall even being
specifically asked. As I stated, the issue is whether Brady Barkdull and Hugh Barkdufl were
going to leave. I should point out that at the time of that meeting I had never even thou&t
of leaving, By coincidence, f suppose, that very evening I was contacted by Hof 'ly Ernest and
offered a job at his new store, which I accepted. I did not know that Holly was going to
contact me at the time I was speaking with Roger 13owe and Mark Modensen.
WOmST FOR m M S S I O N NO. 6: Admit that you stated during the meeting
with Roger Hotve and Mark Modensen that they were crazy to believe the rumors or words
to that effect.
A N S W E Denied. I did not call anybofi crazy or implicate that anybody was
crazy. If there was discussion of sofieone being crazy,it was when Brady and Hugh said that
they would have to be crazy to start a new store at their age.
-QUEST FOR m m S I O N NO. 7: Admit that you were instructed by Brady
Barkdull and Paint & Spray Supply, Inc. to not tell Roger Howe and Mark Mortensen that
the rumors were true.
ANSWER: Denied. I was not instructed to do anything in this regard. As far as I
know the rumors were incked uterly false. It was not until later that day that I first spoke
with Holly and was offered a job,
R)EQmST FOR DMaSSXON NO. 8: Admit that prior to your departure from
Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. you drafted a resignation template at the request of Brady
Barkdull.
ANSWER: Denied. Brady Barkdull did not ask me to draft a resipation template.
I found one for myself on the internet and used it. m e n I mentioned what I was using,
MICHAEL CC)OKYSANSWERS TO PthINTWFvSREQUESTS FOR mmS8XC)N
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Wrady asked if he could use the same letter.
: Admit that you provided the resignation

tealplate to Travis Dayley and Jenny Hancock
m
S
W
2
Admitted.
Admit that Brady Barkdull told you
that ail depming employees were to quit Wesco Atat;obody Supply, Inc., at 5:00p.m. on
A u p s t 19,2005.
MSmw. Denied, Brady Barkdull did not tell the employees when to quit. 1had
mer~tlonedto the other employees, very late in the day on Friday, that I was planning on
quitting and had taken another job with Paint & Spray. W e n I realized that all of the other
enlployees also wanted to quit and go to work for Paint & Spray, I ofkred them the same
resignation letter md offered to stay and fax all of the resignation letters in afier the other
employees had left. Brady Barkdull was not involved in this.
AhitthatPaht & Spray Supply. Inc.
W O W S T FOR BW8SIOTr NO. 11:
made the plan for all employees to leave en rnasse simultaneously.
pUYSW1ER: Denied. There was no plan to depart ""en masse." As I discussed the
matter with the other employees, we decided to all fax our resignations at the same time. We
then all lefi because we did not want to have a confrontation with any of the persome1 &om
Wesco, This wag not done at the specific instnrction of Paint & Spray Supply, but was the
way myself and the other employees chose to handle the matter.
Admit that you were acting on behalf
MOWST FOR ADWSION NO.12:
of Paint nt Spray SuppQ, Inc. before August 19,2005.
M 8 W R : Denied. Although I had been offered a job with Paint & Spray on
August 17 in the evening, I did not discuss the matter with any other employees at Wesco.
Pn?;duties with Paint & Spray Supply did not begin until Saturday morning, August 20.
Admit that you deleted infolmation
E O W T FOR mmSSI[%TNO.
N 13:
and programs from Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc.'s computer because you were instructed
to do so by Brady Barkdul and Paint & Spray Supply, Inc.
A I Y S W R : Denied. Brady Barkdull did not instruct me to delete anything from my
computer. This was my own decision and I felt that I was doing a favor to Wesco by
cleaning up the desktop and a computer for their use.
WOUEST FURmMSSXON NO. 14:
Adnit;that Paint & Spray Supply, Inc,
i s paying for you. defense in this matter.
MI-L
COOK'S ANSWERS TO PIL-S
BEQUIESTS FOR AD-ION
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AIVSmR; Admitted.
Admit that Paint & Spray Suppb, 1x1~.
m0mBTFORmmSSIQN NO.15:
only agreed to pay for your defens~on the condition you used their attorney.
APTSWR: Denied. This is simply false. In fact, I specifically told that if1 wanted
to get my own attorney, Paint & Spray would pay far datever attomq I chose. I believe
that offer is still good to this day, even though I an no longer
Admit that you were never told that
N Q W S T FOR mmSSI(3N NO. 16:
your interest may be adverse to Paint & Spray Supply, fnc.'s.
ANSWR: Objection. This request is vague and may infringe upon the aameyclient privilege.
Admit that Paint & Spray Supply,
m O m S T FOR DMSSION NO. 17:
Inc., acting though Brady Barkdull, dictated yotx conduct in leaving Wesco Autobody
Supply, Inc.
APJSWER Denied. Rrady Barkdull was not involved in my decision to leave
Wesco. My dealings were with Holly Ernest of Paint & Spray, Holly Ernest did not dictate
my behavior in any way. Rather, he suggested to me that I should continue to act as an
employee of Wesco and fblfxll all of my duties up until the time of my resignation,
Admit that you tvere following orders
m O m S T FORmmWlON NO,18:
from Brady Barkdutl and Paint & Spray Supply, Inc.. and therefore claim that you are not
liable for the claims asserted against you personally in this matter.
MSW1ER Objeclion, This request is vague and I simply do not understand what
it is saying. I specifically deny that I was folollowing orders fiom Bra& Barkdull or Paint &
Spray during the time that I made my decision to resign from Wesco.
DATED this

&k.

day of Junc. 2007.

rnRRTLL & W r n L L , C r n R r n E D

By:
Attorneys for Defendants
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1, Kent I,. 1-latvkins,the undersiped, one of the attorneys for the Defendants, in the
above-referenced matter, do hereby certify that a true, fill1 and correct copy of the foregoing
DEmm
L COOK'S M S m R S TO
'SmQmSmFOR
DmgSXON was this ALday of June, 2007, served upon the f o l f o ~ n gin the manner
indicated below:

[m.~.
Mail
Hand Delivery

Michael D. Gafhey
B E A m ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY
MCNA
C U D E R PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 133404-5 171

[J Ovemigllt Delivery

Lf Telefax

Kent L. Hawkins
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Kent L. Hawkins (ISB #3791)
MlERRILL &B#lwmI+CHARTERED
109 North Arthur 5th Floor
P.0, Box 99 1
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991
(208) 232-2286
(208) 232-2499 Telefax

-

Attorneys for Defendants

PN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY. INC., a )
Washington corporation,
)
)

Case No. CV-05-3527 OC

)
)
)
)

DEFIENDANT JENNY IXANCm'S
AEVS-TO
REQUESTS FOR ADMESSION

1

Plaintiff,
VS.

PAINT & SPRAY, SUPPLY, INC ,

\

Defendants.

COMES NOW, the Defendant, Jenny Hancock, pursuant to Rules 33 and 34 of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and makes the followinganswers and responses to Plaintiffs
Second Requests for Admission to Defendant Jenny Hancock as follows:

REOUEST FOR ADMISSIONS

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1: Admit that on August 1, 2005 you
acknowledged being furnished with Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc.'s Employee Handbook.

+ANSWER; Admitted.
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Admit that Exhibit A is a copy of your
signed acknowledgment.

ANSWER: Admitted.

REQUEST FOR ADMISSlON NO, 3: Admit that Brady Barkdull told you that all
DEFENDANT JENNY HANCOCK'S ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFFSREQUESTS FUR
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departing eqtoyees were to quit Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc., at 590 p.m. on August 19,

2005.

m S W R : Denied.
m O W S T FORMMISSION Nf3.4: Admit that Paint & Spray Supply, Inc. made
the plan for all employees to Ieave

masse simultaneously.

ANSUrlER: Denied.
m 0 m S T FOR mMISSION MQ, 5: Admit that you were acting on behalf of

Paint & Spray Supply, Inc. before August 19,2005,
mSmR..

Denied.

=OWEST IFOR m m S 8 I O N NO. 6: Admit that Paint & Spray Supply, Inc. is
paying for your defense in this matter,
A N S W R : Admitted.
0

R

O

N 0 R Admit that Paint & Spray Supply, Inc. only

agreed to pay for your defense on the condition you used their attorney.

mMR Denied.
WQUIEST IFOR DMISSION NO,8: Admit that you were never told that your
interest rnay be adverse to Paint &: Spray Supply. Inc.'s.

ASJSmR: Objection. This request for admission appears to infringe on the
attorney-client privilege.
RJEOmST FOR. m M S S I O N NO. 9 Adrnit that Paint & Spray Supply, Inc.,

acting through Brady Barkdull, dictated your conduct in leaving Wesco Autobody Supply,
Inc.
AfYSMrER.. Denied.

mOUEST FORmMSSION NO. IO:

Admit that you were fo)locving orders

from Brady Barkdull and Paint & Spray Supply, Inc. and therefore claim that you are not
DEFEMlANT JlENFJY ~ C O C K ' S
ANSWERS TO PIAmT'IFIF'S REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
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liabie for the claims asserted against you personally in this matter.

mSWER: Denied.

BATED this

day of June, 2007.

L 8t NEWLL. CHARTERED

A g o m ~ for
s Defendants

CERmCATE OF BERWCE
I, Kent L. Hawkins, the undersigned, one of the affomeys fur the Defendants, in the
above-referencedmatter, do hereby certify that a true, fbll and correct copy of the foregoing
BEFENDM J
C
Im HANCOCEC'S ANSTO P L m % SQUESTS
FOR ALDmSSION was this &.I
day
- of June, 2007, served upon the following in the
inanner indicated below:

m,~.
Mail
L] Hand Delivery

Michael D, Ciaffney
BEARD ST. CL,AIR GAFFNEY
MCNAMAM CALDER PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-5 171

[J Overnight Delivery

L] Telefax

Kent L. Hawkins
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

2
T H E STATE O F IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY O F BANNOCK

3

4
5

WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, ING., a
Washington corporation,
Plaintiff,

6

)

f
1
)

No.GV-2005-0003527-0C

1
VS.

1
HOLLY ERNEST individually, THOMAS)
DAVIS individually, PAINT AND
SPRAY, INC., and Idaho
corporation, AUTOMOTIVE PAINT
1
WAREHOUSE, a Utah corporation
)
d/b/a Paint Spray and Supply or )
d/b/a Mid Mountain Supply:
JEFFREY PECK individually, TRAVIS)
DAYLEY individually, JOEL
1
JOHNSON individually, CHANTIL
J'
DOBBS individually, DAVID
GRISTOBAL individually, RkAN
1
NESMITH individually, JODEE REID )
individually, CURTIS STAIRS
individually, TIFFANY THOMSEN
individually, HUGH BARKDULI,
1
individually, BRADY BARKDULL
individually, MICHAEL COOK
individually, SHELBY THOMPSON
1
individually, JENMY HANGOCK
individually, KELLY R . MCGLURE
)
individually, JOHN DOES I
through X I MARY DOES I
1
trouah X, BLACKCORPORATIONS I
1
throGgh X I GREEN PARTNERSHIPS
I through X and RED LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANIES I through

x

1

Defendants.
.................................
24
The above-entitled matter came on for hearing
25
on the date and time indicated herein at the Bannock

1
County Courthouse, Pocatello, Idaho.
2
BEFORE:

/

The Honorable N . RANDY SMITH.

APPEARANCES:
For the Plaintiff:

JEFFREY D. BRUNSON
Beard St. C l a i r Gaffney
2105 Cornarodo Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495

For the Defendant:

KENT L . HAWKINS
Merrill & Merrill, Chartered
109 North Arthur - 5th Floor
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991
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Michael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558
Jeffiey D. Bmnson, ISB No. 6996
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495
Tel: (208) 523-5 171
Fax: (208) 529-9732
gaffney@beardstclair.corn
Attorneys for Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BANNOCK COUNTY IDAHO
Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc., a
Washing-ton corporation,
Case No.: CV-05-3527 OC

PlaintiEs,
VS.

Holly Ernest individually, Thomas Davis,
individually, Paint and Spray Supply, Inc.,
an Idaho corporation, Automotive Paint
Warehouse, a Utah corporation d/b/a Paint
Spray and Supply or d/b/a Mid Mountain
Supply, Jeffrey Peck individually, Travis
Dayley individually, Joel Johnston
individually, Chantil Dobbs individually,
David Cristobal individually, Ryan
Nesmith individually, Jodee Reid
individually, Curtis Stairs indivdually,
Tiffany Thomsen individually, Hugh
Barkdull, individually, Brady Barkdull
individually, Michael Cook individually,
Shelby Thompson individually, Jenny
Hancock individually, Kelly R.McClure
individually, John Does I through X, Mary
Does I through X, Black Corporations I
through X, Green Partnerships I through X,
and Red Limited Liability Companies I
through X,

NOTICE OF HEARING

Defendants.

Notice of Hearing 1
885

All p a ~ i e will
s please take notice that a hearing has been set before the Honorable

Don Hasding at the Bannock County Courthouse, 624 E. Center, Pocatello, Idaho on

2

Friday, October 12, 2 7 at 10:OO a.m. on the following matters:
~ l a i n t i f g d y1 o t i o to
n Reconsider

Notice of Hearing 2
886

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING OR HAND DELIVERY

1 certify I am a licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, I have my ofice in Idaho
Falls, Idaho, and on September 5,2007, I served a true and correct copy of the NOTICE
OF HEARING upon the following by the method of delivery designated:
Kent Hawkins
Menill& Merrill
PO Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991
Fax: (208) 232-2499

d-delivered

aFacsimile

Honorable Don Harding
Caribou County Chambers
159 S. Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276
Fax: (208) 547-4759

Hand-delivered

aFacsimile

elivered

aFacsimile

aU.S. Mail

Bannock County Courthouse
624 E. Center
Pocatello, ID 83201

/

Of Beard ~ f ~ l aP.A.
ir
Attorneys for Plaintiff

/

/

Notice of Hearing 3

Kent L. Hawkins (ISB ff3791)

ME

L & m

L, C

109 North Adhur - 5th Floor
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-099 1
(208) 232-2286
(208) 232-2499 Telefax

TERED

Attorneys for Defendants

IM THE DISTNCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
W S C O AUTOBOBY SUPPLY, WC., a
Washington corporation,

1
1
)

Plaintiffs,

Case No. CV-05-3527 OC

1

VS.

PAINT & SPRAY, SUPPLY, INC.,
JEFFREY PECK individually, TRAVIS
DAYLEY individually, JOEL
JOHNSTON individually, CHANTIL
DOBBS individually, DAVID
CRISTOBAL individually, RYAN
NESMITH individually, JODEE REID
individually, CURTIS STAIRS
individually, TIFFANY THOMSEN
individually, HUGH BARKDULL,
individually, BRADY BARKDULL
individually, MICHAEL COOK
individually, SHELBY THOMPSON
individually, JENNY HANCOCK
individually, KELLY R. M C C L W
individually, JOHN DOES I THROUGH
X, MARY DOES I THROUGH X,
BLACK CORPORATIONS I
THROUGH X, GREEN
PARTNERSHIPS I THROUGH X AND
RED LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANIES I THROUGH X,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendant's Memorandum Opposing
Plaintiffs Second Motion to
Reconsider Summary Judgment

)

1
1
1

1
)

1
1

1
1

r

c

tw
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~RODU~IOPJ
Wesco is asking the court to reconsider, for a second time, the partial granting of
summary judgment in favor of the defendants. Obviously, Wesco is hoping that the current
judge, Judge Harding, will disagree with the former judge, Judge Smith. The parties have
submitted a total of at least 6 memoranda so far on the summary judgment issue in this case,
along with numerous affidavits. Judge Smith has issued two opinions. His opinions do an
excellent job of setting forth the facts, the law, and his analysis of the case. The court is
encouraged to review all of these. In this memorandum, the defendant will limit itself to
addressing only the most recent memorandum filed by Wesco, with the understanding that
the court has access to everything that has already been filed.
RESPONSE TO WESCO'S '"ODUCTION,"
"PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND" AND "FACTS"
I.

Wesco 's "Introduction" is ofensive to Judge Smith,factually inaccurate, and ironic
in its misrepresentation of the '>olitics " behind the case.
Defendants apologize for discussing "politics." All cases must be governed by law,
not by politics, and it is inappropriate for any attorney to plead for a "political" decision from
a judge. However, because of the inflammatory and misleading nature of Wesco's
Introduction, a response is necessary.
First and foremost, Judge Smith's "blue state, red state" quote has been taken out of
context. The court should read the entire context, which begins on page 47. The court was
talking about a motion to compel and was discussing the complications of discovery issues
between competitors. The context makes it clear that this was not an explanation of why a
partial summary judgment was granted; it was an explanation of why the judge had limited
discovery and barred Wesco's attempt to discover some of P&S's financial information.
That's why Judge Smith mentions "expeditions into other than that, are limited" and "things
everyone would like to look at" and to keep "competitors as much as possible into things we
ought to really get into." These statements clearly relate to discovery issues, not to the
summary judgment.
Aside from that, it is unfair to accuse Judge Smith of deciding the motion on "politics"
simply because he chose to follow Idaho law, rather than giving into Wesco's request to
follow the law of other supposedly "bluer" states. Judge Smith followed the binding
precedent of the State of Idaho, as is required of every judge in Idaho, rather than the law of
some other state, as was being requested by Wesco.
0:\63\6340\Pleadings\Memo in Opposition to 2nd Motion to Reconsider.wpd

It is ironic, on at least three other levels, for Wesco to suggest that Judge Smith's
ruling was because of a "red state mentality.'The first level of irony is that we live in a red
state, and to the extent that our laws may be conservative, the law is still binding, whether
those with a "Hue state mentality" like it or not. The second, deeper, level of irony is that
it is Wesco, not the defendants, who would benefit from a supposed "red state mentality."
Essentially Wesco is a large out of state corporation that came into Idaho and bought a chain
of automobile paint stores, hoping to remain as the dominant supplier in the area. P&S
opened competing stores, promising to take better care of the employees and better care of
the customers. P&S's plan worked, and now there are two major paint supply companies
competing in the area. Wesco has now sued its former employees, including counter
workers, delivery people, salesmen and mid-level managers for quitting their at-will jobs.
It would seem that, if anything, Wesco would expect to receive the favor, not the disfavor,
of a "red state mentality"
The third irony is that Wesco is using Idaho's Competition Act, and asking the court
to help it reestablish its monopoly, and put its competitor out of business, as well as to punish
its former employees for exercising their rights as at-will employees. Wesco's objectives
clearly violate the purpose of Idaho's Competition Act:
Idaho Code 48-102 Legislative findings, purpose, interpretation and scope of
chapter.
(1) The Idaho legislature finds that fair competition is fundamental to the free market
system. The unrestrained interaction of competitive forces will yield the best
allocation of Idaho's economic resources, the lowest prices, the highest quality, and
the greatest material progress, while at the same time providing an environment
conducive to the preservation of our democratic and social institutions.
(2) The purpose of this chapter is to maintain and promote economic competition in
Idaho commerce, to provide the benefits of that competition to consumers and
businesses in the state, and to establish efficient and economical procedures to
accomplish these purposes and policies.
Wesco is attempting to use Idaho's Competition Act to restrain its competitors and punish
its former employees, rather than for its stated purpose.
The truth is that when the defendants opened the new stores, it was good for
competition, good for the employees, and, most importantly, good for the consumers.
Wages are up, prices are down and everyone is happy, except Wesco. Wesco is pursuing a
remedy in court because it failed to get what it wanted in the free market.
With that said, lets get back to what the case is about, the facts and the law.

IT.

The facts, in a nutshell.

0:\63\6340\Pleadings\Memo in Opposition to 2nd Motion to Reconsider.wpd

Holly Ernest and Tom Davis own a paint supply warehouse (APW) that sells to
retailers (jobbers) in Utah and Idaho. APW has supplied paint to Paint & Equipment Supply
(P&E), Wesco's predecessor, for many years.
Wesco is a Washington covoration which owns not only retail stores, but also
provides the warehouse supply to those stores in areas through the Northwest. Wesco had
no intention of buying paint for its three new stores from its competitor, APW, and APW's
warehouse business in eastern Idaho was destroyed when Wesco bought out the three Idaho
stores.
Holly and Tom responded by opening their own competing retail stores in Eastern
Idaho. The stores were opened by another of their companies, Paint & Spray Supply (P&S),
which had already operated retail stores in the Boise area for many years. Holly and Tom,
as the owners of APW, had sold paint supplies in Idaho for many years and knew the
employees and customers of the old P&E stores, better than Wesco knew them. Holly and
Tom had a long term relationship with both the employees and the customers, while Wesco
had only known them for a few weeks. Holly approached key employees of the old P&E
stores and offered them jobs at his new stores. They knew Holly and trusted him, having
worked with him for many years. Judge Smith ruled that there was nothing wrong with Holly
recruiting these employees and Holly, Tom and APW have been dismissed from the case.
It is likely true that Wesco's business dropped considerably as a result of having to
compete with the new stores. However, Wesco's loss is caused by its failure to perceive the
risk of competition. Wesco apparently failed to account for this risk in its purchase price and
it apparently paid far too much for good will that was not really transferable.
Wesco is upset because, white what Holly and Tom did was perfectly legal, they were
more successful than even they had hoped for. Virtually all of the employees decided to go
to work for Holly and Tom. The gist of Wesco's suit is that, while it was perfectly legal for
any one of the employees to resign and accept other employment, the employees did not have
the right to do this "en masse." Essentially, Wesco's suit is that while Holly and Tom did
nothing wrong, they were too successful, and that made it wrong. Apparently if a few
employees decide to quit a job, it is okay. If the idea snowballs and they all decide to quit,
it is illegal. Of course, that is simply not the law.
III. A few responses to Wesco 's section on "ProceduralBackground. "
Plaintiffpoints out that Judge Smith entered an injunction early on in this case. Please
note that the defendants denied doing any of the things included in the order. The judge was
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essentially saying, "If you are doing any of these things, you need to stop." The defendants
maintain they did not do any of those things and so had no problem agreeing to follow the
order, since they weren't doing anyhing improper to start with. The fact that the order was
entered should not be held against the defendants, or used as an implication of fault, since
there was no finding of guilt.
Defendants basically agree with Wesco's general statements about which counts
remain after the partial summaryjudgment was granted. However, the specific facts at issue
are more limited than Wesco would have it appear. Here are the details:
Counts I & I1 (Interference with Prospective Advantage and Employee Breach of
Contract) :
These two counts are essentially for the same factual allegations, which
include: (1) whether it was improper for some of the employees to use the
same form to resign, which was a form located by Mike Cook on the internet.
(2) whether it was improper for some of the employees to tell the others that
they were going to quit at the end of the day, or should they have waited until
the next day to tell them. Specifically, Joel Johnson told a delivery person,
Chantil Dobbs that he was going to quit the next day and she decided to also
quit; Jenny Hancock told Thomson and McClure that she was quitting, and
they decided to also quit; and Mike Cook informed the employees in his store
that he was quitting and they decided to quit as well. The issue is whether this
conduct was a breach of their duty to Wesco, but more importantly whether
any damages actually flowed from such conduct, if it was wrong.
Count 111 (Interfering with Prospective Advantage):
Dismissed as to all defendants.
Count IV (Tortious Interference):
Dismissed as to all defendants.
Count V. (Unfair Competition):
Holly Ernest, Tom Davis and APW were dismissed from this count. P&S was
dismissed in so far as it was accused of causing name confusion, since it had
been in Idaho longer than Wesco or P&E. The remaining issues against the
other defendants are: (1) whether they wore P&E clothing (such as a logo on
a t-shirt) while working at their new employer, and (2) whether the fact that
some of them did not change their cell phone numbers when they switched
employers caused any confusion or any damage to Wesco. It seems unlikely
that any damage can be proven since in the week following the opening of the
new stores, both companies contacted all customers (essentially all of the
autobody shops in the area) and let them know about the new stores and vied
for their business. There is no evidence that a single customer was confused
by cell phone numbers or by clothing.
Count VI: Violation of Idaho Unfair Competition Act:
Dismissed as to all defendants.
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Count Seven: Computer Fraud Act in 18 USC fj 1030:
Dismissd as to all
Mike Cook who may have "impaired the integrity or
availability of data" when he cleaned off the hard drive of his computer on his last
day of work.
Count Eight: Misappropriation of Trade Secrets:
Dismissed, except as to the question of whether Mike Cook deleted from his
computer any 'kustomer lists, lists of customer buying preferences, history of
customer purchases, or custom paint formulas"
Count Nine: Civil Conspiracy (p. 28-29)
Dismissed as to all Defendants.
Count Ten: (Conversion):
Dismissed as to all defendants exceDt Mike Cook, Joel Johnston, and Dave
Cristobal. The only factual issues are whether Mike Cood took any data off the
computer, and whether it was wrong for Joel Johnson and Dave Cristobal to take
paint catalogues and business cards, even though Cristobal gave back his paint
book and Joel felt the business cards were his own. The real issue, of course, is
whether this conduct, if wrongful, caused any harm to Wesco, which it seems
unlikely that it can be proven.
IV.

Wesco's statement of facts is not entirely accurate

For the most part the defendants have no problem with Wesco's statement of facts. A few
corrections are in order, referencing paragraphs from Wesco's statement of the "Facts":
8.
10.

24.

27.

28.

Brady Barkdull was not a regional manager. He was t h e s d manager at the three
stores. Each store had its own manager. Brady Barkdull Deposition, 31 :16.
Brady Barkdull did call Holly when he found out his employer (Dave Guissi) had
sold the three P&E stores to Wesco. This was appropriate, given that it was public
knowledge (the stores changed their names and the new owners were not a secret
to anyone) because it is courteous for a retailer to let his wholesale provider of
many years know that the retailer will no longer be doing business with them.
It is a blatant misrepresentation of the facts that on August 13 Brady Barkdull told
Holly Ernest he would solicit Wesco employees to work for him. This testimony
is simply not in the deposition and is untrue. The truth is that Brady told Holly that
he needed to think about the job offer, and that he wanted to see what other
employees were going to do before he made up his mind. Second Affidavit of
Brady Barkdull, par. 1 to 5; Ernest Depo, 20:3-25:22.
It is true that on August 17 Hugh and Brady Barkdull assured Wesco that they were
not leaving to start their own stores because they felt they were too old. This was the
truth. At that time Hugh had not even been made an offer, and Brady had not yet
made up his mind on whether to go to work for P&S. It is undisputed that they were
not going to start their own stores, which was the question being asked. Further, an
at will employee who is considering quitting his job to take another certainly has no
duty to inform his employer and is usually wise to keep such a fact to himself, as they
did.
None of the employees forrnally accepted job offers with P&S before the day they
actually quit Wesco. The issues left for trial involve whether anything inappropriate
happened on the transition day.
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29-32. The term "recruit" is used erroneously in these paragaphs and is a
mischaracterization of the evidence. None of the employees ever described their
conduct in speaking to other employees as "recmiting.'Xikewise, no one has ever
said that Brady gave an "instruction" for the employees to quit. If the court reviews
the deposition references, it is clear that Wesco is using these terrns to mislead the
court on the nature of the deposition testimony.
34-35. The evidence is clear that any planning and coordinating ofresignations was between
the employees and all took place within 24 hours of their resignations. The planning
and coordinating was informal and was "thrown together" by the employees. Their
new employer was not telling them how to do this. The court should review the
deposition and will see that neither Holly Ernest, Tom Davis, APW, or P&S were
involved at this point or were not giving any instructions to the employees.
38,
The employees did not steal anything. These is a false accusation repeated again and
again by the plaintiff, but not supported by any proof. The only issues in this regard
are whether a paint book (essentially a manufacturer catalogue that was free from the
manufacturer) should have been taken, whether business cards belong to an employee
or his employer, and whether Mike Cook's effort to clean his personal stuff off of his
computer amounted to any wrong doing.
40.
The letter to customers was not sent from the Wesco stores and was not sent until
after the employees resigned. This is another false allegation based on speculation
and conjecture, unsupported by any testimony.
41-44. The allegations about cell phone numbers and uniforms are disputed. Of more
importance, of course, is the fact that even if the allegations were proven, there is no
evidence that such conduct caused any damage to Wesco. There is no evidence that
even a single customer was confused about which store they were doing business
with. Both parties competed vigorously for the customers in the week following the
new stores being opened.
46.
Brady Barkdull did not "vigorously recruit" anyone. Wesco cannot find any source
for this and it is an unfounded accusation made by Wesco, without reference to any
deposition or affidavit. Judge Smith has ruled that there was nothing wrong with
Brady Barkdull assisting Holly Ernest in finding new store locations. If an employee
has the right to leave an employer and start his own company, and to begin making
plans for his new company while he still works for his employer, there can't be
anything wrong with assisting someone else in doing the same thing. These
allegations have been dismissed against Brady Barkdull as a matter of law.
47.
The letter delivered to Wes Harris in Preston was hand delivered after P&S's new
stores opened. The letter was drafted a week earlier in anticipation of opening the
new stores and then edited to include Brady after Brady had come to work for P&S.
Judge Smith has dismissed this allegation. See new Affidavit of Cory Hansen,
submitted herewith.
Judge Smith has dismissed the allegations about phone calls being made because
48.
such calls are not illegal and caused no illegal harm to Wesco.
A basic chronology
July 29

On a Friday morning Wesco faxed the employees at the three Idaho P&E stores it had
just purchased and inforrned them they have been bought. Wesco instructs the
employees to be at work on Saturday morning to take inventory. This is the first the
employees heard of the fact that their stores had been purchased by an out of state
corporation named Wesco. Deposition of Joel Johnson, 1 1 : 13

August 1

Wesco assumes control of the three Idaho stores and the employees.

..
3"
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August 10

August 1 1

August 17

August 18

August 19

August 19
- August 29
August 22

?T

Holly Ernest and Tom Davis learn that Wesco is not going to buy paint from APW
and will instead supply paint to East Idaho from Washington. Holly Ernest and Tom
Davis begin thinking about opening new stores in Zdiiho and decide to hire as many
of Wesco's employees as they can recruit. They already know the employees and
most of the customers and have a good reputation with both. Davis Deposition,
20: I If - 22:7
Holly Ernest ofFers Brady BakdulI a job. Brady Barkdull Deposition, 87: 17Brady
says he will think about it. (Note that Holly Ernest recalls the job offer was not
made until August 13. Ernest Depo, 20:3 - 25:22.)
Wolly Ernest meets with Hugh Barkdull in Preston and offers him a job. Hugh
Barkdull Deposition, 32:8. In the evening Holly meets with Mike Cook in Pocatello
and offers him a job. Later he meets with Jenny Hancock and offers her a job. They
did not give him an answer at that time, but wanted to think about it. Judge Smith
has ruled that this recruiting employees of other companies is not inappropriate and
the allegations against Holly have been dismissed.
Holly Ernest meets in the evening with Twin Falls employees including Travis
Dayley, David Cristobal, Jeff Peck and Joel Johnson. They do not give him an
answer at that time, but want to think about it and discuss it with others. Johnston
informs the delivery girl, Chantil Dobbs about this offer later that evening.
In Idaho Falls, Hancock speaks with Thompson and McClure about going to work
for P&S.
In Pocatello Mike Cook speaks with Reid, Stairs, and Thomson about working for
P&S. He finds a resignation form on the internet, and shares it with the others who
decide to use the same form.
In all three cities resignations are sent by facsimile to Wesco around 5:00 p.m. (4:OO
p.m. Washington time). This is the same manner in which the employees had been
informed, on July 3 1, that they had been "bought."
The employees start work at their new employer, P&S, at varying times between 7:00
p.m. on Friday August 19 and Monday August 29.
The new P&S stores open for business in Twin Falls and Pocatello. The Idaho Falls
store is not opened until some time later.

Important undisputed facts.
None of the employees had contracts, all were at-will.
Wesco did not seek or request non-competition agreements with any ofthe employees.
The employees had known Holly Ernest and Tom Davis for many years, some as long

as 25 years.
The employees had only been working for Wesco a few weeks when they decided to
quit and go to work for P&S.
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The issue is rcrnanded to the trial court to enter new findings of fact and conclusions
of law detemining whether or not Fries' [defendant's] breach of his fiduciary
relationship concerning employees was a proximate cause of the employees leaving
their employment, and if the court so finds, to h a h e r detemine the dmages suffered
by appellant proximately resulting from said breach.
j'ioin fills Firrwa, at 358,1293. Of course, Twin Falls Farm had already gone to a court trial,
and a finding that the duty was breached could be made on the evidence already presented.
In our case we are still at the summary judgment stage and Judge Smith is merely saying that
the jury can consider whether any of the employees breached their duty to Wesco. If so, the
jury will go on to the issue of proximate cause and damages. Thus, even under the rule in
Twin Falls, Judge Smith got it right.
X.;1ESPONSETO EACH OF WESCO'S SPECIFIC f i G m m S
I.
Count I, Interfering with Economic Advantage, was properly limited to the speciJic
conduct already ruled on by Judge Smith.
First, although it is likely a moot point, the defendants disagree with the idea that
because they only challenged one of the five elements of this count, that the other four
elements are "presumed to be viable." This is not true. One element was obviously not
proven and it was efficient to only discuss that element. Judge Smith agreed. This does not
waive any possible argument about the other elements, it just makes them moot.
Second, Wcsco appears to not understand a key part of Judge Smith's ruling, which
is that the duty of an employee who has not signed a non-competition agreement ceases with
the employment. Thus, Judge Smith's decision differentiated between conduct prior to the
employee's resignation, such as the allegation of recruiting fellow employees, and conduct
that occurred after the employment ended, such as continuing to use the same cell phone
numbers (the cell phones were their personal property, only the numbers needed to be
changed) or wearing shirts with the old Paint and Equipment logo(which the employees deny
doing). Conduct prior to the resignation falls under Counts One and Two, and conduct after
the resignation falls under Count Five. Wesco's effort to "bootstrap" the Count Five
allegations into Counts One and Two is improper and should be rejected. This is why Count
Five was not dismissed against any of the employees, nor was it dismissed against P&S,
while Counts One and Two were Icft in place as to only those employees who are accused
of recruiting other employees. The other employees, the alleged "recruitees," were properly
dismissed from Counts One and Two. Likewise, P&S was never an employee and never had
a duty under Counts One and Two, and was properly dismissed from those counts. Wesco's
attempts to conhse these Counts should be rejected.
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Third, P&S and M W were properly dismissed from Counts One and Two because
there was no evidence that Brady Barkdull was their agent. The evidence is clear that Brady
Barkdull did not become an employee of P&S until after he resigned from Wesco. Wesco
atternpts to make much of a letter stating that Brady Barkdull was an employee of P&S. The
letter unfortunately bears the date sit' August 16, even though it is uncontroverted that it was
not distributed to customers until on or after August 22, after Brady Barkdull had resigned
fkom Wesco on August 19. At the time of the first motion for summary judgment the
employee who drafted the letter, Cory Hansen, was out ofthe state and unavailable, We now
have his affidavit and it has been submitted with this memorandum. Mr. Hansen makes it
clear that the letter was edited on August 20 or 2 1 to include Brady's name after Mr. Hansen
learned that Brady agreed to go to work for P&S. Wesco has no evidence to challenge these
facts. Judge Smith was correct in putting this "red herring" to rest.
Finally, Wesco's attempt to drag Holly Ernest, Tom Davis and APW back into the
case is not based on the law. Judge Smith's decision made it clear that the law does not
prohibit competition, rather it encourages competition, whether the competition is for
customers or for employees. Thus, the competitors, which included APW, P&S, Ernest and
Davis were dismissed from the suit, or in P&S's case, dismissed from most of the counts.
Essentially, the judge ruled that competing with another company does not constitute
interference with its economic prospects. Any other ruling would be silly. Wesco can label
this competition as "poaching," but that is a mislabel. One company's game is always
another company's loss. That is the nature of competition.
11.
The employee defendants did not have contracts and cannot be held liable under
vague implied terms of an employee handbook.
Wesco next attempts to have this court rule that Judge Smith "ignored" language in
the Employee Handbook. Here is some of the language Judge Smith did not ignore:
It is hrther understood that this booklet is not a contract, but is intended solely
to be a short description of the working conditions at this place of
employment. Any oral or written statements to the contrary are disavowed

...

I, the undersigned, hereby acknowledge that my employment with Wesco
Autobody Supply, Inc. is employment at will . . . either party. . . can terminate
the employment with or without notice and or without cause . . .
. . . Also, those documents shall not create an expressed or implied contract of
employment.
It seems that Wesco, after going to great length to intimidate their employees into believing
there was no contract, now insists there was. Such claims should be "disavowed" as
0:\63\6340\PIeadings\Memo in Opposition to 2nd Motion to Reconsider.wpd
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required by Wesco's Employee Handbook.
The fact is that Judge Smith found that: there was an issue of fact on what type of
documents Mike Cook took off his computer on his last day of work. He also acknowledged
that Joel Johnston and Dave Cristobal took a paint catalogue and business cards and that this
may have caused some small amount of damage. These issues have been preserved for the
fact finder to determine and assess damages, if any. However, it is not appropriate for Wesco
to try to turn the Employee Handbook into a covenant not to compete or a term contract that
barred the employees from resigning without notice.
111. Ifthe employees did not breach contracts, the non-employees such as Ernest, Davis,
P&S and AP W could not have caused them to breach their contracts.
Once again Wesco asks the court to apply a sort of bootstrap argument, combined with
some non Idaho case law, to find that free competition should be illegal. Wesco claims this
court should rule that it is illegal for an employer to recruit employees from another
company, even where the employees are at-will. That is not the law and is in fact a
perversion of the law that would stifle competition and make it difficult or impossible for
employees to improve themselves or find better employment. Once again, Wesco's bizarre
logic would result in an anti-competition ruling that protects a monopoly at the expense of
its competitors and its own employees.
Judge Smith correctly ruled that Brady Barkdull did not act improperly dtdring his
Il?
transition to his new job.
Judge Smith acknowledged an employee's right to leave his job, find a new job, or to
start his own business and recognized the reality that the preparations to do this must often
be made before leaving an existing job. This is not illegal. Mr. Barkdull's conduct in the
few days before leaving this job were well within this parameter and the allegations that his
conduct was improper were dismissed. Judge Smith properly ruled that there is no evidence
that Mr. Barkdull did anything improper (other than the possibility of recruiting other
employees) during the final days before he resigned. Once again, Judge Smith drew the
appropriate line between conduct that could be potentially improper and that which was
clearly not improper.
This section of Wesco's memorandum makes exaggerated and unfair accusations
against Mr. Barkdull and misrepresents the evidence of the case. It assumes that Mr
Barkdull began competing against Wesco by delivering a letter to Wes Harris in Preston on
behalf of P&S three days before he resigned from Wesco. There is no evidence that this
happened. There is no evidence that any other of the hundreds of customers were contacted
,re
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prior to the opening of the new P&S stores. It would be strange indeed for Mr. Barkdull to
have gone off to Preston to hand a letter to one customer. It makes no sense and it
contradicts all of the evidence of the case, including the Affidavit of Cory Hansen which
establishes that Brady's name was not added to the letter until just before it was printed after
August 19. The attacks on Mr. Barkdull are an example of how Wesco has chosen to use
accusations, innuendo, and distortion, instead of the evidence.

The Accusations of a Co~zspiracyare ridiculozas.
Wesco asks this court to rule that if person offers a job to an employee of another
company, and the employee says he needs a few days to think about it, that this is an illegal
conspiracy. Wesco overlooks the fact that this type of competition is good and is
encouraged. The alternative is a world of serfdom and indentured servitude where employers
need not take good care of employees because they know the employees cannot seek other
jobs. Wesco does not have the type of protection from competition for its employees that it
is seeking because that is not the law, not even in "blue state." Wesco's choice to use words
like "stealing" and "pilfering" to describe P&S's competion for customers and employees
is a distortion of the facts and an attempt to play on the court's emotions.
CONCLUSION
Judge Smith's decisions in this case have been an example of hard work. His
grasp of the facts, and his ability to state the facts hlly was impressive because of the
amount of detail. His decision is the result of carehlly studying the law and diligently
applying the law to the facts.
Frankly, Judge Smith's decision was not entirely popular with the defendants, who
were seeking a complete summary judgment. Nevertheless, it is difficult to argue with
the sound reasoning applied by the court and the defendants will proceed to trial under the
parameters set by Judge Smith and by this court.
The motion to reconsider is not well taken and should be denied.
DATED this 1
day of October, 2007.
?i

MERRILL & MERRILL, C H A R T E E D

Kent L. Hawkins
Attorneys for Defendants
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CERTmCATE OF SERWCE
I, Kent L. Hawkins, the undersigned, one ofthe aaorneys for the Defendants, in
the above-referenced matter, do hereby cedi@ that a true, kll and correct copy of the
hregoing Defendant's Memorandum Opposing PlainWs Second Motion to
Reconsider Summary Judment was this 5day of October, 2007, served upon the
following in the manner indicated below:
Michael I>. Gaffney
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY
MCNAMAM CALDER PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-5 171

E_1 U.S. Mail
[J Hand Delivery
[J Overnight Delivery
Telefax 529-9732

Ron. Don L. Warding
P.O. Box 4 165
Soda Springs, ID 83276
(Chambers Copy)

L_3 U S . Mail
L_3 Hand Delivery
[J Overnight Delivery
Telefax 547-2147
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Kent L. Hawkins (#379 1)
MERNLL & ME
LL, CHARTEIRIED
109 North Arthur P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991
(208) 232-2286
(208) 232-2499 Telefax
Altorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC., a
Washington corporation,

1
)

Case No. CV-05-3527 OC

)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF COREY
HANSEN

Plaintiffs,
VS.
PAINT & SPRAY, SUPPLY, IN61., JEFFREY
PECK individually, TRAVIS DAYLEY
individually, JOEL JOHNSTON individually,
CHANTIL DOBBS individually, DAVID
CRISTOBAL individually, RYAN NESMITH
individually, JODEE REID individually,
CURTIS STAIRS individually, TIFFANY
THOMSEN individually, HUGH
BARKDULL, individually, BRADY
BARKDULL individually, MICHAEL COOK
individually, SHELBY THOMPSON
individually, JENNY HANCOCK individually,
KELLY R. MCCLURE individually, JOHN
DOES I THROUGH X, MARY DOES I
THROUGH X, BLACK CORPORATIONS I
THROUGH X, GREEN PARTNERSHIPS I
THROUGH X AND RED LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANIES I THROUGH X,

I
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STATE OF Utah)
: SS

County of Salt Lake)

I, Corey Hansen, being first duly sworn, deposes and states:
1.

I am familiar with the facts stated in this affidavit and have personal knowledge of the

truth of the follouling statements.

2.

I have reviewed a letter written and signed by me addressed to "Valued Customer" on

Paint & Spray Supply letterhead, showing the date of August 16, 2005. This is the same letter
that is attached as Exhibit 3 to the Deposition of Wes Harris. A copy of that same letter is
attached hereto.
3.

I am the author of this letter. I began preparing it on August 16, 2005. It was to be

included in a packet of materials that would be delivered to potential customers of Paint & Spray
Supply, Inc. in Idaho Falls, Pocatello and Twin Falls, after new Paint & Supply stores in
Pocatello and Twin Falls opened on Monday, August 22,2005.

4.

The original version of this letter did not mention Brady Barkdull. His name was added

to paragraph 3 during the August 19 - 21 weekend.
5.

Friday evening, August 19, I learned that Brady and many other employees had resigned

from their fomer jobs and would be coming to work at our new stores. At that point I made the
decision to include Brady's name in the letter.
6.

When I made the changes during the weekend I did not change the date at the top of the

letter, so it still shows the day I started working on the letter, which was Wednesday, August 16,
2005.

7.

This letter was distributed to potential customers by myself and others beginning August

Affidavit of Corey Hansen

22, 2005 as part of a package of materials, as indicated-in the last paragraph of the letter.

8.

I helped distribute the letter and the booklet in the Twin Falls area.

9.

I did not distribute the letter to anyone until after August 21,2005 and I know that no one

else distributed the letter before that date because it was not even printed until after August 19,
2005.

DATED this

day of

Corey Hansen
STATE OF UTAH)
:ss
County of Salt Lake)
On this \ day of D
h
w ,2007, before me, a Notary Public in and for said
county and state, personally appeared Corey Hansen, known to me to be the person whose name
is subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledges to me that he executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal, the
day and year in this certificate first above written.
I

-&-&T-~
~o~&~ose
w . ~ ~ 9 1 1 6 1

8-'mlWsouul
w

DATED this

5-

mission Expires: 5 ( i/
l (-J

day of

,2007

MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED

BY
Kent L. Hawkins
Attorneys for Defendants

Affidavit of Corey Hansen
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CE

CATE OF S E R V I a

I, Kent L. Hawkins, the undersigned, one of the agomeys for the Defendants, in the above-

referenced matter, do hereby cedi& that a true, full and correct copy of the foregoing Affidavit of
Cory Hansen was this

-5- day of October, 2007, served upon the following in the manner indicated

below:
Michael D. Gaffney
BEARD ST. CLATR GAFFNEY
MCNAMARA CALDER PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-5 171

['U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Overnight Delivery
Telefax 529-9732

Hon. Don L. Harding
P.O. Box 4165
Soda Springs, ID 83276
(Chambers Copy)

[J U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
LJ Overnight Delivery
@ Telefax 547-2 147

u
u

u

Kent L. Hawkins

Affidavit of Cory Hansen
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REFINISH TECHNOLOGY PARTNER

Valued Customer:

Thank you for alloaring us the grpo&ty

to show you who we are and why we would
appreciate the o p p o d t y to earnyour business The name Paint & Spray Supply may be new or
u n f k k to you but we have been sellmg automotive paint and rela@ supplies in Boise and Nampa

since 1972 and since 2000, have been part of the Auto Body SupplyrMountaiuWest Paint and
Automotive Paint Warehouse Family. If fact, if you or any of your associates have been to any
BASF certification classes in Salt Lake City, it was conducted at our aca&
APW Training Center.
We have always been the BASF support and trainiDg network for your area.
wth some of the changes in distribution over the past several years, it has become increasingly
difficult to find a partner that is as passionate about training and education as we are, so, the
decisioo was nmde to extead our faonily to southeastem and southern Idaho to offer the same level
of support we offer all our customers

Our people have always been our greatest asset. W h e k it be Larry Mathis conducting a Small
Damage Repair System class or his award winning Custom Workshop; Dave MaxweIl.d over 43
years erpetience a s k h g you with shop flow or processes, or of course Beady Barkdull with 25+
years m the market, our people are ready, wrlling and most assuredly able to assist you with whatwer
challengesthelndustrythrowsourwap.
In this booklet you will hnd information on some of our upcomings ttaining and support
programs, m y of which may be f i d k u but until now,unma&Me to this this The Calencku of
Training shows upcoming classes for the 4h qrmrter of 2005 wit. some slated to be held in this area.
The Owner Mvlager workshop will be coming to both Tiwin Falls and Pocatello m October And .
again for 2005, Paint & S p ~ bas
y put a NACE travel package mgedzez for your c-ce.
Also
indudedis~invi~tiontotheupcomingV&nPlusprogramtobeheldmWLakeon
September 15h We are excited about the future and look fomard to workmg togethec Thank you
again for your time and 6cMnall of us, we look f o d to the opportunity to earn your business

Sales Manager

169 WEST BURTON

PHONE:
f

S A L T L A K E CITY, U T A H

8 0 1 - 8 3 2 - 6 0 2 1 ' FAX: 8 6 6 - 5 3 4 - 4 5 6 8

C
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84115
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SEE PAGE -752FOR :

Plaintiffs Replay Brief in Support of
Second Motion to Reconsider dated

Michael B, Gmey, ISB NO.3558
. Brunstsn, EB No, 6W6

ST CLAR G A r n E Y PA
Id&o Fa&,
83404-749s
niephone: (208) 523-5171
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732

DISTRICT COURT SEm JUDICW DISTWCT
IB
OGK C O W W IDAHO
Wesco Auwbdy Supply, bx., a

Wahhgton corporarim,

Pldlltiff,

I Case No.:CV-05-3527OC
S m M T l O N FOR DISMISSAL WITH

PREIUDICE
t individdly, T
Davis
ia~dividually,Paint and Spray SuppIy, Inc.,
an Idaho ca~oration,Auwrnotive Paint
Whouse, a Utah corporation dlbla Paint
Spmy md Supply or d/b/a Mid Mountnin
Supply, Jt?&ay Peak S v i d a l y , Travis
Daylcy h&vidWy, Joel Johnston
h&vid&ly, a m t i 1 Dabbs individually,
David C r i s ~ b diindividMly, Ryan
Nwmi& W v i d d l y , J a b Reid
individually, Curtis Stairs indivddly,
Tiffany Thomsetn individudly, Hugh
Bwkduli, hdiv~dually,Brady Barkdu11
hdividually, Michael Cmk mdiuidually,
Shdby mompson bdividudly, Jamy
Hmcock hdividudly, Kelly R,McCIure
individdIy, John Dcles I through X,Mary
Rues 1 through X, Black Corporatiam 1
through X,Gtreea P r n e ~ ~ f i p
1hs u g h X,
and Red Liinited Liability Comp&a I

through X,

Stipulation for f>irmi$zaIWirh Prejudice

Page I

The peies, by and &mu& reflectivecounsel of cord, hemby stipulate a d
a g m that the fatlowing defmdants shd1 be disrnis~edfrom

above entitled aaion with

p~judicc;:
Jeficy Peck, Tmvis DayIey, Joel Jclhnstoi~,Chmril Dobbs, David Cristobd, Rym

Nesnni&, Jodee Reid, C ~ i Stairs,
s
Tiffmy Thum.en,Shelby nompsrrrl, Jenny Nmcock,
md Kelly R. McClm.

The paaes agree that with regard to each party being dismissed each party is to
bear their own atmmy fms and ma.

/ ~ t t t i G e for
~ $laintie

M
DATED:

Kent -&as
A~omeyfm Defendants

L

Stipulation far Dikmiss;rl With Prejudice Page 2

i

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that on January 14,2008,I served a true and correct copy of the ORDER
FOR DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE on the following individuals by the method of
delivery designated below:
Kent Hawkins
Merrill & Merrill
109 North Arthur, 5" Floor
PO Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204
FAX: (208) 232-2499
Bannock County Courthouse
624 E. Center
Pocatello, ID 83201
FAX: (208) 236-7012
Honorable Don Harding
Caribou County Chambers
159 S Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276
FAX: (208) 547-4759

aU.S. Mail aHand-delivered

Z

U.S. Mail

aHand-delivered

U. S. Mail

aHand-delivered

//

P

Facsimile

St. Clair Gafhey PA

Order for Dismissal With Prejudice

,,,--

Page 3

Michael B. Gafkey, ISB No. 3558
Jeffrey D.
ISB No. 6996
BEARD ST. GLAIR GAFFNEY PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495
Telephone: (208) 523-5 171
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732

runs sod

LFRK

Attorney for Plaintiff

DISTRICT COURT SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
BANNOCK COUNTY IDAHO
Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc., a
Washington corporation,
Plaintiff,

Case No.: CV-05-3527 OC

VS.

ORDER FOR DISMISSAL WITH
PREJUDICE

Holly Ernest individually, Thomas Davis
individually, Paint and Spray Supply, Inc.,
an Idaho corporation, Automotive Paint
Warehouse, a Utah corporation d/b/a Paint
Spray and Supply or d/b/a Mid Mountain
Supply, Jeffrey Peck individually, Travis
Dayley individually, Joel Johnston
individually, Chantil Dobbs individually,
David Cristobal individually, Ryan
Nesrnith individually, Jodee Reid
individually, Curtis Stairs indivdually,
Tiffany Thomsen individually, Hugh
Barkdull, individually, Brady Barkdull
individually, Michael Cook individually,
Shelby Thompson individually, Jenny
Hancock individually, Kelly R.McGlure
individually, John Does I through X, Mary
Does I through X, Black Corporations I
through X, Green Partnerships I through X,
and Red Limited Liability Companies I
through X,
Defendants.

I

Order for Dismissal With Prejudice Page

1

~ & B b*g
H

comebe&m thc;Court by

0ftas.e sgpulatian f*

Dimisrsl With Prejudice exemred by rhe p d e r , md good o&@c h a g b g n &own,

IT 18 ==BY
above: entitled d m with pdlldict;.:

Jctfrey Pa& Trkvis Dayley, Joel Jolm~ton,Chmril Dobbs, David Cristobal, Rysn

Nesmih Iodee Reid, Curtie Strira, ?I&y Thumtaq SMby nompron, J

q Hsllcook.

orxd Wly W, McClure,
It is

wdered that e e h paty b a g &missed is ta besu tb& o m aamey

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that on January@,

22008, I served a true and correct copy of the

ORDER FOR DISMISSAL WITH PEEJUDICE on the following individuals by the
method of delivery designated below:
Kent Hawkins
Merrill& Merrill
109 North Arthur, 5thFloor
PO Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204
FAX: (208) 232-2499
Jefiey D. Brunson
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
FAX: (208) 529-9732
Honorable Don Harding
Caribou County Chambers
159 S Main
Soda Springs, ID 83276
FAX: (208) 547-4759

m . ~Mail
.

aHand-delivered aFacsimile

@.S. Mail

a and-delivered a~acsimile

&.

a and-delivered a~acsirnile

S. Mail

Order for Dismissal With Prejudice Page 3
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DISTmCT COURT 03'THE gmTH
STATE OXe ZDAHO, IN

1
Wesw Au~bodySupply, Inc., a WashinNn
corporation,

PlhtiEs,

) Case No,

CV-05-3527OC

1

>) am= tJH MWOM TO IR1ECONSTI)ER

1
1
1
Holley Ernest hdivihdly, Thomas Davis,
1
individurtlly, Paint and Spry Sqply, Im.,an 1
VS ,

Idaho oorporatiw, Aubmodve Paint
Wahoum, a Ut& mvoratian d/b/a Paint
Spray and Supply or dlbla M d Moun&
Supply, Jeffery Pwk isdividudly, Travis
Dayley individucllly, Joel Jbhnaton
individually, C b t i l Dobbs individuliy,
David Cristobal individw, Ryan Nesmith
individuaffy, Jodee Reid individualiy, C d f i
Stroim individually, Tiffmy Thompson

1
1
1
1
1
1

.

)
)
)
)
)

individdy, Jemy Hm~ockin&vidually,
f(;ellqR,kclure tndfviMby, John Does I
&ou& X, Mary Does I througfrX, Bhck
1
Coporations I through X,Green P d m M p 3 I )
through X, and Red Limited Liability
1
Compde6 I throu& X,
Defendants,

1
)

THE MATTER BEROW THE C O m Q
The matter before tXle Court is PI&fiFs motion fur reconsidemfion of a partial

s m m q judgment, The Court hm rewived and reviewed the record and the motion
along with the &davi$ and briefk in support and opposition &emto, The motion in this

Weetoo V,knest, MDO on motion ro reconsider.

cme is based on sever4 reasons, h c l h g a s%tamEntmade by Judge Smith dwbg a
y 22,2007.Plinbffs argue that Judg~Smith made his decision as to the

judpent on the basis of politicat r e a s o ~ grather i3-mlegal reasoninp.

PIhdEEs oldm that as a result of the deeision some Def&mts were excused from the
case that should have r d d ,
Dcfendanrts claim PI&tiBs talce the political sb@mentout of m n k and
~ that the
partial s u m w judwent issued by the Court should stand,

A k r r e v i e w the; record, motions a
d sumlemahg affidavits and briefs, this

Court finds that the decision made by Judge Smith wa9 well gmunded in fact and Iaw and
has found no W e r evidence provided by PXhdBwhich would support my other
conclusions,

1,

Mether the motion to recowidm should be granted?

UALYSIFIS2

Rule 1 1(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides the v&cls for
motiow of recomidmtion. This rule allow a Court to ramside;r interlocutq orders so

long as a

judp~nenthnot k n entered. Teqordv, Neibaur, 130 Idaho 932, (1998).

A party may present new evidenfie when a motion is bwouj$t under the rule but is not
required to do so, Johnson v, Lmbrog, 143 Idaho 468 (2006).Ef new evidmce is

presented the burden is on tXle moving party to present their m w evidence and bring the

Irial courts attention to it. Coezrr d;lfleneMining Go. v. First N6t'l Bank, 11 1.8 Idaho 812
(1990), The trial court is not required to search the record to determine if there is any new

mforma~onwhich may change the specifi~ationof the facts deemed eablighed. Id. A

W m o V. Ernest, MDO on motion b recornidex,

9 14

decision.to whe&m to $tmt or deny a a d o n for zconsidera6on penedly r u s s ~ta the

somd disere-tionof the trial court.

mr Proa"ucl8 Corg, v. Stoed Rives LLP, 143 Idaho 812

(2007),
Here the Plhtiffa pmpewlly bring the Rule I 1 (a)(2)@) rno~onby ~melydling

and giving notice befare any fmd judpltnt h b a n d e , F m e m o l ~ ethe
, Court is in
a proper pasidon to wconsider the partial s u m q judpent according to Rule
11(@)(2)@)#

Plaintips argue mveral m o m for reconsidera~onand a dmid of s w q
judpent. SpecificalIy Plaintiff apes; 1) Judge S d t h based his decision on politics and
thmfore it is mjust, 2) Judge Srnith did not consider H d s ' deposi~onteshony, 3)
Plaintiffs also argue that the M a Palls case is applicrible controllifig law on some issues
in this case and Judge S d t h failed to consider it correctly, 4) The previous rulings need

to be modified as to the tort of ixrtedefimcewith prospctive economic advmtage. 5) The
employee Refadants breached thek employment wnwwts. 6) Ernest, Davis, P&S/APW

inbdered with the employees' con@wt5,7)All of lsrady Barkdull's conduct should be
consider~dwhen ddomining whder he breached his fiduciary duty,X ) The Defmdmh
are liable for civil compirwy,

The C o d Will address each of the a m e n & made by PlairrtiEs,
1) Plaintiffi point at cornen& made by Judge Smith at a motion to compel

hearing which they claim show that Judge Smifh

stmunary judmerrt for political

reasons instead of legal reasons, If this were a true statement then there may well be good

~ s o n i n for
g the recrowideration, However, a review of the complete ~Qkmentshows
that Judge Smith did not base the decision on politics but rather it was, "made in an effort

Westoo V. Ernest, MDO on motion to rmonsider.

3

to kmp the parties who rn compe~brsas much as posgible into a n g s which, we rmlIy
ought to get into."

Tr.J m q 22,2007 Hr'g 49:21-25.

%s Court feels b
t gmGng of the s

keep the P

y judment was done in an effort to

which is

~ B focusd
B
on the relevmt issues, This hdicates legal reaso&g

p m p in these simtions. S

Judgmmt is used a a tool ta vveed out inelevant

issues where b r e are no legal agputee md to keep the p ~ e ons task con&g
disputed issues which itlvolve! gmdne i s s w of material fact#.Fu*more,

the

the

statement was m a e dicta and should not be considmd as a part o f the decision of itself,
To hold a Court reqonsible fox every u&rmm made d s c q w n t to a decision would
geatiy enember Courts as tongues would be bound for fear that some decision may be

affected by it, l"his Court agrees with Judlge Srnith that the paties need to focus on the
real issues wM& need addressed inthb case,
2) The accusation that Judge Smith did not consider Hmis' deposition testimony
is wfomded. The Plaintiff contends that bad he cornsidered it s m q judgment would
not have been granted. Howwer, after having reviewed the same deposi~ontttsti,moay
and in m e r light of the afEidacvit of Corey Hausen, we find t b t there am no genuine
issues of material fact which are raised.
3) Plaintiff contends Judge Smith fkled to consider Twin Falls F u ~ m$ City

Disdvib., fnc. v. D&B Sgpply Co., Inc.,96 Idaho 351 (1974). The case is never cited to in
Judge Smith's decision. Perhaps the reasons why Judge Smith did not cite to this case are
because the! case i s ouMated and distinguishhle from the case at bar. There is no

eviden~einthis Fase o f employees bti9g paid before they Q m i ~ o n tod their new jobs,
there has been no sign removal, However, Judge Smith has leR intact tbose areas which
Weatco V. Ernest, MDO on motion to reconsider,

4

arrt actioxldle and are similar to the dormeneon4 case. Tho i s a prQpaapplicatian o f

the law to the facts of MEcase).
4) P1hiffS next claim the previous dbs need to be modified as to &e tort of

intederence with prospec"eivem n o d c advantage. This COWdisa~ecs.Judge Smith
uses the elements provided in Highland Eaterprises, Ine. u. Barker, 133 Idaho 330

(1999), and others and correctly applies them to the Refendmts. This is done in a mmner
congiant witb Idaho law and the result is k t he &misses tfie parties who are entitled to

such as per the elements of the law, Under the faacts of this case and the law applied to
them it was proper for Judge Smith to dismiss Davis, Erne&, md P&S/APW. There is no
evidence that Brady Bwkdu11 was acting as agent for P&S/APW thaefore even in the

light most favorable to Plaintiffs this action against than c m o t &andon the gromds of
agency,

5) Plaintiffs contend the employee befendats breached their employment
conhacts, Judge Smith clearly stated the! law as it applies to the facts of this case when he

statad,
"Retriewing thet evidence in this record, the, Court fjxgdsthat there are genuine
issues of fact as to wh&m s m e of the employees (agaim whom Wesco has
brought suit) have bxeached these duties. Dayley may have breached a duty by
d r a g lettecrs of resignation for otha cmployaes, Jobrrsbn m
y have b~aoheda
duty by spealring to Dobbs about quitting P&B, Brady may have breached a duty
by taXkhg to other employees about quittins PkE, Cook may have breached a
duty by writing resipa7tiafi letters for other employess, Haxicock may have
breached a duty by s p e a g to Thompson and McClure abut quitting P&E and
by preparing resignation letters for thm,
If

'XTlis Court fincia that this is the proper applicaeon of the law to the facts in

regards to PlaitltiATs argument and stands on the: prior ruling.
Wmtw V. Ernest, MI30 OD motion to reconsider,

6) Plaintiff next arwm

%at Bmest, Davis,

P&S/PJJW iate~eredwith the

employees' coa&a(3u8To this ar&mentthe prior Court d & e m d that aa appliccttion of

Nbrthegst Bee-CDYPv, Home Livm~gSdwice, 136 Idaho 835 (20021, and Fravllz v, Parke,

111 Idaho 1005 (Ct. Am, 1986) are appliohle to the ease at bar, The Court then
dewmked5

''.,,there is no e v i h w in this record to m ~ e 8that
t Wesco employees bremhd
their ~mploymente o n a t ~4thWesw. b e f o x p , Wesco cannot m a i n ~ nthis
d o n for tortiow in%&amw with c o n m a h t fhese DefmdmQ, m r ,
evea if such mployees did
their at-wifl employment contrrn, as a result
of the mdons of these D~fmdmls,Wemo could not W
~ a cause
n of action
a g h t them. These: e m p l o p a t c o n b b were
le at will,"
DecfsionRE: Smmavy Jtldgtnerrt, Wesco v Ernat, at 17,

lirun COW finds that this is a praper appEc&on of the law to the fwta of the we:

and therefore will not recomida the ruling made by the Court.
7) Plaintiffs argue that dl of Brady Barkdull's conduet should be considered when
de&rmbhg wh&r

he breached his fiduciary duty. A careful review of the facts dickted

in the prior C o w decision denotes that Brady" conduct was considered in the decision.
The Court bd consikrable knowledge of Brady's conduct in the matter. In fact, h e
Court addresses at point blank the contentions of PlhtiE in the folloVVing excerpt from

the decision,

"Wesco x p s that Brady's alleged coxlduct in looking Ebr potential store sites
mdor splaking with P&S qresentatives about future work with P&S would also violate
the duty of loyalty, However, given the above law, the Court: diszlpes, Employees may

make mangements, to compete with their employer after leaving that emplopmt, while
still mployed by the employer," Lkrtisioil RE: Summary Judgment, Wesco v. Er~est,at

*.

Westco V.Ernask, M'I3iJ on motion to reconsider.
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Plaintiffs a p e that this conduct in combiMion witb P&S holdiq Brdy out as

an employee is sdficient to c o m t i a ~a breach of fiducliasy duty. They argue that this
condu~tgoes beyond mere prcpmtion to compete, It is not illegal to fnd a new job, or to
start m ' s ovn business, or makc prepara~onato do so before leaving an exi&g job, To

find o h d s e would severely hinder the economic growth and rights of individuals.
Refendants have produced the affidavit of Corey H w n which ates that the letter
holding Erady out t~ an employee was inisdated and that the! letter was actually witten

after Brady had terminated Ms exnplopmt with W m , There is no evidence which.
shows that P&S held Brady out as an employee before August 19". Judge Smith applied
the law to the evidence o f Brady's d u c t appopdaQly and even found that, "'Brady

may hive breached a duty by tdlung to other employees about qui-

P&EEf," Id& 13.

It is mclear what M e r condwt of Brady" should be wmidered.
8) PldnrtiPs laat = w e n t is that the D~fendaxrtsshould be liable for civil conspiraoy,

The law gives the followixrg d e W m to civil conspiracy;
A civil mnspira~~
that gives rise to legal rmeciies exists only ifthme is an
ent between two or more to accomplish. an unlawfulobjective or to
accomplish a lawfill objective in an uda*
manner. M~ppedarrgv,
M q s , 60 Idaho 19, 27-28, 88 P,2d 513, 516 (1939'~~Civil cornpiracy is
not, by itself, a claim for relief. Argonaut Irw: Co. v, mi&,86 Idaho 374,
379, 386 P,2d 964, 966 (1963)(quom DaMquisf v, Maftson, 40 Idaho
378, 386-87, 233 P,883, 887 (1925)). The essence of a caaare of ~ctioa
for civil conrrpimey is the civil wrong commftted arr the objec&e of the
conrjlpiracy, not the conspiracy ftlrelf. Id. Therefore, McP@m\ivif
conspiracy claim fails as a matter of law.
McPheters v, W i i e , 138 Xdahu 391 at 395, (2003) (emphasis added),

Judge: Smith then, applied this law to the faots as such:

"Because this cause: of &ion can ody be pwswd if the! objective of the
conspk~yis a civil wrong, the Court has reviewed this record to detWMine if, as
to the allegations of civil wrongs which have survived sumary juot~ein6there

Weatco V. Emat, MDO on motion to rcwnsida,

7

s

?

hm been, m ~geementbdweea Wo or more to wompIIsh bese civil wo~$s,
W l e the Cow b feud genuhe issues of faot cow
those who h v e
allegedly comiilted vvl.ang8 dfegetd in the; m m p h t , the
finds no evidence
of an apmmt bmeen tvoo or mo
n?pW&me eivil w o q s . The
Court hxefor~td;idssm all of the De
s as RI count,"
&ciston M: SiKYmy Jdp~a
W ~ ~v,CV,rfie$f,
Q Etc 29,
?%is Cow fin& h t this is in- a proper ~pfiotlrioaof the law to tht3 fact8

CONCLUSION:

IT IS HEWBY OmEmD,DECmED and W G I E I ) that p w s w t to the
above reason*,

the law Xras been poperly applied to the fac& of tain case by the prior

Court, nerdore, PlaJlndRs l s k the support of .the! law .to pursue the claims rrPised in the-

motion, Therefore the Plhtiff s Motionfor Aecomiderafion is DENIED.
DATED this

? p,day of January,ZOOS.

District Judge

W m V,Ernest, MDO on motion to reoonsida,
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Kent L. Hawkins
ME
109 North Arlhur - 5th Floor
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991
(208) 232-2286
Idaho State Bar #3791
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Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THl2
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC., a )
Washington corporation,
)
Plaintiffs,
VS.
PAINT & SPRAY SUPPLY, INC.,
HUGH B W m L , individually,
BRADY BARKDULL individually, and
MICHAEL COOK individually,
Defendants.

S T A R OF IDAHO

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-05-3527 OC

m r n A m o ~ n w m m s
UVITH W m W S LN SUPPORT
OF MOTIONS IN LIlWNE

)
)
)
)

1
:ss

COUNTY OF BANNOCK f

I, Kent L. Hawkins, being first duly sworn, deposes and states:
1.

Attached hereto are tnie and accurate copies of the following documents:

(1) Disclosure of Expert Witness Calculations, David M. Smith, (2) Defendants'
Supplemental Disclosure of Expert Witness Report (with attached report of Tyler Bowles,
Defendant's economist on damages), (3) Wesco's Summary of Losses (from Tab 2 of,
$r
%-,

6340: AFFIDAVIT OF KENT HAWKINS WITH DOCUMEhTS IN SUPPORT OF MOTIONS IN LIMINE
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Smith" Calculations), (4) Deposition of Cory Hansen, pages 13-15.

D A E D this ?? day of February, 2008.

Kent L. Hawkins
Attorneys for Defendants
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CERTmCATE OF SIERWCE
I, Kent L. Hawkins, the undersigned, one of the attorneys fbr the Defendants, in the
above-referenced matter, do hereby certify that a true, full and correct copy of the foregoing

A f i " m A W OF KENT HA

S

MOTIONS IN L

day of February, 2008, served upon the following

DOC

NTS IN SUPPORT OF

in the manner indicated below:

LJ U.S. Mail

Michael D. Gaffney
BEARD ST. GLAlR GAFFNEY
MCNAfMARA CALDER PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-5 171

Wand Delivery
[J Overnight Delivery
[J Telefax 529-9732

u U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
u Overnight Delivery

Won. Don L. Harding
P.O. Box 4165
Soda Springs, ID 83276
(Chambers Copy)

LJ Telefax 547-2147

Kent L. Hawkins
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Kent L. Hawkins (ISB #3?9 1)
MERRILL & MERRLLL, CHARTERED

109 North Arthur - 5th Floor
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-099 1
(208) 232-2286
(208) 23 2-2499 Telefax
Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
WESCO AUTOBODY SUPPLY, INC., a )
Washington corporation,
)
) Case No. CV-05-3527 OC
)
)
VS.
)
)
AUTOMOTIVE PAINT WAREHOUSE, ) DEFENDANT'S SUPPLEMENTAL
a Utah corporation d/b/a PAINT SPRAY ) DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT
AND SUPPLY or d/b/a MID
) WITNESSES

Plaintiffs,

'

MOUNTAIN SUPPLY,

)

Defendant.

)
)

i

Defendant, through its counsel of record, respectfblly submits the following
supplemental disclosure:
1.

Tyler Bowles, expert witness. Attached is a copy of Mr. Bowles' final report.

DATED this

day of January, 2007
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED

DEFENDANT'S SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE: OF EXPERT WITNESSES
0:\63\6340\Pleadings\Supplemental
Expert Witness Disclosure.wpd

Page 1

CERTIFICATE OF SERMCE
I, Kent L. Hawkins, the undersigned, one of the anorneys for the Defendants, in the
above-referenced matter, do hereby certify that a true, full and correct copy of the foregoing
I)EPEmAS;rr7SSWPLEMENTfi D I S C L O S m OF IEmERT WTNESSES was
this p d a y of January, 2007, served upon the following in the manner indicated below:
Michael D. Gaffney
BEARD ST. GLAIR G M F m Y
MCNAMARA GMDER PA
2 105 Coronado Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-1171

[ U.S. Mail

&Hand Delivery
[J Overnight Delivery
Telefax

u

Kent L. Hawkins

'

DEFENDANT'S SUPPLEMENTALDISCLOSURE: OF EXPERT WITNESSES
0:\63\6340\Pleadings\SupplementalExpert Witness Disclosure.wpd
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TYLER J. BOWLJIB. P H . D . . CPA. CVA
(435)5125707

December 14,2006

Mr. Kent L. Hawkins
Merrill and Merrill
P.O. Box 991
Pocatello, ID 83204-09511
Re: Wesco v. Holly Ernest et al.
Dear Mr. Hawkins:
At your request, I have evaluated the damages being asserted in this matter through the plaintiff's
expert, Mr. David Smith.' The plaintiff's designation of experts states the following:2
Mr. Smith is anticipated to testie as to the valuation of Wesco's
damages based upon information provided in the binder Exhibit A
submiaed along with this disclosure entitled Wesco Idaho
Operations Damages, which consists of fifteen (1 5) tabbed sections
comprising the underlying data arrived at in producing section
Number 1 'Summary' which identifies a summary of losses
claimed as damages in this litigation. (p. 2)

My opinions are based on an analysis of the material in "binder Exhibit A" and a review of the
following materials:
1.
2.

First Amended Complaint and Jury Demand;
Decision by Judge M.Randy Smith regarding summary judgment;

1

I presume that readers of this report will be familiar with the background of this case and, therefore, do not
provide any such background.
2 ~ e Plaintiffs
e
Designation of Experts and Lay Witnesses.

Plaintiffs Designation of Experts and Lay Witnesses;
Decision by Judge N. Randy Smith regarding motion to reconsider;
Affidavit of Michael Cook;
Affidavit of Brady Barkdull;
Second affidavit of Brady Barkdull;
30@)(6) Deposition of Holly Ernest, October 17, 2005;
Deposition of Holly Ernest, October 17,2005;
Deposition of Tom Davis, October 17,2005; and
Affidavit of Wes Goodwin.
It is my opinion that the plaintiff's expert (hereinafter D. Smith): (1) fails to apply a coherent,
rational damage me&odology; (2) makes the mistake c f double counting and fails to consider the
issue of mitigation; (3) fails to provide .support for the financial parameters and assumptions
upon which his damage estimate is based; and (4) makes a number of mathematical and technical
mistakes in applying his incorrect damage methodology.
The support for these opinions is provided below.

1.

\

D. Smith failed to apply a coherent, rational damage methodoJogy

The proper methodology to appraise damages3 in this matter is to determine the amount of money
required to place Wesco in the position it would have been in absent the alleged illegal actions of
the defendants4 This methodology requires that these actions be identified and an assessment
made of how these actions aEFected the economic position of the plaintiff and, hence, caused
damages, if any. In other words, a comparison needs to be made between the actual economic
position of the plaintiff after the alleged illegal actions and the position the plaintiff would have
been in but for the defendant's actions (i.e., the "but for" world). The plaintiff's damage claim is
completely silent on this crucial issue.
The plaintiff' damage claim shows that sales revenue for the three stores in questions (i.e., Twin
Falls, Pocatello, and Idaho Falls) did decrease after Wesco purchased these stores in August of
2005, which was the approximate time of the alleged illegal actions. However, the most
reasonable explanation and likely cause of this decrease in sales is that (1) key employees
terminated their employment with Wesco in August of 2005 and went to work for Paint Spray
and Supply Company (hereinafter P & S) and (2) that P & S opened competing stores in
geographical proximity to Wesco's stores and attracted plaintiff's customers in the period

3 ~ opurposes
r
of my analysis, I have assumed liability on the part of the defendant. Of course, if there is no
liability, there are no damages and any discussion of damages is irrelevant.
4 ~ eJudge
e
Smith's decision regarding summary judgment for the alleged illegal actions that remain an
issue in this case.

immediately afer August 2005.' Concerning the employee's actions of quitting Wesco and
going to work for P & S, Judge Smith has ruled the f~llollowing:~
Because all of the employees in this case were employed in an atwill relationship, they may terminate that employment at any time
and for my reason. (pp. 9-1 0)
Therefore, there can be no breach of covenant of good faith and
fair dealing by employees for doing any of these actions. There
was an at-will employment relationship between the padies. The
parties never entered into any noncompetition agreement. (p. 11)
Employlees may make mmgements, to compete with heir
employer after leaving that employment, while still employed by
the employer. (p. 14)
Judge Smith also quotes that following from Judge Learned Wand:
It has never been thought actionable to take away another's
employee, when the defendant wants to use him in his own
business, however much the plaintiff may suffer. (p.27)
\

As to the defendant's opening competing stores and attracting Wesco's customers, Judge Smith
has ruled the following:
The Court therefore finds that Wesco cannot maintain a cause of
action under Section 48-1 01 of the Idaho Code [Idaho Competition
Act] for the conduct evidenced in this record. There is no evidence
in this record that any of the Defendants were engaged in conduct
which would subject them to antitrust actions . . . . The Court finds
the evidence shows that both Wesco and P & S wanted to expand
their operations and did. The Idaho Supreme Court also held . . .
that an explicit comment that one intended to drive another out of
business was insufficient to state a claim under Section 48-1 0 1 of
the Idaho Code. (pp. 22-23)
Wesco claims . . . that all of the Defendants have tortuously
interfered with its contracts with customers . . . . The Court . . .

*see First Amended Complaint and J q Demand, p. 5 paragraphs 32 and 36 and p. 9, paragraphs 69-72 and
30(B)(6) deposition bf Holly Ernest, pp. 65-66.
%ee Judge Smith's Decision Re: Summary Judgment.

dismisses all of the Defendants as to this count [i.e., interfering
wi& customers]. (pp. 18- 19)
In Summary, there is no evidence that Wesco's revenues for the three stores in question declined
after August 2005 for reasons other than key employees quitting and going to work for a
competitor who was simultaneously expanding in that particular geographic region-actions that,
based on my understanding, have been deemed by Judge Smith not to be illegal. Therefore, the
"but for" position of the plaintiff is esselatially equivalent to his actual position after August
2005. In either case, his key employees have quit and have gone to work for an expanding
competitor. As the "but for7'andactual position of the plaintiff are essentially equivalent, it is far
less than certain that any damages, other than trivial amounts, were caused by the actions that
Judge Smith did not dismiss as these actions did not have a material incremental effect on the
economic environment faced by the plaintiE
Below I present the defendant's actions that Judge Smith did not dismiss and analyze the
corresponding incremental impact on this economic environment.
1. It is alleged that some defendant employees breached their3duciary duty to the
plainti# by discussing resignation with and drafting letters of resignationfor other
employees.

\

As noted above, all Wesco employees had the right to terminate their employment with Wesco at
any time. Therefore, damages steaming from the above actions of these employees (i.e.,
discussing resignations and drafting resignation letters) would be the value of the employees's
time spent on these actions if these activities were conducted on "company time."
2. It is alleged that some defendant employees interfered with the prospective economic
advantage of the plaintzflby discussing resignation with and drafting fetters of
resignation for other employees.
Again, as all employees had the right to quit and go to work for a competitor, this act has no
incremental economic .impact on the plaintiff.
3. It is alleged that some defendant employees engaged in unfair competition as a result
of (a) wearing plaintiffs clothing while working for defendant and (b) using plaintrfs
cell phone numbers while working for defendant.

Damages flowing from these actions would be the profits on sales made during the relevant time
period to confused customers who thought they were buying from the plaintiff. I have seen no
evidence to suggest that there were any such sales to confused customers. Given the short time
period involved, these damages, if any, are likely to be trivial.

4. It is aldeged that defendant ernployee Cook violated the Computer Fraud Abuse Act
and Idaho Trade Secrets Act by deleting and taking iP2formationfrom the p l a i n t e s
computer.
5. Ir is alleged that some d e f e n d a ~epnployees committed the Tort of Conversion by
taking co~npzrterfiles(employee Cook) andor "SEllrl19ookr(employees J o h n s ~ nand
Cuistobag.
The plaintifrs damage claim does not state how these two actions (i.e., numbers 4 and 5 above)
led to damages to the plaintiff. The amount of damages, if any, caused by these actions would
depend on whether the S o m a t i o n deleted andlor taken was proprietary and caused a loss of
customers of Wesco to P & S that P & S would not have been able to secure but for these actions.
I have seen no evidence that suggests that this was the case for any customer. Indeed, given the
long history of both P & S and Automotive Paint Warehouse employees servicing customers in
the relevant geographic region: it is unlikely that these actions, assuming they are true, had a any
incremental effect on the competitive enviroment faced by Wesco. Moreover, it is my
understanding that the "'SEM" books are not proprietary but, in fact, are made available by a
paint manufacture at no cost.

11.

-\

D. Smith's damage estimate failed to consider the issue of mitigation and makes the
mistake of double counting

It appears to be undisputed that the plaintiff paid $2,022,170 for the three stores of interest (i.e.,
Paint and Equipment Supply). The plaintiff allocated this purchase price as follows:
$ 99,908
Assets
Inventory
681,418
Accounts Receivable
244,844
Goodwill
999,000
-$2,022,170
Total

Even if the position is taken that the alleged illegal actions of the defendants had an incremental
effect on the economic position of the plaintiff,' these actions certainly did not destroy tangible
assets ($99,908), inventory ($68 1,418), or accounts receivable ($244,844). At most, these
actions affected goodwill ($999,000).9 Again, even if we make the unsupportable assumption
that the defendant's alleged illegal acts placed the plaintiff in a different economic position, the

7 ~ oexample,
r
Holly Ernest, a principal of both P & S and Automotive Paint Warehouse, ". . . had worked
this territory [S.E. Idaho] for thirty years." (See deposition testimony of Holley Ernest, p. 37).
'AS

outlined above, I strongly disagree that they had any material effect.

' ~ a s e don my review of the record, any goodwill associated with Paint and Equipment Supply (P&E) likely
was due to its key employees who, as noted above, had the right to leave their employment with P&E at any time.

maximum dollar value of the difference between the actual and "but for7"ositions of the plaintiff
is $999,000 as there is no evidence or claim that the actions of the defendants destroyed tmgible
assets or inventory or made accounts receivable uncollectible. Notwithstanding this fact, D.
Smi& concocts a d m a g e claim of $29,548,922.

To illustrate another fundamental flaw in the damage model used to derive the $29,548,922,1°
consider the followkg simple exmple. Assume that a defendant's actions cause the death of a
plaintifps cow, which the plaintiff had purchased one week earlier far $1,000. Obviously, the
most direct calculation of damages would be the value of the cow at the time of its untimely
death, which, given the timing, would be $1,000. An alternative darnage model and one that
would led to an equivdent estimate of damages if properly applied would be to calculate the
present value of the future profits this cow would generate as the value of an asset equals the
discounted future profits associated with the asset." Obviously, it would not be proper for the
plainti-ff to calculate damages under the hypothetical that he would have to continue to purchase
feed for a dead cow and then calculate damages as the sum of the following: (I) the expense of
feeding a dead cow for the next 10 years; (2) the profits the cow would have generated over a
period of time equal to infinity; and (3) the value of the cow. However, this is the exact damage
model that D. Smith applies in the instant case. His damage estimate can be summarized as
follows:

1.

2005 loss plus 2006 - 2015 loss
("'expense of feeding a dead cow")

2.

2006 - 20 15 budgeted income plus future
value of ~ o m p a n y ' ~
("profits cow would have generated
into perpetuity")

3.

$ 6,217,702

21,309,050

Purchase price
("value of cow")
Total

The plaintiffs duty to mitigate eliminates item 1 above (i.e., the plaintiff should avoid the
expense of feeding a dead cow). Items 2 and 3 reflect the exact same damage element (i.e., the
value of the asset destroyed); including both is simple double counting. Moreover, the purchase
price of the asset is a much more credible estimate of this value than a speculative projection of

'O~hisis in addition to the problems discussed in the other sections of this report.

or

a discussion of this well known concept see Corporate Finance, 4Ih ed. (1996) by Stephen A. Ross,
Randolph W. Westerfield, and JeMey F. Jaffe, chapter 4.
1 2 ~ hhture
e
value of the company is a proxy for profits the company would have earned in all future years

profits. Therefore, we are left with $2,022,170. But as already noted, it is unlikely that the
actions of the defendants affected the value of fixed assets, inventory, or accounts receivable,
which leaves just $999,000 as a possible damage. As noted earlier, however, it is unlikely that
any of the actions of the defendants that Judge Smith has allowed to remain as issues in this suit
had any material effect on this goodwill.

111.

I).Smith failed to provide support for the financial parameters and assumptions

upon which he bases his damage estimate.

Curiously, D. Smith's damage estimate (i.e., "binder Exhibit A") does not include any narrative
describing his dmage model, assumptions made, or the source or reasonableness of the
parameters applied. For example, and this is just one example that has been selected from many
possibilities, D. Smith lists the following damage element on the "Summary of Losses" page:
Future Value of Company (5 x IBITA)

$8,499,870

There is no discussion of (1) why this should be an element of damages, (2) the source and
meaning of the number 5 , (3) what "IBITA" means and how is was arrived at, and (4) why, in
this instance, the number 5 multiplied by IBITA yields a meaningful number.

IV.
\%

Technical and mathematical mistakes

A, Computational mistakes
There are numerous spreadsheets in D. Smith's damage report (i.e., binder Exhibit A) that
purport to provide support for his damage estimate. My analysis of just one column of just one
spreadsheet reveals numerous computational mistakes. For example, the spreadsheet titled
"Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc., Idaho, P&L ~ u m a ~ , contains
" ' ~ the following computational
errors:
1.

Items that have been added to Gross Margin A to arrive at Gross Margin B should have
been subtracted;

2.

Subtotal amounts for individual expense categories do not sum to Total Expenses as they
should; and

3.

Depreciation and amortization expense items have been added to Profit from Operations
rather than being subtracted as they should.

The errors found in just this one column of one spreadsheet calls into question the integrity of all
the calculations that underlie D. Smith's damage estimate.
' 3 ~ h i spreadsheet
s
is found in binder A behind a page titled "5 year projections," which is behind the
"Forecasted Forward" tab. The damage element, "2006-2010 Forecasted Losses," comes form this spreadsheet.

B. Failure to discount hture losses
It is my understanding that Idaho law requires that Mure dmages be discounted to their present
value equivalents. D. Srnith has made no attempt to perform such a present value calculation.

V.

Summary

It is my opinion that there is no credibility to D. Smith's damage estimate as he has (1) failed to
apply a coherent, rational damage model, (2) engaged in double counting and failed to consider
the issue of mitigation, (3) failed to provide any analytical support for the parameters and
assumptions upon which his damage estimate is based, and (4) made a number of mathematical
and te~hnicalmistakes in applying his incorrect damage methodology. Further, it is my opinion
that there is no evidence that the economic envirom~entfaced by Wesco's was altered after
August 2005 for reasons other than key employees quitting and going to work for a competitor
who was simultaneously expanding in that geographic region-actions that, based on my
understanding, are not illegal actions. Therefore, it is far less than certain that any damages,
other than trivial amounts, were caused by the actions that Judge Smith has not dismissed.
This report is preliminary and may need to be updated as additional information becomes
available. I trust that this report will be of value to you, your clients, and the court as this matter
progresses. If I can be of further assistance, please let me know.
Sincerely,

Tyler J. Bowles, Ph.D., CPA, CVA

SUMMARY OF LOSSES
5 YEAR

PURCHASE PRICE
2005 LOSS

671,198

2006 - 2010 FORCASTED LOSSES

2,655,633

SUB-TOTAL

2006 - 2010 BUDGETED INCOME

4,800,977

FUTURE VALUE OF COMPANY (sx IBITA)

5,640,335

TOTAL
Less Salvage Value

10 YEAR
PURCHASE PRICE
2005 LOSS
2006 - 2015 FORCASTED LOSSES

2,022,170
671,198
5,546,504

SUB-TOTAL

2006 - 20 15 BUDGETED INCOME

TOTAL
Less Salvage Value

12,809,180

29,548,922

A

I m

ith Travis Dayley.

Q

Okay.

In what city?

A

Twin Ealls.

Q

Okay.

A

We met early Monday morning, grabbed a

What did you do?

handful of literature, the folders that I had prepared
over the weekend, and took them with us to hand them
out as letters of introduction to potential customers.

Q
letter?

What happened with other copies of the
Were they given to anybody else other than the

ones you and Travis delivered?
A

We distributed the -- well, the ones that we

brought with us -- or I brought with me on Monday were
distributed to other entities that worked for the
company.

Q

Okay.

A

No one had anything prior to that.

Q

Who all did you give copies of the letter to?

A

Gave copies to the salespeople, so it would

have been Tom Davis, Holly Ernest, and Gary -- oh, my
gosh.
MR. ROGER MAXFIELD:
THE WITNESS:
Housley.

Housley?

Housley.

Thank you.

Gary

He is also an employee of APW, and he worked

with one of the other salespeople in Twin Falls. so

LORI LAWRENCE, CSRIRPR

